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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The development of plant models in the last years 

In the last decades the modelling of plant growth has become an inherent part of the 

theoretical and practical decision making processes in forestry and agronomy. A vast number 

of empirical models, based on long term observations, have been developed and used as 

standard methods of the classical forestry, namely yield tables and stand height curves. 

However, these models are no longer able to describe or prognosticate accurately the 

behaviour and reactions of trees and tree stands to their environment, because they do not 

consider the rapidly changing environmental conditions of our time. Global meteorological 

changes, pollution and new methods of forest management build a new scope of parameters 

and relationships that have an influence on the growth of plants. 

The original question formulation for forest models was focused on the general changes of 

productivity and wood quality and on the measurement of these changes. In the last 20 years, 

the discussion about the impact of environmental change on plant growth was initially marked 

by the phenomenon of forest die-back (Waldsterben). The direct effects on the plant 

phenotype became a measurement tool for the condition of trees and the environmental 

impact on their growth (ULRICH, 1981; ROLOFF, 1984; GRUBER, 1987). In addition, due to 

different ecological and economical factors, new methods of forest management have been 

developed and used in the last years. These are mainly aiming at resource sustainability and 

natural stand structures (e.g. LÖWE program, OTTO, 1989, 1991; NIEDERSÄCHSISCHE 

LANDESREGIERUNG, 1992), creating mixed stands containing both different species and trees 

in different ages. This sustainable and ecological silviculture has to be taken into account by 
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modern models, as it represents a significant difference to the growth conditions in older 

stands. 

All these processes and needs led to the development of models able to describe single plants 

and stand structures at different scales to better represent and study the relationships between 

plants, and between plants and their environment in a three-dimensional scope. On the other 

hand, the interest and the wish to better understand the effects of the flow, interchange and 

concentration of different substances (nutrients, pollutants, water, energy, etc) also led to the 

development of models based on physical, chemical and physiological processes, such as 

photosynthesis, transpiration, respiration and water and nutrient uptake. Such models 

generally use simplified structures that serve as spatial frame for the processes. These 

structures consist of abstract spatial compartments, such as whole plants (BASSOW ET AL., 

1990), crown (CONSTANTIN, 1993; IBROM, 1993), stem (BROUGH ET AL., 1986; ČERMÁK ET 

AL, 1976) and soil (BÖHM, 1979; ISTOK, 1989, LAFOLIE ET AL., 1991; SCHMIDT ET AL., 1995; 

MORGENSTERN, 1996). 

Although the interest of forestry is centred on tree and stand models, many of the plant 

models used in forestry have their origins in other research fields. KURTH (1999) divides the 

different modelling approaches into seven major schools: 

I. The French school, which is concerned with the description of tree architecture 

(HALLÉ AND OLDEMAN, 1970; HALLÉ ET AL., 1978; HALLÉ, 1986) as the result of both 

endogenous and exogenous processes, and later with the development of procedures 

and their practical implementation for the modelling of agrarian plants (DE REFFYE). 

II. The theoretical biology, which provides important basic principles for the modern 

modelling of plants. These are for example the modular structure of plants, the 

development of the morphology as result of casual connections with different 

processes, and the optimisation of resources uptake which is related with the 

production of optimal structures.   

III. The theoretical computer sciences and mathematics. From this field come most of the 

mathematical formalisms of modern plant modelling. 
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IV. Computer aided graphics. This field is relatively new, and was originally centred on 

the production of optically attractive structures which had not always correct botanical 

background. However, the realistic visualisation of simulation results is today an 

important part of plant modelling. This field provided important insights in relation to 

spatial discretisation of data and for the optimisation of algorithms.  

V. Forestry and forest ecology. As described before in this thesis, this research field is 

concerned with the prognosis of forest development under modern silviculture 

methods, and with the modelling of single trees. 

VI. Bioclimatology and tree physics. This research field includes the modelling of 

photosynthesis in heterogeneous tree stands, the deposition of air pollutants and 

nutrients and their filtering through the canopy, and the description of the mechanical 

and hydraulic characteristics of crowns. 

VII. Entomology. This field uses plant structures to represent and to describe the habitat of 

some insects and to study the effects of feeding on plant structures. 

All these schools can not longer be considered individually, but rather as a network of ideas 

which can be combined to conceive better models that can satisfy the requirements and 

provide answers to actual questions of plant modelling. 

1.2 Concepts of plant modelling 

At this point it is necessary to clearly define a model. A model is reproduction of the reality 

with abstraction of redundant details. A model permits us to discern, comprehend and handle 

information without the knowledge about the whole background. The complexity of models is 

highly variable, depending on the degree of abstraction and naturally on the complexity of the 

part of the reality that it describes. The simplest models are mainly descriptive. A map 

provides us with different information about a landscape depending on its scale and on the 

number of details included. The more information we try to reproduce with the map, the more 

it becomes complex and difficult to read. A more complex form of description is for example, 

a chemical formula for a reaction, or a mathematical formula that describes a given set of 
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data. However, to satisfy the needs and questions of modern silviculture, it is necessary to go 

further. The description of complex dynamic processes in organisms (trees) or ecosystems 

(stands) is obtained through simulation, i.e. the virtual reproduction of the reality at a 

structural-functional level using a model. Simulation models serve to describe, analyse and 

validate theoretical and empirical data that led to the model formulation, and to generate 

prognoses under different (plausible) scenarios. The simulation models are thus a powerful 

research and decision making tool for the practice. However, it is important always to 

remember that a simulation is only a possible picture of the reality using a given set of 

boundary conditions and not the reality itself. Unfortunately, there is a tendency to overvalue 

the results of simulations. 

A vast number of plant models have been developed using different approaches, depending on 

the goals of the respective project. In general, the modelling approaches for plant growth can 

be classified in three main categories, whose boundaries, however, can be vague. Thus, an 

exact assignation for each model to a category is not always possible without ambiguity. 

First, process oriented models such as photosynthesis and C-allocation models. These models 

are based on the physical interaction between ecological compartments that can be defined on 

different time and space scales. One characteristic of this kind of models is that the definition 

of the spatial compartments used to delimit the process can be very abstract. These models 

often consist of a couple of mathematical formulas and rules that describe the given process. 

This is given as the description of a state or a dynamic, especially equilibrium condition, 

threshold values, flow rates, uptake/loss rates, etc, or a combination of them (BASSOW ET AL. 

1990; THORNLEY, 1976; BOSSEL, 1994).  

Second, structural models based on the morphological architecture of the plant. Thus, these 

models are devoted to the observed growth topology of the plants without taking in con-

sideration the interaction with the environment and the internal physiological processes of the 

plant. In this regard we have to distinguish between plant topology and plant morphology. 

The term "plant topology" describes the relative relationship between the different elements 

of the plant - especially nodes and internodes - and their arrangement in space, while the term 

"plant morphology" describes the general shape and form of the plant and its elements, along 

with their biological significance. Morphological models are generally based on empirical 
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botanical observation with abstraction from the physiological processes that control plant 

growth. Examples of this group are crown architecture models (HALLÉ AND OLDEMAN, 1970; 

HALLÉ ET AL., 1978; KRANIGK, 1995) and basic Lindenmayer systems (PRUSINKIEWICZ, 1987; 

PRUSINKIEWICZ ET AL., 1988;  PRUSINKIEWICZ, 1994; KURTH, 1994; KURTH, 1997; KURTH, 

1999). These models try to reproduce the observed or perceived reality without having to 

reproduce the processes or environmental conditions that led to a given state. A representative 

example for such models is the description of the crown morphology using length/diameter 

relationships to create new branches, and the general approach of the pipe model (DA VINCI, 

after RICHTER, 1970; SHINOZAKI ET AL., 1964) to simulate the secondary diameter growth. 

At last, a new group of models has emerged, that increasingly unifies process modelling with 

more and more complex structural models (KELLOMÄKI AND KURTTIO, 1991; KELLOMÄKI 

AND STRANDMAN, 1995; KELLOMÄKI AND IKONEN, 1996; PERTTUNEN ET AL., 1996; 

PERTTUNEN ET AL., 1998; SIEVÄNEN ET AL. 1995) where the structure is more than only the 

physical frame of the processes. Process and structure interact with each other and are thus 

interdependent. Thus, a direct description of plant growth in dependence on its physiological 

processes is made possible. This third category comprises the structural-functional models 

based on the reconstruction of the topological and/or morphological architecture of the plant, 

taking into account the dynamics of specific physiological and mechanical processes as well 

as the interaction of the plant with the environment and other plants (light, water, nutrients, 

and competition). In this context, we can also mention the model ECOPHYS (HOST ET AL., 

1990), the AMAPpara software from CIRAD, France (DE REFFYE ET AL., 1995a; DE REFFYE 

ET AL., 1995b) and the advanced formalisms of the already mentioned L-systems. 

For this category of models the differentiation in topological and morphological architecture 

is also important, because there exist models devoted to the reproduction and representation 

of  tree stands, where the fine structure of single plants is ignored and only "raw" 

morphological elements are used (i.e. cones, spheres or ellipsoids are used to represent single 

tree crowns, PFREUNDT AND SLOBODA, 1996; KAHN AND PRETZSCH, 1997; PRETZSCH, 1990a, 

PRETZSCH, 1990b;  PRETZSCH, 1992a; PRETZSCH, 1992b). 
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1.3 Objectives of the thesis 

As shown above, the vast amplitude of models is the result of the separated and individual 

development of approaches in the different research branches of botany, forestry and 

agronomy. This has made it difficult to warrant the exchange of information between existing 

models. As a result, model outputs and results are often difficult or impossible to compare, 

even by very similar question formulation and model development. 

At this time the actual project from which this thesis has originated includes five categories of 

models or software to be interconnected. First, the growth engines AMAP (DE REFFYE ET AL., 

1995a, 1995b; BARCZI ET AL., 1997) and GROGRA (KURTH, 1994, 1999), i.e. the software for 

the simulation of growth and for the representation and visualisation of the geometrical and 

topological architecture of the plant and thus its morphology. Second, the models for internal 

hydrological processes and water flow in the plant itself, especially the model HYDRA by 

Thomas FRÜH (1995; FRÜH AND KURTH, 1999). Third, models that describe the 

microenvironment in the canopy layer, especially light and radiation balances, such as 

MIR/MuSc by J. Dauzat (DAUZAT AND HAUTECOEUR, 1991; DAUZAT, 1993; DAUZAT, 1994;  

DAUZAT AND EROY, 1997; DAUZAT AND RAPIDEL, 1997; RAPIDEL ET AL., 1999). Fourth, 

models of root growth and behaviour. And fifth, models for the soil environment, including 

water flow, e.g. SilVlow (SCHMIDT ET AL., 1995), and nutrients. A common way of model 

interconnection is the creation of single interfaces between two modules, as already realised 

by the software AIR by D. LANWERT (LANWERT 1997; LANWERT ET AL., 1998) to 

interconnect HYDRA and AMAP, and by the model HYDRA (FRÜH, 1995), that offers a 

simple interface to the model SilVlow (SCHMIDT ET AL., 1995). The growth engines AMAP 

and GROGRA provide both a range of interfaces to other models. As shown in Figure 1-1, 

this method of model interconnection would lead to a quadratically growing number of 

interfaces, and thus it would also lead to the same problem as described above. There would 

be many different transcription tools that act individually and thus ineffectively, as the 

information exchange with other modules is not warranted or is only possible through manual 

corrections and single conversion. 

It is thus necessary to create a generic tool, able to co-ordinate the interaction of these models. 

However, the exchange of information is often only possible in a static and unidirectional 

way. That is to say, the results of a model are integrated in other models and supply the 
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general conditions for further processes, e.g. the architecture of the crown as framework for 

light interception. Another problem results from the large differences in temporal and spatial 

scales between models, due to their different objectives and methods. The co-ordination of 

time steps and the adjustment of spatial information is an important part of the model 

interconnection. 

Figure 1-1: Individual model 
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interconnection. Each arrow represents a 
possible interface between two models. The 
dotted arrows represent interfaces already 
realised in previous projects for single 
programs. With this procedure a single 
interface must be developed for each new 
software tool, thus increasing the number of 
interfaces quadratically with each new 
module. 
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n objective of this project is to create a software shell, called NEXUS that facilitates or 

n makes possible the interconnection of different models. For the development of the 

ware some basic principles had to be defined. First, the software should be portable to 

erent platforms, so that it works under different operation systems. This is necessary 
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because models have been developed under different systems, especially Windows and 

UNIX. Second, the shell should have a modular architecture, so that the integration of new 

models at some indefinite future time (as new modules) is warranted. And third, the 

maintainability, portability and use of the software should be warranted through an exhaustive 

documentation. Figure 1-2  shows the schematic structure for a central interface that makes 

the data exchange between the modules more effective and manageable. 

For the realisation of the model interconnection the co-operation between different work 

groups is very important. At present, the main co-operative work relevant for this study takes 

place between the following workgroups: the workgroup of W. Kurth at the Institut für 

Forstliche Biometrie und Informatik at the University of Göttingen, Germany, the workgroup 

of F. Houllier at the CIRAD (Centre de Coopération Internationale en Recherche 

Agronomique pour le Développement), Montpellier, France, and the work group of R. 

Sievänen at the METLA (Finnish Forest Research Institute), Vantaa, Finland. This co-

operation includes the exchange of information, data and software, as much as collecting new 

data for validation of the model interaction. For this reason, the long-term development of the 

NEXUS shell will include five main groups of modules: First, the growth engines AMAP 

(CIRAD, France) and GROGRA (University of Göttingen, Germany), i.e. the software for the 

simulation of growth and for the representation and visualisation of the geometrical and 

topological architecture of the plant and thus its morphology. Second, the models for internal 

hydrological processes and water flow in the plant itself, especially the model HYDRA by T. 

Früh (University of Göttingen), and HYDRO by J. Dauzat (CIRAD, France). Third, models 

that describe the microenvironment in the crown layer, especially light and radiation balance. 

The modules include the programs MIR and MuSc by J. Dauzat (CIRAD, France). Fourth, 

models of root growth and behaviour (not yet included). And fifth, models for the soil 

environment, including water flow, e.g. SilVlow by C. Blendinger (Bonn), and nutrients. 

Figure 1-3 shows a general working scheme of NEXUS in the example of plant hydrology 

processes. The solid arrows represent the main process and information flow between the 

modules. They represent the data transfer in NEXUS and the process interfaces to coupled 

modules, e.g. Growth Engines and radiation models. The dotted arrows represent the 

information flow needed as model input, which can be produced by other external models. 
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A similar project had been aimed at by the NAPAP (National Acid Precipitation Assessment 

Program, USA) to simulate single trees and tree stands (KIESTER ET AL., 1990). The project 

contained different models at different spatial and temporal scales, which combine numerous 

modelling approaches. For single trees, a meta-model called Simple Whole Tree had been 

designed. It contained five modules: NEEDLES, which describes needle physiology; 

BRANCH/FOLIAGE, which describes branch morphology and physiology; TRANS, which 

simulates the carbohydrate transport in phloem; ROOTS/SOIL, for the interaction of roots 

and the soil matrix; and WHORL, which describes the competition behaviour of the crown. 

The modules in turn are made of different structure-function models, with a focus on C- and 

N-allocation and on transfer processes. These models were parameterised for Pinus taeda L. 

and Picea rubens Sarg. For whole stands, the model MAESTRO was used to calculate the 

radiation balance and the carbon gain through photosynthesis, and NuCM was used to 

simulate the cycling of nutrients in forested ecosystems. The single models are very complex 

and detailed, and have been individually validated. However, the final model integration into 

the proposed meta-model does not seem to have been achieved. 

 

Figure 1-3: General working scheme of NEXUS in the example of plant hydrology processes. 
The solid arrows represent the main data fluxes for the "core" and "peripheral" modules. 
The dotted arrows represent expanded information fluxes from "transition" modules 

1.4 Further contents 

Chapter 2 of this thesis describes the most important modelling approaches in each of the 

three categories of plant models. The model description includes the model hypothesis, the 

input and output data and their format, and the description of how it interacts with other 

models, respectively how these have been included in existing models. 
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Chapter 3 describes the programming techniques used to create the shell, especially object 

oriented programming (OOP). Further, the measurement methods and experimental sites used 

to get the validation material for the model interconnection as well as the methods used to 

validate it are described in this chapter as well. 

In chapter 4, the shell software NEXUS is described in a more detailed fashion together with 

some additional programs used to create the interfaces. 

In chapter 5 the validation and comparison of each used model takes place considering results 

obtained with and without the interconnection of the different models. 

Chapter 6 is dedicated to the evaluation of the results and of the utility and benefits as much 

as of the drawbacks of the interconnection of the given models by means of a general shell. 

 

 



2 PLANT MODELLING: STATE OF THE ART 

Following the classification presented above, we describe briefly some of the most relevant 

models, altogether with their utility, limitations, portability and connectivity with other 

models. 

2.1 Process models 

There exists a series of models for physical and physiological processes that have been 

already tried and tested, and that build the basics of most of the more recent process and 

structure-process models. In this context we concentrate on model approaches for soil water 

flow, stomatal conductance, transpiration, photosynthesis, radiation transfer, vertical wind 

velocity profiles and water flow in plants.  

2.1.1 Soil water flow 

The most important basic models for water flow rest upon the principle of the hydraulic 

potential h that can be represented as follows under simplification of the physical 

characteristics of water 

H = Ψ + z (2-1)

where Ψ is the matrix potential of the system and z the gravitation potential. In some literature 

the formula 2-1 is also given as H = h + z. The units for the potential depend on the reference 

value used. Generally, the energy can be related to a mass, a volume or a weight of water, 

implying as resulting potential unit length²/time², pressure and length units respectively. This 
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can be illustrated by means of the gravitation potential, defined as m g l, where m is the mass 

(kg), g the gravity acceleration (m/s²) and l the height or length of the capillary (m). In 

reference to the mass, we get m g l/m = g l, thus m²/s² as unit. In reference to the volume, we 

get m g l/V = m g/l², thus Pa as unit. And in reference to the weight, we get m g l/m g = l, 

thus m as unit. In the soil hydrology the most common units used are length units, especially 

meter.  

The second base model is Darcy's Law from 1856 that describes the water flow velocity in 

dependence upon the difference of potentials between two points in a porous medium. The 

flow velocity is supposed to be proportional to this potential gradient and indirectly 

proportional to its length. For a simplified three-dimensional system we get: 

x
hkq xx ∂

∂Ψ−= )(  

y
hkq yy ∂

∂Ψ−= )(  (2-2)

z
hkq zz ∂

∂Ψ−= )(  

where the proportionality factor k is called hydraulic conductivity [m/s]. For non-saturated 

systems k is supposed to be an explicit function of Ψ. This means, the hydraulic conductivity 

is the same for the flow into and out of the system, i.e. the system has not hysteresis.   

Besides Darcy's Law, the principle of mass conservation is often a precondition. According 

to this principle, any mass of water that flows into the system also has to flow out of it. Thus, 

any change of the mass in the system can only be due to the water flow into or from the 

system. A mass change in the system can only happen if the system is non-saturated, or it 

becomes non-saturated. The water content is symbolised by θ. Furthermore, Darcy's Law 

assumes that the flowing fluid, i.e. water, is not compressible. This is however not realistic, 

and so the change of the volume of a given mass of water due to the change of the water 
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pressure is explained by the thermodynamic principle of compressibility and elasticity of 

water: 

p∂
∂=
ϕ

ϕκ  (2-3)

where κ is the compressibility of water, ϕ the water density and p the water pressure. This 

formula represents the isothermal compressibility, i.e. the change of the temperature caused 

by the change of density is ignored. 

An example for a more complex model based on these principles is the SilVlow model for 

water movement in the soil (BLENDINGER, 1995; SCHMIDT ET AL, 1995). It simplifies Darcy's 

Law, taking into account only two main flow directions, vertical and horizontal, ignoring 

lateral flow. The model is designed to be applied to slopes and similar sites with only a two 

directional flow. The terrain is covered with a grid of triangular elements, each having two 

hydrological parameter functions, the pF curve (θ/Ψ) and the Kr curve (κ/Ψ). For each 

element, the water uptake through roots is taken as sink value and added to other sinks. As 

input serve the precipitation and the infiltration through the upper boundary. The user defines 

the time steps for the simulation according to the given precipitation data. For each time step, 

the model calculates the system water output, potentials, water contents and flow rates 

according to the given boundary conditions. The equation derived from Darcy's Law for the 

sink values used by the model is called Seep-Flow- or Fokker-Planck-Equation: 
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The information transfer into and from the SilVlow model is actually realised through files. 

The input file contains the information about the infiltration rates at given points of time, the 
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output file contains the potentials, water contents and flow rates for pre-selected points and 

time steps. Furthermore, there are thirteen different files that co-ordinate the simulation and 

that can be used as interface for the model. SilVlow is also designed in a way that different 

models for the water uptake of roots can be connected with it. 

Because the model is based on Darcy's Law, it is restricted to the following conditions:  

- Slopes with relatively low soil thickness or similar terrain. 

- Water and soil are incompressible. 

- Water flow is only due to hydraulic potential and gravitational gradients. 

- There is no hysteresis. 

- The water flow is predominantly described by the laminar flow in the micropores. 

- The soil characteristics are homogenous inside each grid element and constant during 

the complete simulation time.  

However, it describes well the hydrological situation for the given site conditions, and due to 

the portability of data from and into the model it is well suited for the interconnection with 

other models for more detailed simulations. 

2.1.2 Stomatal conductance 

The modelling approaches for stomatal conductance can be divided into two main categories, 

linear and non-linear approaches. Linear approaches are based on a linear combination of 

regressions with different factors such as PAR (Photosynthetically Active Radiation), global 

radiation (Rg), water vapour saturation deficit (δe), water potential (ψ), air temperature (Ta), 

leaf surface temperature (TS), concentration of CO2 in the air at the leaf surface (CS), etc., 
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what makes them easy to compute and apply (JONES, 1992; BIDEL, 1994). Linear models take 

the general form: 

gsto = c1 + c2 ⋅ Rg + c3 ⋅ δe + c4 ⋅ Ψ+ c5 ⋅ TS + ... (2-5)

where gsto is the stomatal conductance and c1, c2, etc. are the regression constants for the 

respective factors. This concept is, however, considered not very exact due to the non-linear 

characteristic of the stomatal response to the environment, so that more complex models are 

generally based on non-linear approaches. SINOQUET AND LE ROUX (2000) present four major 

representative examples for the non-linear approaches. 

The first approach is the multiplicative model presented by Jarvis (NEILSON AND JARVIS, 

1975; JARVIS, 1976) that describes the stomatal conductance as the product of non-

synergistic, i.e. independent, functions: 

gsto = gsto max ⋅ f(PAR) ⋅ f(Rg )⋅ f(δe) ⋅ f(Ψ) ⋅ f(TS) ⋅ f(CS) ... (2-6) 

where gsto max is the maximal stomatal conductance. 

The functions are approximated by a non-linear optimisation technique to the boundary line 

of a given cloud of points for measured data. The main flaw of this model is that the exact 

degree of interaction between the observed variables is unknown. The assumption that there is 

no correlation between the observed variables is thus only a simple hypothesis that cannot 

reflect the real behaviour of stomatal conductance. However it serves to differentiate the 

degree of effect of each variable on stomatal conductance. Furthermore, it is difficult to 

optimise the values to get an acceptable regression for each variable. The approximation to 

the upper boundary line (frontier) or "probable upper limit of observations" (JARVIS, 1976), as 

shown in Figure 2-1, makes the assumption that for these values all the other variables are not 

limiting, so that this line reflects at best the response of the stomatal conductance to the given 

variable. It is possible to generate the optimal conditions for smaller plants in a laboratory, 

especially for crop plants, but it is almost impossible to find optimal conditions for trees or 

stands in the field as needed for forest research. Due to this bias, the real upper limit could be 

higher than observed. 
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where a1, a2, a3, a4 and a5 are the function coefficients, Ψleaf is the hydraulic potential of the 

leaf, Ψt is the threshold value for the decrease of the stomatal conductance, and gmin is the 

minimal stomatal conductance for CS values greater than 1000 cm³ CO2/m³ air. 

YANG ET AL. (1997) applied the multiplicative model approach to simulate the stomatal 

conductance in Acer saccharum trees. They used PAR, leaf water potential, leaf temperature, 

and vapour pressure differences as variables. The resulting spline functions were fitted with 

least square estimation. The model HYDRO described below (DAUZAT AND RAPIDEL, 1998) 

uses originally the multiplicative model of Jarvis to calculate the stomatal conductance. In this 

model, the values were fitted for single species as for example Coffea arabica. 

Second, COWAN AND FARQUHAR (1977) defined an optimisation approach based on the 

constant ratio λ between water loss through evapotranspiration (E) and CO2 gain through 

assimilation (A): 

λ=
∂

∂÷
∂
∂

stosto g
A

g
E  (2-12)

Third, BALL ET AL. (1987) presented an empirical and simpler model based on the leaf 

photosynthetic rate: 
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where h is the relative air humidity, and m and b are function parameters. This model is 

considered suitable as a sub-model for canopy functioning and not as a mechanistic model by 

itself (Aphalo and Jarvis, cited by SINOQUET AND LE ROUX, 2000). 

Finally, ZHANG AND NOBEL (1996) proposed an empirical model based on the ratio of partial 

pressure of CO2 in the intracellular space (CI) and the partial pressure of CO2 in the air at the 

leaf surface, but that does not compute the stomatal conductance directly: 

),(
C
C

I

S ePARf δ=  (2-14)

Other authors use others parameter as correlation variables or include them in the 

multivariable approaches shown above. SCHULZE ET AL. (1985), KRAMER (1998), LIVINGSTON 

AND BLACK (1987) and ADAMS ET AL. (1991) present functions for the correlation of the 

hydraulic potential of the soil and the stomatal conductance. Alternatively, due to the 

influence of wind on temperature and water vapour saturation deficit and thus the indirect 

influence on stomatal conductance, the wind has been proposed as variable in some models 

(KOZLOWSKI ET AL., 1991; GOUDRIAAN, 1977; FARQUHAR, 1978).  

2.1.3 Transpiration 

Transpiration is a physical process that occurs at most surfaces of the plant but that is mainly 

concentrated on the leaves. Especially while the stomata are open for CO2 uptake 

(assimilation), the plant looses great amounts of water due to transpiration. The transpiration 

can be reduced through morphological (e.g. building a cuticula) and physiological (e.g. C4 

plants) adaptation. However, all actual approaches to describe the transpiration are based on 

the energy balance (BIDEL, 1994; SINOQUET AND LE ROUX, 2000): 

Rn + M = H + λE (2-15)

 where Rn is the net radiation, M the energy from metabolism, H the flux of sensible heat and 

λE the flux of latent heat. The radiation balance is described below (section 2.1.4). The 

relatively low energy gain from metabolic processes (less than 5%) is often neglected.  
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H is calculated as the heat transfer between the leaf and the air due to a heat gradient 

according to the thermal conductance of the boundary layer gb:  

)( asbp TTgcH −⋅⋅⋅= ρ  

H = ρ ⋅ Cp ⋅ gb ⋅ (Ts – Ta) 

(2-16)

where ρ is the air density and cp the heat capacity of the air. 

The flux of latent heat λE is calculated according to the conductance of water vapour from the 

intra-cellular space to the air (gw) due to the gradient between the vapour pressure in the intra-

cellular space (es), that is supposed to be saturated, and the vapour pressure of the air (ea): 
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λ  (2-17)

where γ is the psychrometric constant. The conductance gw is a combination of the vapour 

conductance of the boundary layer gb, the stomatal conductance gsto and the conductance of 

the cuticula gc. The interaction of gsto and gc depends on the distribution of the stomata on the 

surfaces of the leaf. The water vapour deficit is influenced by the interaction of the heat of 

evaporation of water and the heating of the leaf due to the radiation. Because of this interplay 

of radiation and water vapour deficit, it is necessary to combine the equations (2-15), (2-16) 

and (2-17) to compute the transpiration. Penman (PENMAN, 1948) presented a first solution to 

this problem, the combination equation for wet surfaces, in this case a leaf: 
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with s, the slope of the saturation vapour curve with respect to temperature, φ, the incoming 

radiation on the leaf surface, and δb, the vapour pressure deficit of the boundary layer. Similar 

approaches has been proposed by SAUGIER (1974), GOUDRIAAN (1977) and JARVIS AND 
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MCNAUGHTON (1986).  TAUSEND ET AL. (2000) also used the same approach to calculate the 

sensitivity of transpiration to changes of the hydraulic conductivity for Coffea arabica plants. 

MONTEITH (1965) tried to modify and apply the combination equation (2-18) to the whole 

stand, using the upper layer of the canopy as reference surface. This model was called the 

single leaf model, but is now often referenced as Penman-Monteith-Equation. The 

parameters gb and gsto had to be modified, so that they reflected the condition of the whole 

stand. The conductance of the boundary layer (gb) has to be converted to an aerodynamic 

conductance for the whole air mass (ga) and the stomatal conductance (gsto) had to be adapted 

to fit the whole canopy (gs). Equally δb is substituted by δa as the water vapour pressure 

deficit of the whole air mass and the net radiation Rn is used instead of φ : 
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The parameters ga and gs are the critical values of the model, because they are very difficult to 

define well for the canopy, whereas Rn and δa are relatively easy to determine. The 

translation from leaf scale to canopy scale has been well analysed and similar models have 

been proposed by other authors (FINNIGAN AND RAUPACH, 1986; JONES, 1992; MCNAUGHTON 

AND JARVIS, 1983). 

Beside analytical methods, numerical methods can be used to solve non-linear equations like 

the system (2-15), (2-16) and (2-17), and thus to describe the effect of common factors on the 

different variables. One of the most often applied methods is the Newton-Raphson method 

(LI, 1966; ACTON, 1970; HAINZL, 1981; PRESS ET AL., 1992). The Newton-Raphson method is 

an iterative method for generating a sequence of approximations to a solution of a given 

equation, with the hope that it converges to the solution:  
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This method is a complement to the Taylor formula, which approximates a given function 

using a polynomial function. Depending on the initial conditions, the Newton-Raphson 

method can lead to very different results. Thus, this method is only safe if it is possible to find 

bounds to the roots of the function and to supply a good guess for the solution. Similar 

methods are the secant method and the more accurate extension of Newton's method, 

Newton's 2nd-order method (ACTON, 1970). More powerful are globally convergent 

methods as Newton's method with backtracking, Broyden's method, the hook step 

method and the dogleg method (PRESS ET AL., 1992).   

2.1.4 Radiation transfer and light distribution 

As described above, the light interception, and thus leaf irradiation, is one of the most 

important parameters used in plant modelling. It is used in most of the models for stomatal 

conductance (see 2.1.2), it is an integral part of the energy balance (see 2.1.3) and it is the 

"motor" for the photosynthesis (see 2.1.5). Thus the description of the light environment 

becomes an essential component of plant modelling. The structure of the plant or of the stand 

is regarded as an important factor that affects the light environment and the light regime of 

single components and thus their processes (HOST ET AL., 1990; TAKENAKA, 1994; LIST ET AL, 

1994; TSEL’NIKER, 1994, 1995; PERTTUNEN ET AL., 1996; KURTH AND ANZOLA, 1997; 

ANZOLA, 1998; KURTH, 1999; ESCHENBACH, 2000). In addition, the light "quality", i.e. the 

proportion of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), decreases from the top to the soil 

level. However, some models use relatively simple approaches for the radiation transfer. The 

application of the Penman-Monteith equation to a canopy needs only the value of the 

incoming radiation at the top bounder of the canopy, and is does not need a transfer model.  

The simplest models for radiation transfer are light extinction curves. These assume that the 

leaves are evenly distributed in the canopy space, i.e. they form a homogeneous "leaf gas", 

and the radiation transfer is calculated in analogy to the Beer-Lambert's Law (KURTH, 1999). 

This provides an exponential decrease of radiation. This approach can be extended by 

dividing the canopy in layers with different "leaf concentrations". This approach is not very 

accurate and leads to large discrepancies to measured values. In the vertical profile there are 

up to 10% discrepancy between simulated and measured values (LECOUSTRE, 1990) and up to 

16% for the horizontal distribution (KNYAZHIKIN ET AL, 1996).  
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Further extensions are the consideration of the sun position and thus the increased path for the 

light through the canopy, the consideration of the reflection of light from the canopy (albedo) 

and the consideration of the spectrometric characteristic of the leaf pigments to determine the 

absorption of PAR. The horizontal distribution of leaves can also be added to get more 

accurate results. However, at this point the structure of plants and/or stands plays an important 

role for describing the three-dimensional components of light distribution and radiation 

transfer (KUULUVAINEN AND PUKKALA, 1987; ANZOLA, 1998; DE CASTRO AND FETCHER, 

1998; DAUDET ET AL, 1999; KURTH, 1999), and thus, it can not be satisfied by models of this 

category. 

Figure 2-2: Typical light extinction curve according to Beer-Lambert’s Law taking into account 
the leaf-mass density at different heights. 

2.1.4.1 The models MIR and MuSc 

The models MIR (Mapping Intercepted Radiation) and MuSc (Multi-Scattering) were 

developed at the CIRAD Plant Modelling Unit in France by Jean Dauzat and form part of a 

project for modelling hydraulic transfer (DAUZAT AND HAUTECOEUR, 1991; DAUZAT, 1994; 
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DAUZAT AND EROY, 1997; RAPIDEL, 1995; RAPIDEL ET AL. 1999). The model MIR is based on 

the Turtle principle developed by DEN DULK (1989). The sky is represented by a hemisphere 

that is divided into 46 sectors (Figure 2-3). For each direction corresponding to the sectors the 

quantity of incoming PAR is calculated. The turtle is placed above the plant or stand. These 

are represented by simplified scene files (“.scn”) generated from AMAP scene files (“.sce”). 

In addition, a “.scu” file containing information for the needed plot inside the scene is 

required. This file contains the limits of the plot and its geographical co-ordinates (latitude 

and longitude) needed to calculate the position of the sun. In the used co-ordinate system X 

corresponds to the East, Y to the North, and Z to the altitude. For a given moment the model 

calculates the amount of intercepted radiation for each visible pixel of the scene and 

calculates the brightness according to the pixel area. Direct and diffuse components of the 

global radiation are calculated in relation to the extra-terrestrial radiation using formulas 

proposed by Jong (1980, cited by SPITTERS ET AL., 1986). To achieve this, two formulas are 

applied. First, the Standard OverCast sky distribution (SOC) of MOON AND SPENCER (1942) 

for completely clouded sky. And second, the formula of ANDERSON (1966) for clear sky. 

According to the difference between global and extra-terrestrial radiation, a percentage of 

cloud cover is calculated and the respective formula applied. Thus, the brightness is linearly 

proportional to the cloud cover. 

 

Figure 2-3: Turtle model for the sky hemisphere. The turtle is divided in 46 sectors. For each 
sector the incoming radiation is calculated. Cloud cover is calculated from the difference 
between global and extra-terrestrial radiation. 
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MIR generates a map of the light interception with different options for each sector. The 

model is currently being modified in a way that the number of sector can be varied according 

to needs of specific projects (DAUZAT AND NOUGUIER, personal communication). 

The model MuSc calculates the scattering of the intercepted light due to reflection and 

transmission, at the different horizontal layers of the vegetation and the soil. Because 

reflected and transmitted radiation can also be absorbed, reflected or transmitted, the model 

has to take into account the multiple scattering. In contrast to MIR, MuSc calculates the 

radiation for each layer and not for each element. For each layer, MuSc uses the information 

from MIR to calculate the total intercepted radiation in that layer. The radiation transfer in 

each layer is calculated with the Beer-Lambert's Law. The different events are calculated in a 

numerical process and the procedure is repeated until the radiation fluxes are negligible. The 

soil is considered as special layer without transfer rate and with its own reflection coefficient. 

The intercepted radiation for each layer is distributed among the leaves in proportion to their 

area. Both programs are part of the ARCHIMED model shell, which furthermore contains the 

programs Biomscene and Radbal. ARCHIMED is a series of concatenated programs destined 

to calculate the radiation and thermodynamic balance of a scene. 

2.1.5 Photosynthesis 

Photosynthesis is one of the most important processes in plant physiology. There exists a vast 

range of models that simulate both directly and indirectly, this process. Photosynthesis 

depends on many variables, the most important being the light intensity, but also light quality, 

temperature, CO2 concentration in the air, the water vapour deficit, the physiological status of 

the leaf, and the concentration of air pollutants. The simulation of photosynthesis is especially 

important for C-allocation models as source of assimilates, e.g. ECOPHYS (HOST ET AL., 

1990), MADEIRA (LIST AND KÜPPERS, 1998), SIMWAL (BALANDIER ET AL., 2000), 

EMILION (BOSC, 2000) and ALMIS (ESCHENBACH, 2000). 

Photosynthesis can be defined simply as the uptake of CO2 and H2O for the production of 

glucose and the emission of oxygen using the energy from the light, as described by the 

equation: 
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BLACKMAN described in 1905 for the first time the effects of light and temperature on 

photosynthesis (BAYRHUBER ET AL., 1991). He discovered that under constant temperature, 

the photosynthetic rate increases with increasing light intensity, until it reaches a point at 

which photosynthesis is maximal. He called this point the light saturation point. Beyond this 

point the photosynthetic rate stays constant. For the temperature he discovered that there exist 

a temperature minimum point, a temperature optimum point with maximal 

photosynthetic rate, and a temperature maximum point. Furthermore, he found that the 

effect of temperature is low for low light intensity, and high for stronger light intensity. The 

CO2 concentration of the air has a similar effect on photosynthesis as the light intensity, with 

a CO2 saturation point for given temperature and light intensity. 

Figure 2-4 shows the light saturation curve, the CO2 saturation curve and the temperature 

curve of photosynthesis. Photosynthesis is divided into two reaction chains. The first chain 

contains the light or primary reactions, which depends on the light intensity, but are relatively 

temperature independent. The second chain of reactions is temperature dependent but doesn't 

need light; these are the darkness or secondary reactions. The primary reactions deliver the 

products needed for the secondary reactions. By low light intensity only a small amount of 

substances is produced in the primary reactions. These products are rapidly consumed in the 

secondary reactions, even by low temperatures. Thus, an increase of the temperature does not 

strongly affect the photosynthetic rate. By high light intensity, the demand of the secondary 

reaction can be satisfied by the primary reactions, so that the photosynthetic rate increases 

with higher temperatures, until the enzymatic activity ends due to enzyme deterioration. The 

shape of the different curves, the saturation points and the maximum, minimum and optimum 

points are different for each plant and even for different types of leaves within the same plant. 

The effect of water is directly correlated to the stomatal conductance. Drought stress 

conditions induce a reduction of the stomatal conductivity because the stomata get closed (see 

2.1.2), the CO2 uptake is thus also reduced and so also the photosynthesis. 
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Figure 2-4: Photosynthetic rate in dependence on light intensity (a), temperature (b) and air 
CO2 concentration (c). The effects of temperature and CO2 concentration are greater by 
increasing light intensity. Temperature regulates enzyme reactions, and a higher CO2 
concentration means a higher input. However, the whole process is principally regulated 
by the photochemical reactions, and thus by light intensity.  

These four processes build the base of most photosynthesis models. However, we can classify 

the models into three main approaches (SINOQUET AND LE ROUX, 2000). The first approach 

includes models that compute the assimilation indirectly. The production of assimilates (P) is 

assumed to be proportional to some factor, normally leaf area (Al), leaf mass (Wl), light 

absorption or transpiration: 

P = σlWl (2-22a)

P = σlAl (2-22b)

P = LUE ⋅ PAR (2-22c)
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P = WUE ⋅ E (2-22d)

with σl, the leaf specific activity (g C g-1 in 2-22a or g C m-2 in 2-22b), LUE, the light use 

efficiency (g C MJ-1), WUE, the water use efficiency (g C kg H2O-1). 

The model MADEIRA (LIST AND KÜPPERS, 1998) presents a photosynthesis sub-model 

which assumes that the light saturation point is not reached or only for short, negligible 

periods. By combining the normal light saturation curve with measurements over long periods 

of time and on the whole tree, the model provides a linear seasonal function for the carbon 

gain. The model calculates the assimilation in a season from leaf area and the light climate. A 

similar approach is followed in numerous forest growth models operating at a time scale of 

seasons or growth periods (years) (MÄKELÄ, 1986; PERTTUNEN ET AL., 1996). 

The second type of approach includes models that calculate directly the assimilation through a 

multiplicative, empirical function similar to (2-6): 

A = Amax ⋅ f(PAR) ⋅ g1(Ta) ⋅ g2(Ca) ⋅ g3(δe) ⋅ g4(Ψ) ⋅ g5(N) (2-23)

where Amax is the maximal assimilation, f(PAR) is an empirical function for the effect of PAR 

on  photosynthesis, and gn are the multiplicative functions for the other possible variables. 

GOUDRIAAN (1982) proposed a rectangular hyperbolic model for f(PAR) that is used in other 

important models such as ECOPHYS (HOST ET AL.,1990): 

CER = ((Fmax + Rd) ⋅ Pe ⋅ PPFD / (Pe ⋅ PPFD + Fmax + Rd)) - Rd (2-24)

where CER is the carbon exchange rate, Fmax the maximal photosynthetic rate, Rd the dark 

respiration rate, Pe the photosynthetic efficiency at low energy level, PPFD the photosynthetic 

active photon flux density. However it ignores the CO2 concentration. The model ALMIS 

(ESCHENBACH, 2000) calculates photosynthesis in dependence on stomatal conductance, 

PPFD and temperature. 
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The third approach describes the biochemical models in conjunction with a stomatal 

conductance model, presented by Farquhar (FARQUHAR ET AL., 1980): 

A = min(Wc, Wj) + Rd    (2-25)

where Wc is the carboxylation rate in dependence of the Rubisco activity, Wj is the 

carboxylation rate in dependence of the regeneration of Rubisco, and Rd is the rate of CO2 

evolution in light that results from processes other than photorespiration. This model is used 

in a modified form by the models EMILION (BOSC, 2000) and SIMWAL (BALANDIER ET AL., 

2000). LE ROUX ET AL. (1999) adapted the models of Jarvis and of Farquhar and parameterised 

them for walnut (Juglans regia). 

2.1.6 Wind profile 

The structure of trees has great effects on wind characteristics. In the canopy the wind is 

characterised by turbulent movement. The atmospheric turbulence and the analogously 

defined turbulent diffusion are the main "motors" for the exchanges between the canopy and 

the atmosphere and the deposition of pollutants and nutrients (CONSTANTIN, 1993; IBROM, 

1993; NÜTZMANN, 1999). They are an important part of SVAT models (Soil Vegetation 

Atmosphere Transfer Models). 

Most of these models are based on wind velocity. Due to the complexity of the canopy, 

especially the density and inhomogeneity, it is very difficult to provide an exact model for the 

distribution of wind velocity and turbulence within the stand. Many authors assume a 

homogeneous canopy for the calculation of wind velocities. The simplest model for the wind 

velocity by lacking a wind profile is given by the formula: 

c

h
hvhv 







=

0
0)(  (2-26)

where v(h) is the wind velocity at the height h, v0 the wind velocity at the reference height h0, 

and the factor c ≈ 0,3 for forests (HÄCKEL, 1999). 
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The classical model for the vertical wind profile is given by the combination of a logarithmic 

function above the canopy (2-27), and an exponential function within the canopy (2-28), for 

a closed and homogeneous canopy (THOM, 1975; CHOUDHURY AND MONTEITH, 1988; 

LHOMME ET AL., 1994): 
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where k is the von Karmán constant (k = 0.4), U* the shear stress velocity, hc the upper height 

of the canopy, d the displacement height for the logarithmic function (d = 0.13 . hc), z0 the 

roughness length (z0 = 0.63 . hc), i.e. the point at which the velocity calculated by the 

logarithmic law would be zero, and n a correction coefficient for the leaf distribution (n = 

2.5). Figure 2-5 shows the typical wind profile as calculated by the functions (2-27) and (2-

28) outside (a) and inside (b) of a 20 m high stand, with a wind velocity of 30 m/s measured 

at a height of 30 m. Inside the stand, both d and z0 are higher than outside because they are 

calculated in relation to the stand height (BIDEL, 1994). U* is calculated using the reference 

values h0 and v0 in (2-27). For the logarithmic curve outside the stand (a), d is set to 0. 

NÜTZMANN (1999) describes a more complex model for the turbulent transfer in the canopy 

space based on the Transilient Turbulent Theory (TTT). The main drawback of most 

models for forest atmosphere is that they are often limited to the canopy space or short above 

it, so that the effects of the atmospheric boundary layer are not taken into account. Thus, it is 

very difficult to connect complex tree structure models with atmospheric transfer models. 

BRUNET (1997) asserts that this connection is often inefficient, due to the difference of 

information content. 

Actual models use more general structure parameters to establish a relation to the momentum 

transfer such as the one-sided LAI and the projected area of the other plant elements 
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(branches, fruits, etc.). The relative density of leaves and other organs can be calculated 

through the relation of these projection indices with the height of given layers in the canopy. 

These values help to calculate the aerodynamic resistance of a stand, using as reference 

measures in the wind tunnel (BRUNET ET AL., 1994; BRUNET ET AL. 1996; NÜTZMANN, 1999). 

However, in most of these models the wind components are simplified and only one-

dimensional components are used.  

Figu
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re 2-5: Characteristic wind profiles outside (a) and inside (b) a tree stand. For open fields 
and for the space above the canopy, the wind profile follows a logarithmic law. Inside the 
canopy, the wind velocity profile follows an exponential law. These formulas are valid 
under the assumption of a homogeneous canopy. For (a) is z0 = 0.13 m and d = 0 m, and 
for (b) z0 = 2.6 m and d = 12.6 m. v0 = 30 m/s, h0 = 30 m, hc = 20 m and the von Karmán 
constant k = 0.4.  

Water transfer in plants 

transfer through the plant is important for the transpiration, as already mentioned in 

r 2.1.3. Mechanistic models consider the plant as a series of resistances between the 

d the atmosphere (VAN DEN HONERT, 1948; ROBERTS, 1976; TYREE, 1993; YANG AND 

, 1993). The simplest models for the water transfer consider the plant or stand as only 
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one compartment, like the single leaf approach described by MONTEITH (1965). The next 

step in the development of water transfer models was subdividing the plant into many 

different compartments. JARVIS ET AL. (1981) and AMÉGLIO (1991) presented simple models 

with only two compartments which permit to calculate the water flux through the plant. 

CRUIZIAT ET AL. (1989) developed a model with four compartments for conifers. They 

differentiated stem, branches in the lower part of the crown, branches in the upper part of the 

crown and foliage. These compartments showed different potential gradients. Similar 

approaches included the roots as a new compartment. RUNNING ET AL. (1975) developed a 

model with two compartments that concentrated on the role of roots and the water transfer 

from the roots to the sapwood. This model calculates the water flow in response to the 

demand of the plant to maintain the hydraulic balance under the aspect of mass conservation. 

ROBERTS (1976) and EDWARDS ET AL. (1986) also developed models that included the roots 

as compartment. The model by Edwards et al. calculates the water flow according to Darcy's 

Law (see 2.1.1), but the plants are divided into only four compartments. Thus, the water flow 

is determined principally through the length of the stem compartment, and the total branch 

length is reduced to a single compartment. 

SHINOZAKI ET AL. (1964) defined the vertical distribution of non-photosynthetic organs. Their 

model bases on the assumption that the amount of leaves above a given height z must be 

supported by an amount of non-photosynthetic organs C (branches and stem). Thus both 

amounts are proportional. Figure 2-6-C shows the vertical distribution of leaves (Γ(z)) and 

non-photosynthetic organs (C(z)). They conclude that a set of leaves is supported by a basic 

unit pipe whose thickness is constant (Figure 2-6-A). A plant stand is a set of these units and 

builds the unit pipe system (Figure 2-6-B). A plant is in turn also a unit pipe system (Figure 

2-6-D). This scheme can be repeated for single branch systems. This is the so called pipe 

model theory.  

This theory was proved to be true for most herbaceous communities. With some extensions, 

Shinozaki et al. also managed to explain the irregularities found at the bottom of trees and tree 

communities. The leafless part of the stem causes a bending of the correlation curve between 

accumulated leaf mass and branch mass. The die-back of the lower leaves and branches 

results in an accumulation of useless pipes at the bottom of the tree which do not longer 
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support any living leaves. This is shown in figures Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-7. This new 

formulation of the pipe theory is called the pipe model theory of tree form. 

Figure 2-6: Diagrammatic representation 
of the simple pipe model of plant form 
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(after SHINOZAKI ET AL., 1964). Diagram C 
shows the vertical distribution of leaves 
(Γ(z)) and branches (C(z)). A is the unit 
pipe, that can be united into a unit pipe 
system as the stand (B) or a single plant 
(D) 

 

Figure 2-7: Diagrammatic representation 
of the pipe model of tree form, showing the 

successive accumulation of disused pipes 
in the trunk associated with the progress of 
tree growth (after SHINOZAKI ET AL., 1964) 

 

his constancy of the cross-sectional area of sapwood in proportion to the supported leaf mass 

s an important relationship for both the hydraulic and mechanic architecture of plants. The 

evelopment of this model was an important step toward more accurate structural-functional 

odels (CHIBA ET AL., 1994; ANZOLA, 1998; KURTH, 1999; CHIBA, 2000). 

 more accurate structure model as base for the hydraulic architecture was developed by 

YREE (1988). He divided a 10 meters high Thuja occidentalis tree into 4107 segments using 

he nodes as delimitation. He conserved the topological information of each segment in form 

f an index which denominates each segment and its predecessor. For each segment he also 

tored length, diameter and leaf area. This information was contained in a hydraulic map. The 

oots form a single compartment of their own, with one hydraulic resistance and capacity. 

hese values are re-calculated according to the demand of the simulation. For the 

arameterisation of the hydraulic characteristics, Tyree centred the spatial discretisation on 

he middle of the segments, and not on the nodes. He calculated the water flow according to 

arcy's Law, assuming homogeneity in the cross-sections of the segments and taking the 

rinciple of mass conservation into account. The resulting differential equations can be 

ombined into: 
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the leaf area per volume of segment j [m-1]. 

 TAUSEND ET AL. (2000) investigated how different factors affect the transpiration, and thus 

the water flow in coffee (Coffea arabica) cultivars. They measured transpiration per unit leaf 

area, leaf water status, stomatal conductance leaf boundary layer conductance, crown 

conductance and total hydraulic conductance of the system between the soil and the leaves to 

investigate the reactions of water flow to partial defoliation. 

A further process that influences the water flow is the xylem embolism or cavitation, the 

closure of the xylem vessels through air inclusion (CRUIZIAT ET AL., 2001). The accumulation 

of cavitation incidents leads to a reduction of the conductivity (SPERRY ET AL., 1988). This 

conductivity loss is possibly reversible (FRÜH, 1995). It is possible to simulate it using a 

vulnerability curve, i.e. a function which represents the conductivity loss in dependence upon 

the hydraulic potential or water content (EDWARDS AND JARVIS, 1982; EDWARDS ET AL., 

1986). 

2.1.7.1 The model HYDRA 

FRÜH (1995) developed a numerical model for the hydraulic system of trees. This model is 

restricted to the above-ground part of the tree. However, an interface to the model SilVlow 

(see section 2.1.1) has been developed to complete the system. The model takes into account 

the network characteristics of tree structures to calculate water flow. The structure is first 

divided into non-branched segments of constant cross-section (axis segments) and then 

evaluated with a discrete method. Similar to the model of TYREE (1988), HYDRA is based on 

the one-dimensional formulation of Darcy’s Law and on the principle of mass conservation. 

Tyree calculated the conductivity at the middle of the segments. Früh recommends a 
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discretisation method whose grid nodes coincide with the branching nodes to avoid the 

necessity of weighting the conductivity values before and after the node (Figure 2-8 and 

Figure 2-9) and to ensure numerical consistency. 

The model assumes that within an axis segment the capacitance and the axial conductivity are 

homogeneous. These three basic assumptions lead to the following non-linear diffusion 

equation: 
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where K is the hydraulic conductance, E(t) the transpiration, l(x) the local leaf area index, P 

the hydrostatic pressure, and c the hydraulic capacitance. For conifers, the model assumes a 

uniform distribution of leaf area over the surface of the segment. Leaf area serves directly as 

transpirational surface for the segment, and the leaf capacities are added to the segment 

capacities. For deciduous trees each leaf is represented by two segments, one for the petiole, 

and one for the blade (SCHULTE, personal communication), thus allowing a more realistic 

dynamic of the hydraulic system. 

Figure 2-8: Spatial discretisation for an 
unbranched part of the hydraulic network with 
variable cross sections. For the shaded region, 
mass conservation is assumed. The arrows 
indicate water flow and transpiration (after 
FRÜH, 1995). 

 

Figure 2-9: Spatial discretisation scheme in the 
vicinity of a branching node. For the shaded 
cell, mass conservation is assumed. The arrows 
indicate water flows across the border and 
transpiration (after FRÜH, 1995). 
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Due to the selected boundary conditions, an initial boundary value problem (IBVP) results. 

To solve this non-linear IBVP the finite difference method of Douglas and Jones is applied. 

This is based on a Crank-Nicholson scheme with a predictor-corrector method. Früh extended 

the system to apply it to hydraulic systems with variable cross sections as shown in Figure 

2-8, and with branching points as shown in Figure 2-9, through discrete approximation of the 

adjacent cell volume. The parameterisation of the IBVP follows a principle of Tyree (TYREE 

AND SPERRY, 1988), deriving the local initial hydraulic conductivities and capacities 

according to the local geometrical characteristics. Initial conductivity depends on the xylem 

structure and is assumed to be free of any embolism. Initial capacity depends on axial volume 

and leaf areas. For the spatial discretisation, segment lengths are selected following two 

numerical criteria: 

a) Uniform accuracy: Spatial steps are large where moderate gradients exist, and small 

where gradients are steep. 

b) Locally limited variation of step-widths: A very small step cannot follow a large step. This 

is necessary to prevent the reduction of convergence order by the transition from constant 

to variable spacing.  

There must be a compromise between both criteria because gradients may vary extremely, 

and no information is yet available about the spatial pattern of gradients. The discretisation is 

also limited by the natural branching of plants. The branching structure containing only 

branching points and terminal nodes forms the base grid for a multi-step discretisation 

algorithm, which generates a hydraulic map similar to that from Tyree. Both topological and 

geometrical data for each element is contained in this map file. For the temporal discretisation 

an algorithm from HORNUNG AND MESSING (1984) was used. Time steps are adjusted in a way 

that the change of water content θ occurs accordingly to a given optimum ∆θopt. 

The program was initially strongly coupled with GROGRA (KURTH, 1994), which provides 

the base grid files from simulated or mapped trees. A separated module called DISC generates 

the hydraulic map. However, to also get access to data generated with the AMAP software, 

Lanwert (LANWERT, 1997; LANWERT ET AL, 1998) developed a first tool that generates base 

grid maps from the architecture files from AMAP. 
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The model was initially tested on a Thuja occidentalis tree previously mapped by TYREE AND 

SPERRY (1988), a 14 years old Picea abies (L.) tree from Solling, Germany, and artificial 

Picea abies (L.) trees generated with GROGRA. Further tests were made with mapped Picea 

abies trees from Solling with accurate data about needle mass and area (ANZOLA, 1998; FRÜH 

AND KURTH, 1999). This model is a powerful and numerically stable calculation tool and 

allows theoretically well-founded hypotheses about the behaviour of the hydraulic system 

(FRÜH AND KURTH, 1999). 
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gure 2-10: Steady state water potential profiles generated by HYDRA. After selecting any 
number of nodes from the hydraulic map, HYDRA calculates the water potentials along 
the resulting flow paths. (a) shows the profile for a spruce tree simulated with GROGRA. 
(b) shows the profile for a young spruce tree from Solling mapped by ANZOLA (1998). 
After FRÜH AND KURTH (1999). 

.2 The model HYDRO 

ZAT (1993) also developed a model for the simulation of the hydraulic system of trees 

d HYDRO. HYDRO is a complex model that integrates different sub-models dedicated 

ater flow in plants. The model uses data generated by MIR/MuSc (Section 2.1.4.1) to 
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calculate the radiation balance and the transpiration rate of the plant or stand according to the 

formulas 2-15, 2-16 and 2-17 in section 2.1.3. The stomatal conductance is calculated in 

analogy to the multiplicative models of Jarvis (formula 2-6), FARQUHAR (1978) and FEDERER 

(1980). For the wind velocity Dauzat used the formulas 2-27 and 2-28. 

Water flow in a branch is a function of the transpiration through the sustained leaf mass. The 

model is thus based on the principle of water potential differences. The conductivity of the 

xylem is reflected by the resistance that it opposes to water flow and the water content 

changes: 

∆Ψ = –R . Φ (2-31)

∆V = –C . ∆Ψ (2-32)

where ∆Ψ is the potential difference in MPa, R the segment resistance in MPa. s.kg-1, Φ the 

water flow in kg.s-1, ∆V the part of the water content of the segment that contributes with the 

water flow in kg, and C is the hydraulic capacity in kg.MPa-1. From this system HYDRO 

calculates the hydraulic capacity of each element. The input to the model is simulated by a 

resistance value and a capacity value that represent the soil-root system. 

The water flow is calculated in two iteration steps. The first iteration calculates the water flow 

adding the transpiration of each leaf element without taking into account the reserves in the 

xylem. Like most models for water transfer, evapotranspiration (E) is the driving force of the 

hydraulic system. Through the water loss a water deficit results in the system. This water 

deficit is compensated by drawing off water from lower parts of the plant, until the soil is 

reached. The model assumes that the needed amount of water is directly absorbed from the 

soil. The system must be initialised by adding the evapotranspiration values of all the carried 

leaves as in the formula: 

)(
1

tE j

nj

ji

=

=
Σ=Φ  (2-33)

where each element i carries j leaves. 
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Through the interaction between the hydraulic resistance of the soil-root system and the 

ground water potential a specific hydraulic potential results at the root collar. The hydraulic 

potentials along the hydraulic system are then calculated starting from the root collar potential 

until each leaf has been reached (Ψt). With this new generated set of hydraulic potentials a 

second iteration is started. It calculates anew the water flow, this time taking into account the 

water reserves of the xylem and of the root system. The difference of the actual potentials and 

the potentials of the previous iteration (Ψt-Ψt-1) or ∆Ψ is used in 2-32 to calculate the changes 

in the water reserves of each element and thus the change of the flow through each of them. 

The iterations are repeated until given convergence criteria are fulfilled. Figure 2-11 shows 

the iteration stages. 
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 Function schema of the water flow model HYDRO from J. Dauzat. Ei is the 
anspiration of the leaf element i used to calculate the water deficit Φn of each 
t n. Ψj is the hydraulic potential at point j, where Ψ5 is the potential at the root 
∆Vn is the change of the water reserves, Rn the hydraulic resistance and Cn the 
lic capacity of segment n (After RAPIDEL, 1995). 

YDRA, HYDRO calculates only an equilibrium state of water flow dynamics. 

mulations concerning short-term reactions of the hydraulic system, e.g. the 

dden increase in transpiration, are possible. The numerical properties of the 

hm of HYDRO were not so carefully checked on mathematical grounds than 
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was done for HYDRA. On the other hand, HYDRO was much closer linked with 

microclimatic models (simulating radiation and energy balance) from the beginning on. 

Therefore it makes sense to try to combine the advantages of both models. 

2.2 Structure models 

The range of structure oriented modelling approaches is very vast, reaching from simple tree 

shape models up to models describing single leaves and branches. There exists also models 

for single trees and for whole stands, the later being an important tool for forest management.  
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igure 2-12: Architecture models proposed by Hallé and Oldeman. A–Holttum, B–Corner, C–
Tomlinson, D–Chamberlain, E–Leeuwenberg, F–Fagerlind, G–Petit, H–Aubréville, I– 
Schoute, J–Nozeran, K–Massart (Abies, Ilex), L–Roux, M–Cook, N–Koriba, O–Rauh 
(Pinus, Acer), P–Prevost, Q–Scarrone (Aesculus), R–Attims, S–Troll (Fagus, Tilia), T–
Mangenot, U–Champagnat (Prunus, Rosa). After Richards, 1996. Not represented are the 
models McClure and Stone 

1 Basics 

lé and Oldeman (Hallé and Oldeman, 1970; Hallé et al., 1978; Hallé, 1986) developed a 

em of "models" or architectural schemes based upon a series of morphological 
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characteristics and growth patterns. All plants could then be placed in one of 20 models thus 

allowing the development of a more reductionist view of forest complexity (Tomlinson, 

1983). The different models are named after renowned botanists and show the increasing 

complexity of growth forms from simple angiosperms, like Corner and Chamberlain, to the 

taxonomically higher order families with complex branching patterns, arrangements of 

flowers and a reduction in the size of vegetative and reproductive structures, like Massart, 

Troll and Rauh. These models are based on the external harmony of the tree shape according 

with specific growth patterns. Figure 2-12 shows the models proposed by Hallé. 

This system is more a classification tool than a simulation tool. Some trees cannot be clearly 

ascribed to one category, but are intermediate between some of them. Even other trees change 

from one model into another during different growth stages. However, the principles of 

growth described here can be used as a base for more complex architecture models. The 

growth of plants can thus be simplified into only few growth rules. The implementation of 

such rules is the primary objective of most models. 

Descriptive models concentrate on single or few rules for growth. Some criteria used to 

describe branching systems are the bifurcation ratio (Rb) between branches of different order, 

the growth direction of stem and branches or tropism (plagiotropy ↔ orthotropy), the 

duration of the growth phase (bound or seasonal ↔ free ↔ continuous) and the position of 

the reproductive organs (terminal ↔ lateral). As with the models proposed by Hallé, these 

values are often very variable within the same species, and even in the same tree, so that they 

only offer a guide for further modelling. The orientation of branches (and thus leaves) is also 

an important characteristic of tree growth. Three main forms are considered: opposed, 

disperse and alternate according to the divergence angle between buds (opposed = bud pairs 

rotate 90°, alternate = 180°, disperse neither 90° nor 180°). In this context, maximum 

divergence is reached with the angle 137°30’, i.e. the exploitation of the available space is 

maximal. 

Purely descriptive models are based on botanical observations: regular branching patterns, 

distribution of buds along an axis, tropism, reiteration, etc. Reiteration is the replication of the 

branching pattern of the whole plant at branch level. Reiteration can be an adaptive process, a 

reaction to special environmental events as observed on Picea abies and other woody plants 
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(Gruber, 1987), or it can be part of the natural growth process, and thus it can be characteristic 

for the general appearance of the plant as observed in some herbal plants, particularly ferns 

and tropical trees (Kurth, 1999). One could speak of a smaller plant growing in another bigger 

plant. The mathematical description of reiteration represents a great simplification of the 

growth rules and is defined by the principle of self-similitude as an extension of the 

symmetry principle (Kurth, 1999). It is thus only necessary to define the ground pattern, and 

to repeat it to get more complex structures. Size, position and orientation can vary, but angles 

and length relations are constant, and thus unrealistic. Plants generated this way tend to look 

artificial, because they appear too regular. Although these models are based on general 

botanical observations their realisation concentrates on graphical representation. Only a 

specific part of the botanical phenomena can be reproduced with self-similar structures. 

However, these methods provide some very important basics for more complex models 

(Kurth, 1999; Prusinkiewicz et al., 2001) allowing to simplify growth algorithms beyond the 

modelling of true reiteration. 

2.2.2 Hydraulic architecture 

As described in section 2.1.7, more complex models for water flow rely on an accurate 

representation of plant architecture. The structure of plants, especially of trees, must be 

hydraulically stable, i. e. the water transfer from the roots to the canopy must be granted. The 

term “hydraulic architecture” was coined by Zimmermann (cited by TAUSEND ET AL., 2000) 

and describes the hydraulic conductivity of the xylem in relation to the supported leaf mass 

that it must supply with water. Chiba (CHIBA, 1990; CHIBA, 1991; CHIBA, 2000; CHIBA AND 

SHINOZAKI., 1994; CHIBA ET AL., 1988) expanded the model of Shinozaki (SHINOZAKI ET AL., 

1964) to develop a descriptive model of tree crowns. The branching patterns had to maintain 

the conditions of the pipe model theory. FARNSWORTH AND VAN GARDINGEN (1995) tested the 

branching patterns of Sitka spruce against the pipe theory, and Anzola (KURTH AND ANZOLA, 

1997; ANZOLA, 1998) developed a growth model for Picea abies which takes into account the 

principles of the pipe model theory. OPPELT ET AL. (2001) tested the topology of root systems 

from three African tree species under consideration of Leonardo’s rule. GAFFREY AND 

SLOBODA (2001) presented some propositions for modelling tree morphology in dependence 

upon its hydraulic characteristics. The models HYDRA and HYDRO described in sections 
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2.1.7.1 and 2.1.7.2 offer a possibility to link growth engines to generate trees that are conform 

to the requirements of hydraulic architecture. This, however, has not been yet realised. 

2.2.3 Mechanical models 

While the pipe model theory seems to explain the phenomenon of secondary diameter growth 

of woody plants very well, some growth events at the base of the stem and of branches are 

beyond the model of Shinozaki. Mechanical stress has an influence on growth in diameter. 

Mechanical stress can result from the need of supporting the own weight, especially by 

branches of first order or higher, from wind stress and as a reaction to irregular events like 

losing the apical bud and the consequent raising of a lateral branch to take on its position, or 

ice and snow loads. Mechanical stress can then lead to an increased diameter growth. The 

description of elasto-mechanical characteristics of trees usually concentrates on bending and 

torsion (GAFFREY AND SLOBODA, 2001). Diameter growth resulting from mechanical stress is 

adaptive, i.e. a reaction (adaptation) to a particular stress situation. However, it is important to 

differentiate between stress and strain. While stress can be relatively constant (e.g. 

predominant wind direction), strain is subject to permanent changes due to the growth 

process. The natural growth process can lead to mechanical stress. MATTHECK (1993) 

describes three internal regulators responsible for possible mechanical stress. First, through 

apical dominance the lateral branches are forced to grow away from the main stem, so that the 

apical branch gets better growth conditions. Second, through negative geotropism every 

branch tries to grow vertically. The contrariety of both forces must be compensated to 

minimise the mechanical strain. And third, phototropism can induce bending growth when the 

light distribution is not optimal and the branches are forced to growth in deviation to the ideal 

vertical direction. Because wind is the most important external factor of mechanical stress, the 

significance of the wind models presented in section 2.1.6 has increased considerably, 

together with their interconnection with detailed crown models (MÖHRING, 1980). 

MENCUCCINI ET AL. (1997) investigated hydraulic and mechanical characteristics of tree 

structure of Scots pines at different ages to describe the interaction between hydraulic and 

mechanical properties during plant growth. MCMAHON AND KRONAUER (1976) described tree 

growth under application of an optimality principle with respect to carrying the own weight. 

They defined "elastic self-similarity" of tree branches as a fairly constant value of an 

exponent in a power law relating diameters and lenghts. Loup (LOUP ET AL., 1991) 
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investigated the relationship between architecture, mechanical properties and anatomy of 

Pinus pinaster Soland. They explain the re-orientation of the meristems according to 

mechanical needs after traumatic events, and the anatomical changes that result in this 

process. FARNSWORTH AND VAN GARDINGEN (1995) searched for a pattern in secondary 

diameter growth in relation to both hydraulic and mechanical principles. They concluded that 

mechanical laws have a higher explanation power than hydraulic needs for the patterns they 

observed in their sample trees. GAFFREY AND KNIEMEYER (2001) developed a three-

dimensional model to simulate the elasto-mechanical reactions of trees to wind and snow 

loads and tested it on a 64 years old Douglas fir. 

2.2.4 Forest models and the transition to functional-structural models 

Classic forest models like yield tables and height curves are no more accurate enough to 

predict the growth behaviour of plants upon changing environment and upon modern 

ecological forest management. Modern models are based on general applications of growth 

functions (e.g. MURRAY AND VON GADOW, 1990) or on the analysis of the stand structures to 

reproduce them (PRETZSCH, 1990a; PRETZSCH, 1990b; LEWANDOWSKI AND VON GADOW, 

1996; POMMERENING, 2000). These models, however, lack the information needed to explain 

accurately more complicate processes. Thus, models which provide a well suited basis for 

further modelling had to be created. 

2.2.4.1 Single tree based models 

Different architecture models based on the structure of single trees have been developed. 

These models can also be used to represent whole stands by generating a number of single 

trees. The main flaw of most models of this kind is that they are often developed to describe a 

single species or even a single sub-species. The re-adjustment for other species is very 

difficult or even impossible. However, these models provide important basic knowledge for 

plant modelling. Most older models were limited to single or few parts of plants and to the 

growth behaviour of meristems. 

RENSHAW (1985) developed a stochastic growth model of the canopy and the main root 

system for Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) based on data of 39 15-years old trees. Renshaw 
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measured branch length, branching angle, number of daughter branches and orientation, and 

formulated his model using regression analysis. He simulated temporal dynamic by including 

time dependant variance of growth parameters, and demonstrated the importance of variance 

in the growth process. He argued that the choice of variances is more important than the 

choice of distribution functions. 
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the model for stand simulation would not be appropriate due to the independent development 

of each tree in the stand. BARTÁK AND JANOUŠ (1989) presented a simple architecture model 

for Turkey oak (Quercus cerris L.) based on data of an approximately 80 years old tree. The 

data was limited to 1st order branches and to three branch samplings to investigate the 

orientation of leaves. Realistic simulation of tree crown was not achieved. 
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LEDIG (1991) created a visualisation software for Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.), 

which, like the model of Barták and Janouš, is limited to 1st order branches. The program was 

a graphical tool to determine wood quality in dependence of limbiness, and was not really a 

model. It shows, however, the application possibilities of even simple tree growth models. 

The interconnection of standard growth models with such tools would be a significant 

expansion. 

KELLOMÄKI AND KURTTIO (1991) developed an empirical growth model for Scots pine (Pinus 

sylvestris). The model describes the crown dynamics based on the growth of single branches 

in dependence on the characteristics of the respective mother branch. The model is based on 

data of young trees (7–18 years) from different plantations in Finland, measuring for each 

branch length, diameter, branching angle, biomass, needle density and number of daughter 

branches. Although the data for the model comes from young trees, the model can simulate 

much older trees. By this time, the model has been expanded to take into account the local 

effects of light on growth (KELLOMÄKI AND STRANDMAN, 1995; KELLOMÄKI AND IKONEN 

1996). 

Figure 2-16: a) Simulation of a single Abies sachalinensis tree at different ages. b) Simulation 
of a 35 years old stand after thinning. After SUZUKI ET AL. (1992). 

SUZUKI ET AL. (1992) developed a similar growth model for Todo fir (Abies sachalinensis). 

The model includes the bending of lateral branches, growth cessation and regeneration. The 

model is devoted to the visualisation of tree shapes and tree stands. The equations used for the 

simulations are based on basic biometrical equations from classical forestry for height and 

diameter growth. Figure 2-16 shows different stages of growth of a tree every ten years and 

the final stage of the simulation of a 35 years old stand after thinning 50% of the trees. 
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DORUSKA AND BURKHARD (1994) modelled the diameter distribution of branches and their 

location in the crown of Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.). The model is limited to equations 

without graphical representation of the resulting structures. WOODCOCK ET AL. (1995) 

modelled the changes of crown morphology and branching patterns of beech trees (Fagus 

sylvatica L.) caused by disease syndromes not attached to known pathogens (decline). This 

model is also limited to the description of the branching patterns of first order branches in 

form of equations. DELEUZE ET AL. (1995) developed a model for the crown shape of Picea 

abies based on branch length increment and inclination. The model is concentrates on height 

growth and is limited to young trees. The list of this kind of models is long. The knowledge 

gained from models describing plant growth with a set of equations can be used in models 

that permit the simulation of different species based on general parameter definition or on 

abstract modelling languages. More detailed models – often aiming at graphical 

representation of tree structure – can provide more accurate information but are often difficult 

to combine, compare and expand with other models. 

2.2.4.2 Lindenmayer Systems and GROGRA 

LINDENMAYER (1968) developed a formalism for modelling filamentous organisms based on 

parallel string rewriting. The general approach got the name Lindenmayer- or L-Systems. L-

Systems can be used for the modelling of tree structures and their growth, through the 

description of their geometry and its development in time. The representation of tree structure 

consists of a series of concatenated symbols called string and includes the topological and 

geometrical information of each element (see section 1.2) and optionally also other, non-

structural attributes as colour, leaf mass, chemical composition, etc. (KURTH, 1999). The 

modelling of the temporal development of structures is achieved through the application of 

rules which describe how the structure may change from one time step to another. L-systems 

consist of the following elements: 

1. A set Σ of symbols (alphabet) for the representation of structure elements and operators. 

2. An initial structure represented by a start symbol or start string (axiom) α consisting of 

symbols from Σ. 
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3. A set of rules for the rewriting of strings. These rules are applied to every symbol in the 

string at time t to generate a new string at time t+1. Symbols that do not match any rule 

remain unchanged. These are called generative rules, and take the form: 

symbol -> string of symbols 

4. For the (graphical) representation of the string, it must be interpreted and translated into a 

spatial structure. This process is called geometrical interpretation or semantic. 

The application of the generative rules to the string is normally iterated many times. The 

string at each iteration step represents a plant at different stages of its development. For each 

time step t or generation, a string σt is generated, where σ0 = α. For most simple models, each 

time step corresponds to one year, which is reasonable for trees and other long term 

simulations. For the modelling of other processes like the development of flowers and fruits 

or leaf fall in autumn other temporal scaling can be used. The geometrical interpretation is 

implemented using turtle geometry (ABELSON AND DISESSA, 1981). Turtle geometry was 

developed for the programming language Logo in order to control a graphical device called 

“turtle”. The first “turtles” were mechanical devices carrying pens to draw on paper on the 

floor. In modern applications the turtle is a virtual device that helps to draw structures on a 

monitor. Turtle geometry describes paths "from within" rather than "from outside". For 

example, "turn right" means turn right relative to the original heading direction of the turtle 

and not relative to an absolute reference point. The user manipulates the graphical turtle by 

telling it to move forward or back some number of steps, or by telling it to turn left or right 

some number of degrees. The advantage of turtle geometry is that many paths are more 

simply described in relative than in absolute terms. In L-Systems, the virtual “turtle” is 

controlled by a subset of the alphabet Σ. The subset of commands can vary in complexity and 

size (compare PRUSINKIEWICZ AND LINDENMAYER, 1990; KURTH, 1994; KURTH, 1997; 

KURTH, 1999). The interpretation of the string σt produces a geometrical structure St. The 

development of an L-system is represented in Figure 2-17, where the horizontal arrows 

represent the generative rules and the vertical arrows represent the geometrical interpretation. 

KURTH (1999) describes three main levels for the description of geometric plant structures 

(Figure 2-18): The representation of a structure at a given time, the definition of rules for the 

development of the structure, and the possibility of controlling the dynamics of development 

by choosing between different applicable rules. 
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The software GROGRA developed by KURTH (1994) at the University of Göttingen is a 

growth grammar interpreter based on L-Systems. GROGRA offers different possibilities for 

(1) structure generation based on different kinds of L-systems, (2) reading pre-generated 

structures, (3) analysis of a given structure under different criteria, (4) converting data from 

and into other data formats (AMAP, HYDRA, etc) and (5) graphical representation of 

structures. 

Figure 2-18: Three levels of the formal description of plant structures. a) static geometrical 
description. b) Development of a structure over time as achieved by basic L-systems. c) 
Control of the development as achieved with stochastic or sensitive L-Systems. The 
arrows represent the application of generative rules (after KURTH, 1994). 

L-systems are written in two formats, lsy for non-sensitive and ssy for sensitive L-systems. In 

this context, sensitivity means more than context sensitivity as described above. Kurth refers 

to it as global sensitivity, where both the structure St and its environment can exert influence 

on the generative rules. Further, both formats include the possibility to define parameter 

values for each symbol, and thus, they support parametric L-systems. For more details about 

the language formalisms for L-systems in GROGRA see KURTH, 1999. Although the software 

is written in the programming language C, knowledge about C is not required to use 

GROGRA. Only the syntax for arithmetical expressions is the same as in C. However, 

GROGRA also provides the possibility to call pre-defined functions in L-systems. These C-
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functions are included in the source code and cannot be changed by the user. The functions 

and their respective code are listed in KURTH, 1999. 

For the description of structures, GROGRA provides the formats dtg for the most explicit 

description of generated structures, dtd (descriptive tree data, see 3.1.3) for the description of 

empirically mapped tree structures, dtb for data exchange with AutoCAD, pbg and sbg for 

data exchange with HYDRA. Furthermore, GROGRA can read and generate linetree files for 

data exchange with AMAP. As shown here, GROGRA provides a vast range of interfaces 

with other models and tools, and thus it is well suited as a base for model interconnection. 

KURTH (1999) describes the possibilities of GROGRA and demonstrates the “universality” of 

L-systems by reproducing existing plant models from the literature, as e.g. the light model of 

TAKENAKA (1994) and the model LIGNUM (PERTTUNEN ET AL., 1996). GROGRA is per se 

not a model, but a growth engine which implements single models in form of L-systems. The 

range of models that can be implemented this way is very vast and not limited to structural 

models. The application of the advanced features of L-systems – stochastic and parametric 

systems – allows the implementation of structural-functional models based for example on 

light distribution, spatial competition, mechanics and allocation of assimilates. 

2.2.4.3 AMAP  

The modelling software system AMAP (Atelier de Modélisation de l’Architecture des 

Plantes) was developed by the team of Philippe de Reffye at CIRAD in Montpellier, France 

(BARCZI ET AL, 1997 ; DE REFFYE ET AL., 1991; DE REFFYE ET AL., 1995a; DE REFFYE ET AL., 

1995b; DE REFFYE ET AL., 1997; LECOUSTRE AND DE REFFYE, 1993). Similar to GROGRA, 

AMAP is not a model per se but a growth engine (moteur de croissance). 

In AMAP, plant modelling is based on the description of the state of meristems. De Reffye 

describes three basic states of a meristem: dormancy (état de dormance), growth (état de 

croissance) and death (état de mortalité). The transition between these states follows 

stochastic laws specific for each species and even sub-species. Compare in this context the 

application of stochastic L-systems as described above. For the description of plant growth, 

especially of periodic plant growth, a basic element called growth unit (unité de croissance) is 

defined as the product of a meristem in a growth period after the elongation phase. The 
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elongation phase includes the complete growth process, and thus is finished after the eventual 

neo-formed growth. In general, a growth unit corresponds to a shoot and includes a set of 

internodes, nodes, leaves and buds produced in this time. For the modelling of growth it is 

important to describe the number of internodes in a growth unit in dependence on age, 

situation, branching order, etc., as a function of the productivity of meristems. The 

distribution of the number of internodes is characteristic for the random growth of shoots. If 

the meristems follow only pre-formed growth, the distribution is unimodal, as in red beech 

(Fagus sylvatica). By neo-formed growth (“Johannistrieb”) the distribution is bimodal, as in 

black cherry (Prunus avium). Within a tree, the distribution for equivalent vegetative axes 

(same branching order and physiological age) is similar (Figure 2-19). Such investigations 

have been made for a series of agricultural and forest plant by the team at CIRAD. 

Figure 2-19: Frequency distribution of number of internodes per growth unit at different 
branching orders and modalities in black cherry (Prunus avium). The axes of order 2 and 
3 have pre-formed and neo-formed growth and thus a bimodal distribution. Axes of order 
1 and short shoots have only pre-formed growth and thus a unimodal distribution. On the 
graphics, the horizontal axis is the internode number and the vertical axis the frequency 
(after DE REFFYE ET AL., 1991). 
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For the further description of tree growth, more information is necessary. The branching 

modality of a lateral meristem becomes significant. The branching patterns are described by 

the distribution of branched and unbranched zones along the growth unit. This process 

follows a transition probability from a state into another: unbranched → unbranched, 

unbranched → branched, branched → branched and branched → unbranched, and can be 

easily described by a Markov chain of order 1 with the two states branched and unbranched 

(Figure 2-20). Different branching patterns can result in equal global branching frequencies, 

so that the local probabilities P1 (unbranched → unbranched) and P2 (branched → branched) 

are more important for the description of the branching process. 

 
Figure 2-20: Distribution of branched and unbranched zones in a growth unit. The branching 

process is described by a Markov chain with the transition probabilities P1 (unbranched 
→ unbranched) and P2 (branched → branched). Q is the global branching probability, and 
is independent from the distribution itself. With different parameters, diffuse and 
clustered distributions can be generated. 

The form of these distributions is assumed to be independent from the environment. On the 

other hand, the numeric parameters change by changing environmental conditions and 

according to increasing physiological age. To describe this change, the term morphogenetic 

gradient was defined as “... the progressive ageing of the apical meristem of an axis...” (DE 

REFFYE ET AL., 1995a) (it becomes physiologically old), and “... the progressive increase of 

vitality in the juvenile phase...” (DE REFFYE ET AL., 1995a) as by reiteration (physiologically 
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young meristems). It is possible to group growth units of similar type and function which 

have all the same physiological age and branching patterns. For each group a theoretical 

ageing scale or axis can be defined, which contains all the possible stages that a growth unit 

can adopt. De Reffye called this construct “reference axis” (axe de référence). Bud activity of 

apical meristems follows a progressive development step by step along the axis with 

increasing physiological age. In some cases a jump to a higher stage occurs, as by the 

production of reproductive organs or of short shoots, which represent the end of the reference 

axis (Figure 2-21). By extending the information content of the axis it is possible to simulate 

the geometric properties of each element, like length and branching angle. 
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1: Plant growth according to the physiological gradient in a reference axis with five 
es. The apical meristem changes gradually from one stage into the next. Lateral 
istems can jump to a higher stage, and thus become physiologically older. (DE 
FYE ET AL., 1995a). 

e growth simulation using reference axes BARCZI ET AL. (1997) developed the 

APsim. It co-ordinates both ageing processes, chronological and physiological, 

tochastic mechanisms represented by a set of topological and stage transition 

with geometric parameters in a finite unidirectional automaton. Each axis is 

om the basis to the end before the next axis is simulated. The result is high 

ee-dimensional plant models that are independent from their environment. 

s thus a structure model. 
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For the simulation of secondary growth, specifically diameter growth, and later to simulate 

interaction with other plants and the environment the software AMAPpara was created. In 

contrast to AMAPsim it simulates all the meristems parallel in each stage of growth, and is 

thus similar to the L-system approach. It was possible with this software to simulate the effect 

of light interception and spatial competition. Later, the processes for C allocation were 

included. This made possible to simulate the effects of silvicultural measures on radial 

growth. Actually, models including mechanic, hydraulic architecture and pruning have been 

included. AMAPpara is therefore more than a structure model, it is a structural-functional 

modelling system.  

Additionally, another software called AMAPmod (GODIN, 2000; GODIN AND CARAGLIO, 

1998; GODIN ET AL. 1999a; GODIN ET AL. 1999b) for the analysis of tree structures was 

developed. The query language AML was created to allow the description and analysis of 

plants at different spatial scales at the same time. AML is based on the representation of plant 

structures with multi-scale tree graphs. A tree graph can be compared with a single structure-

describing string used in L-systems (2.2.4.2). There are also other possibilities for the 

representation of tree graphs (GODIN, 2000). 

Godin proposes using strings to encode tree structures with multi-scale tree graphs. To 

achieve this, he developed the encoding format MTG. A plant can thus be described at 

different scales, i.e. the general tree shape as the uppermost scale, and down to the 

representation of single internodes and nodes. Using multi-scale tree graphs permits to 

represent different parts of a plant with different scales. For example, the stem could be 

represented as a unit, while the crown is represented at branch level and reproductive organs 

at an even more detailed level. This allows to simplify the analysis and to concentrate on 

important details of tree structures (Figure 2-23). 

Besides the topological data innate to tree graphs, the MTG encoding format also includes 

geometrical information and can be expanded to include further parameters (Figure 2-24). 

This allows the reconstruction of the plant structure and its representation with 3D graphics. 

The inclusion of parameters allows, like in GROGRA, the analysis of the tree structure under 

different aspects: distribution of geometrical parameters, estimated light interception, path 

lengths for water transfer. This has both benefits and disadvantages. The inclusion of different 
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scales in the representation of plants comes along with a higher complexity of the models, and 

thus possible problems with the understanding. However, the integration of information from 

different scales in one format is becoming more important in regard to model integration. A 

compromise between complexity and information content must be met, and this is dependent 

on the implementation of management tools for MTG. 

 

Figure 2-22: Representation of a plant with 
a tree graph coded by a string. The 
brackets in the string symbolise 
branching points (GODIN, 2000). 
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Figure 2-23: Concept of multi-scale tree 
graphs. A plant can be represented at 
different scales: a) axis, b) growth 
units, and c) internodes within a 
single multi-scale graph d) (GODIN, 
2000). 

d commercially as a graphic software, and is 

any research projects. Further, many aspects 

parameter files and reference axes are not 

lopment of the MTG format provides a better 

ess the powerful modelling system of AMAP. 
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Even minor changes in branching patterns or reaction rules could implicate major changes in 

existing reference axes. Also the generation of own parameter files, if allowed, is a very 

though process. Lanwert (LANWERT, 1997; LANWERT ET AL., 1998) developed a basic 

program called AIR, which provided a first approach in combining the software AMAPsim 

with the software HYDRA. Dzierzon (DZIERZON AND KURTH, 2002) used the MTG format to 

create an interface between AML and LIGNUM. 

Figure 2-24: Encoding of plant structures with MTG in form of a string. Each scale is given by 
a slash followed by an indicator. /P is the plant scale, /U growth unit scale and /I 
internode scale. The symbol + means a branching point. Parameters at the end of a line 
belong to the last element of that line. In this case, growth unit U1 at the base of the plant 
has a length of 10 and a diameter of 5.9 and the growth unit U1 at the lateral branch has 
the values 7 and 3.5 respectively (GODIN, 2000).  

 

2.3 Functional-structural models 

As described above, both GROGRA and AMAP provide a framework for plant modelling 

including structure and process oriented models. Most functional-structural models are very 

complex and combine many of the approaches already described above. However, as with 

most of the models presented above, these are often very specific, concentrating only on one 

plant species of type. Furthermore, due to the complexity and extension of these models, it is 
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often very difficult for other researchers to gain access to the used procedures, approaches, 

boundaries, etc. In this section some representative examples for functional-structural models 

are described, but without the possibility to do it in detail. 

AMAPpara, a part of the AMAP software, has to be considered a functional-structural 

modelling tool. BLAISE (1991) described the parallel modelling of plant growth using voxels, 

a three-dimensional discretisation of space, to simulate light interception. 

Figure 2-25: Three-dimensional representation of a Populus tree with ECOPHYS (HOST ET 
AL., 1990). 

The model ECOPHYS (HOST ET AL., 1990) is a growth model for Populus trees based on 

photosynthate production. The model contains several sub-models describing light 

interception, photosynthate production and allocation. The model is limited to the first year of 

growth of poplar stem cuttings. Due to the growth condition of the sampling material, water 

and nutrients are assumed to be not limiting. The model concentrates on light and temperature 

effects. The trees are represented by a simple architecture model representing leaves as four 

pointed polygons (Figure 2-25). The light model is based on the sun position, calculated from 

latitude, date and time of day. The incoming radiation [µmol m-²s-1] is divided into diffuse and 

direct radiation. For calculating leaf interception, an imaginary plane perpendicular to the 

light vector was used to calculate the projected area of each leaf and thus shadowing. Direct 

radiation was supposed to reach the sunlit parts of the leaves. The shaded parts receive only 

diffuse radiation which is modified by a light transfer curve (see 2.1.4). Photosynthesis and 
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respiration are calculated in dependence on light and temperature (see 2.1.5). The model also 

takes into account the degree of maturity of the leaves to parameterise the used functions. 

After the carbon fixing in each leaf is calculated, an allocation model is applied to calculate 

the transport of photosynthates from the leaves to different growth centres. There they are 

converted into biomass and dimensional growth. 

CHIBA ET AL. (1994) use a spherical light model, where the top hemisphere was used to 

calculate sunlight incidence and the lower hemisphere to calculate reflected light. To calculate 

light interception, leaves where clustered into leaf-balls, whose radius is proportional to the 

number of leaves of each branch. Light interception is calculated using the projection of the 

shadows from other leaf-ball on the light sphere and then running a hidden surface algorithm 

(Figure 2-26). New branches grow toward the brightest direction. The model also simulates 

hormonal control of plant growth by dormancy break. After meeting a given set of pre-

conditions, especially by low inhibition, a dormant but could germinate or die according to its 

light environment. This model was developed for generic plants and simulates growth only 

qualitatively. 

Figure 2-27: Examples of simulation 
results from CHIBA ET AL. (1994). 
Above, simulation of normal growth. 
Below simulation of the crown 
restoration after isolating one of the 
trees. 

Figure 2-26: Celestial sphere model of 
CHIBA ET AL. (1994). Incoming 
radiation is calculated using the 
projected shadow or the leaf clusters 
on the sphere. From the lower 
hemisphere comes only diffuse 
radiation. 
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The plant growth model MADEIRA (LIST AND KÜPPERS, 1998; LIST ET AL., 1994) describes 

the plant structure with a modular approach as typical for object oriented models. Light 

interception is calculated using a voxel discretisation. Leaf area is distributed among the 

voxels to create light absorbing filters. The volume of a voxel can be modified as needed. The 

authors propose a voxel side length of 10 cm to be adequate for most cases. Incoming 

radiation is not calculated as exactly as in the models presented above. The light source is 

considered to be homogeneous on top of the area of the plant population, because growth is 

integrated over a whole season. Position and orientation of individual leaves are used to 

calculate their exposition, and thus the capacity of exploit short phases of high light intensity, 

as by sun flecks. 

After light interception, assimilation is calculated and assimilate pools are created. From these 

pools, the amount needed to support growth and maintenance is deduced and the rest is passed 

to the next lower segment. The flow of assimilates occurs from leaves towards the roots. 

There are critical maintenance values that must be paid or the respective shoots die. The 

branching patterns are sensible to the assimilate distribution. The greater the amount of 

assimilates available, the longer are the created new shoots. The model tries to calculate an 

optimal development of new created shoots in relation to the parent shoots. MADEIRA can 

be parameterised for different species with different branching patterns and was tested on 

different species as Acer campestre and Prunus spinosa. Figure 2-28 shows the voxelspace 

surrounding a canopy and the distribution of leaves within it. 

 
Figure 2-28: Representation of the voxelspace surrounding the canopy of a plant with 

MADEIRA. a) The plant in the voxelspace. b) The distribution of the leaf area among the 
voxels. b) Light reduction (after LIST AND KÜPPERS, 1998). 
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TAKENAKA (1994) developed a light reaction model which uses a system similar to the model 

of Chiba et al. (1994). Incoming radiation is calculated using a hemisphere which is divided 

into 20 segments with different brightness. The architecture of trees is represented using 

“branch units” as part of a modular structure. The central stem grows vertically. There are 

three lateral branches produced each year separated 135° from each other and inclined 60° 

from the central axis. New units on lateral axes are located on the same plane. Each branch 

can produce up to three new branches with a branching angle of respectively 5°, -50° and 60° 

(or with reversed angles). The leaves are clustered at the distal end of new branch units. The 

clusters are represented with spheres whose size is proportional to the leaf area and to the 

light permeability of the cluster. Assimilation is calculated in function of illumination. The 

leaf mass is subtracted from the amount of produced assimilates. The rest is the net gain of 

organic matter (P) and is used for branch growth in the following year. Takenaka set the 

boundary values Smax, Smin (maximal and minimal size of new branch units) and Nmax 

(maximum number of branch units that can be created, normally 3). The mass of a new 

branch is then calculated as below: 

             0     if P < Smin, this means death 
BU weight =  P     if Smin < P < Smax 
             Smax  if Smax ≤ P 

(2-34)

Branches are produced as long as there are enough assimilates (P>0) or until Nmax is 

reached. The length of the new branch unit and its leaf area are proportional to the weight 

calculated. There exists a factor s Υ 1 that describes how much the surface of the leaf sphere 

is filled with leaves. The probability that a light ray hits a leaf in the cluster is 1–1/s². If s = 1 

the leaf area is equal to the surface of the sphere and the probability of being hit is 1. The 

transmittance t of a single leaf is given as a constant, the transmittance of the cluster is given 

by the formula tlc = (1–(1–t)/s²)², and the light absorption by 1–tlc. Light absorption is then 

calculated for all the 20 sectors of the light hemisphere. For the light transmission only the 

clusters are considered to have shadows, the segments representing branch units are ignored. 

This model could be expanded to simulate more realistic branching structures or even “real” 

plant species. KURTH (1999) created an L-system that emulates this model with some minor 

differences. Figure 2-29 shows a simulation example of a solitary tree. 
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Figure 2-29: Simulation of a solitary tree with the light response model of TAKENAKA (1994) 
(above) and cross-sectional view (below). 

The later version of the model of KELLOMÄKI AND STRANDMAN (1995) for Scots pine (Pinus 

sylvestris) was originally only a structure model that was further developed. The authors 

describe a part of the length growth of shoots as a function of light intercepted. “The 

intercepted light is converted to the respective length...” In this process, diameter and wood 

density are parameters of the light conversion function. Further growth is calculated using the 

mechanistic approach of McMahon, which describes diameter growth as the reaction to 

gravity-induced forces at each branching point. Figure 2-30 shows the calculated light 

interception. 

Figure 2-30: Calculated intercepted light 
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 model uses a hemispherical interception model with 240 segments. For comparison, the 

el MIR from Dauzat (section 2.1.4.1) uses a hemisphere with “only” 46 sectors. The 
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model uses the given tree structure to calculate self shadowing. Figure 2–31 shows a tree 

simulated with this model. 

Figure 2-31: Image of a simulated tree by Kellomäki and 
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 workgroup of Risto Sievänen at the METLA, Finland, developed a C-allocation model 

single trees called LIGNUM (PERTTUNEN ET AL., 1996, 1998; SIEVÄNEN ET AL., 1995). 

 plant structure is built using three main elements: tree segment, branching point and bud. 

e segments are divided into heartwood, sapwood and foliage which are modelled as 

nders. The root system forms a single compartment that functions as an assimilate sink. 

 length of a tree segment is calculated according to its branching order and the local light 

ditions. The number of new segments generated is a function of the vitality of the parent 

ent which is proportional to its foliage mass. Secondary diameter growth is calculated 

rding to the pipe model (compare 2.1.7). 

 light model used is, like the models of CHIBA ET AL. (1994), SHINOZAKI (1994) and 

ZAT (1993, 1994), based on a ray tracing method using a sky hemisphere divided into 

ors. For light interception, LIGNUM uses a voxel space like the model MADEIRA (LIST 

L., 1994). For the C-allocation, the net assimilation of the whole tree is calculated and a 

tral pool is created. From this pool resources are then distributed among the different 

ents. The amount of resources needed to produce new segments, new roots and 

ndary growth depends upon an unknown factor λ for length growth (intensity factor), 

ch is approximated with an iteration method. LIGNUM is a good example for object 

nted modelling (compare section 3.3) and is suitable for interconnection with other 

els. KURTH (1999) developed a program shell called GROCOM which combines 

OGRA, a LIGNUM re-implementation and different radiation models to reproduce the 
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results of the original LIGNUM model. Figure 2-32 shows some examples of simulations 

with LIGNUM. 

Figure 2-32: Simulation of growth in dependence on light. a) Tree adapted to grow in shade. b) 
Tree with increased light sensitivity. c) Effect of partial shadowing through an obstacle. 
(After www.metla.fi, 2002). 

The model SIMWAL (SIMulated WALnut) (BALANDIER ET AL., 2000) simulates the three-

dimensional structure of young walnut trees (Juglans regia) and its dynamics. A main focus 

of SIMWAL is the simulation of the effect of silvicultural practices, especially pruning. The 

architecture and topological structure of the tree are described using the AMAP definition of 

growth units (see section 2.2.4.3). The model includes some sub-models described in section 

2.1. to calculate light interception (radiation extinction after Beer’s law) and photosynthesis 

(model of FARQUHAR ET AL., 1980). C-allocation is calculated using a proportional approach, 

i.e. the amount of resources that are allocated to a sink is proportional to its demand 

(LACOINTE, 2000), with some extensions. Due to an object oriented modelling approach used 

to describe tree organs, SIMWAL has great potential for being expanded and combined with 

other models. However, the basic models used have been parameterised only for Juglans 

regia making it difficult to adapt to other trees. A similar C-allocation model to simulate the 

effect of pruning in N2-fixing trees (namely Gliricidia sepium) was developed by BERNINGER 

ET AL. (2000). This models includes besides C-allocation also N-allocation for describing the 

process of N2-fixing. 

BOSC (2000) developed an object oriented ecophysiological model called EMILION 

(Ecophysiological Modelling Integrating Linked OrgaNs) that has been parameterised for 

Pinus pinaster. Using stand and tree structure and meteorological data, EMILION calculates 
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C-allocation and the distribution of water fluxes. The model works on organ level and takes 

into account the relationships between different organs. Allocation and water fluxes are 

calculated in short time steps of approximately 30 minutes. Light interception is calculated 

according to the geometry and orientation of shoots. Photosynthesis is calculated with the 

model of FARQUHAR ET AL. (1980). Stomatal conductance is calculated using a multiplicative 

approach (JARVIS, 1976). Transpiration is calculated as a function of stomatal conductance,  

leaf area and water vapour deficit. Leaf temperature is assumed to be equal to that of air. 

Water flow is equal to the transpiration of a shoot plus the flow of supported shoots. The 

model needs to know the initial and final dimensions of an organ to simulate its evolution 

between these two states according to its phenology. Branch mortality was simulated through 

the carbon balance, i.e. death occurs when the carbon balance becomes negative. 

JALLAS ET AL. (2000) developed a simulation model for cotton plants (Gossypium spc.) called 

COTONS that includes a plant and a soil model. The model needs data about soil hydrology, 

stand characteristics and meteorological data. COTONS uses many sub-model to represent the 

architecture and the morphology of cotton plants and simulates growth based on a daily 

allocation model. This model is based on an older cotton model called GOSSYM and is thus 

limited to only one species. The sub-models used seem highly specialised and are not 

described clearly. However, the general approach of modular sub-models can be used to 

develop more generic models. 

A similar situation is given in the model ALMIS (ESCHENBACH, 2000), which simulates light 

acclimation of black alder (Alnus glutinosa L. (Gaertn.)) trees. ALMIS is an object oriented 

model with the objects Internodes, Leaves, Meristems, Roots and Roottips as structure objects 

(compare section 3.3). The environment is also handled with own objects for air and soil 

segments. The environment is represented by a voxel space with 8x8x12 (768) voxels. 

ALMIS simulates growth based on carbon fluxes. Each structure object possesses pools for 

assimilates, “starch” and structural carbon. Starch represents as storage pool, and structural 

carbon is fixed in the growth process. The model is able to handle different types of trees: sun 

type with only sun leaves, shade type with only shade leaves and adaptive type with sun and 

shade leaves distributed according to the light environment. The time discretisation is 

regulated by the meteorological data. The light model used is a simple model based on 

Lambert-Beer’s Law and comparable to the model used in MADEIRA (LIST AND KÜPPERS, 
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1998). The model was used on isolated and competing trees to describe the adaptation 

capacities of the different types of leaves. Figure 2-33 shows simulation results for isolated 

trees. As many other models presented here, the main flaw of ALMIS is its restriction to only 

one tree species. The principal approaches, however, are based on general botanical 

observations that are valid for other species, too. With a generic parameterisation procedure, 

the model could be applied to other species. 
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hree isolated trees modelled with ALMIS after 150 time steps. The sun type has 
 leaves, the shade type only shade leaves and the adaptive type sun and shade 
stributed according to the light environment. 

scribes some methods for functional-structural modelling of root systems by 

nteractions in architecture models. The approaches described here are similar 

the “above-soil” models presented above. While most models handle root 

e compartment representing a carbon sink, Pagès proposes to handle the 

rts of the plant as a single compartment acting as a source of carbohydrates. 

D HOPMANS (1994) combined root growth with soil water flow. Models 

above-ground and below-ground models are not yet fully realised. The 

attempted to combine many different models, including root systems and 

STER ET AL., 1990). There are also more specialised models that could be 

me of the models presented here as for example the gas exchange models of 

996, 1997). The level of structural information is also variable. Models 

 stands tend to simplify tree structures (PFREUNDT, 1988; PFREUNDT AND 

PRETZSCH, 1990a, 1990b, 1992a, 1992b). 



  

3 MATERIAL AND METHODS 

3.1 Validation material 

For the validation of the NEXUS software plant material and meteorological data were 

collected from two sampling plots. Also data provided by Jean Dauzat and Bruno Rapidel for 

Coffea arabica and meteorological data for Costa Rica were used. 

3.1.1 Sampling plots 

3.1.1.1 Costa Rica 

The data provided by Jean Dauzat were measured in a private coffee (Coffea arabica) stand 

(RAPIDEL, 1995; DAUZAT AND RAPIDEL, 1998; RAPIDEL ET AL., 1999) of 12 ha near Turrialba, 

Costa Rica (9°22’N, 83°22’W) at an altitude of 600 m above sea level. The coffee plants grow 

in homogeneously planted rows mixed under Erythrina poeppigiana (Walpers) O.F. Cook. 

The stand was planted 1983, the coffee plants were measured 1994 at an age of 11 years. 

The stand grows on a young volcanic soil with typical aluminium-silicates (allophanes) and 

high drainage capacity. Climate in the region is hot and humid, with a mean precipitation of 

2600 mm/year and a mean temperature of ca. 22 °C. 

A 15 meter high pole is situated in the centre of the stand for measuring meteorological data.  

The data used by RAPIDEL (1995) was measured with instruments installed on this pole at a 

height of 5 meters. 
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gure 3-1: Picture of the coffee stand in Turrialba, Costa Rica, made from the top of a 15 m 
high measurement tower situated in the centre of the stand (RAPIDEL, 1995). 

.2 Germany 

sampling plots are located 2 km west from Unterlüß (52°45’N, 10°30’E) in the 

burger Heide (Germany) at an altitude of 115 meters above sea level. The plots were 

lished for different projects for the research of forest ecosystem dynamics that have been 

d out since 1986 in numerous diploma and doctoral theses at the Georg-August 

ersity of Göttingen (CONERS, 2001). 

plots are situated in the south-west part of the north-west German lowlands, 

sponding to the transient area from the moraines of the Lüßberge into the Sprakensehler 

ash plains. Through the deposition processes in the Saale ice age and the Holocene the 

 soil type is a low nutrient sand soil sustaining an acidic podsol brown earth. 

first plot is a fenced area with mixed vegetation, where Quercus spc. rejuvenation grows 

 an old stand of Pinus sylvestris. Due to the increased light incidence through the open 

py, the herbal vegetation is relatively abundant, with exemplars of Avenella flexuosa, 

x pilulifera and some lichens and mosses. There are also single specimens of Fagus 
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silvatica, Quercus robur, Quercus hybrids, Picea abies and other species. The second plot is 

situated near the first plot and consists of a closed mixed stand of 100 years old Fagus 

silvatica and 190 years old Quercus petraea with a mean tree height of 28 m. A 36 m high 

tower has been installed within the plot to allow measurements in and above the canopy, and 

it provided the meteorological data used to validate the software. 

Figur

 

 

e 3-2: Mixed stand in Unterlüß, Germany. Old growth stand, consisting mainly of Pinus 
sylvestris with mixed rejuvenation. View from west (above) and north (below). 
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Figure 3-3: Scheme of the sampling stand in Unterlüß and of some of the collected trees. The 
stand is fenced and very inhomogeneous. In the north, there are mostly old trees (Quercus 
and Pinus) with almost no rejuvenation. At the east, the old trees have been cut. The rest 
consists of some old trees, especially Pinus sylvestris, above a rich mixed rejuvenation, 
predominantly Quercus spc. Besides the five sampling trees from the middle represented 
here, two other exemplars were collected at the eastern part of the stand. Besides the 
sampling trees, significant neighbours and their respective species have been represented. 

The region of the Southern Lüneburger Heide has a temperate-cool sub-oceanic climate. 

According to data from the station of the German Meteorological Service (Deutscher 

Wetterdienst, DWD) in Unterlüß, the mean air temperature is 8.1 °C, and the annual 

precipitation 801 mm. 

3.1.2 Meteorological data 

There are two sets of meteorological data used to validate the software. The first set has been 

provided by Jean Dauzat. The meteorological data was measured every 5 seconds, saving the 

mean values every 30 minutes over a long period of time. For the validation, only data 

measured at an exemplary sunny day (April, 13th 1994) and at an exemplary cloudy day 

(April, 27th 1994) were used (Figure 3-4). The second set of meteorological data comes from 

the observation tower located in the sampling plot described under 3.1.1. The data were 

measured from April, 12th at 9:45 a.m. till April 13th at 6:00 p.m. every 30 minutes. The set 

contains global radiation [W/m²], air temperature [°C] and relative air humidity [%]. 
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igure 3-4: Meteorological data from Turrialba, Costa Rica, measured at a sunny day (april 
13th), and at a coudy day (april, 27th). The data for the night from april 26th to 27th has 
been ommited (Data provided by Jean Dauzat, CIRAD, France). 

igure 3-5: Global radiation, air temperature and relative humidity values measured from June 
27th till July 6th in Unterlüß, Germany. All values were measured at a height of 36 m 
every 30 minutes. 

3 Plant material 
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Jean Dauzat provided the digitised data of a Coffea arabica plant from Turrialba, Costa Rica. 

The data are coded in AMAP format (version 2.2) and were used for comparison with 

previous results from the original software for the model MIR/MuSc and HYDRO in order to 

validate the results from NEXUS. For details about data collection see RAPIDEL, 1995.  

Figure 3-6: Re
“Landmak

From the samplin

(Quercus robur a

density and age, to

named: ejc, ejd, ej

“jung” (German f

selected trees, onl

water flow measur

the reaction  and th

(SCHULTE AND ČE

following informat

 

presentation of a Coffee plant from Costa Rica generated with the tool 
er” from the AMAP software. 

g plot in Unterlüß described in section 3.1.1 seven exemplars of oak 

nd Quercus petraea) were selected under consideration of light, growth 

 gain a vast range of different growth conditions and stages. The trees are 

f, ejg, ejh, eji and ejk, where e means “Eiche” (German for oak), j means 

or young) and the last letter is an identifier. From originally eleven pre-

y seven were selected for this investigation. Before sampling, a series of 

ements were made under different light conditions, especially to measure 

e reaction time of water flow to sudden shadowing and exposition to light 

RMÁK, personal communication). After sampling, for each branch the 

ion was collected: 
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- branch length, in mm 

- branch diameter, in mm, accurate to 0.1 mm 

- position of side branches measured from the base, in mm 

- branching angle, accurate to 5° 

- number of leaves 

- other relevant information, like dead or broken terminal buds, reiteration events, etc. 

The data for each tree were graphically mapped and then compiled in dtd-format (descriptive 

tree data) for the representation with GROGRA (KURTH, 1994). Additionally, leaf area and 

dry mass of leaf and branches after 48 hours in a drying furnace at 105 °C were measured. 

Table 3-1 shows an example of a dtd-file and Figure 3-7 the corresponding map and its 

representation with GROGRA. 

1  L52 ## O1 R3 W90 D1.6 C2  
2  L60 #1 V R1 W20 D1.6 C2  
3  L50 #2 V   D1.2 C2  
4  L43 #3 V   D1.2 C10 {N} 
5  L29 #2 A32 - W80 D0.8 C2  
6  L26 #5 V   D0.5 C10 {N} 
7  L50 #2 A52 - W65 D1.4 C2  
8  L36 #7 V   D1.0 C6 {ON} 
9  L28 #7 A46 - W50 D1.0 C10 {N} 
10 L22 #7 A44 + W65 D0.8 C10 {N} 
11 L42 #3 A47 - W70 D0.8 C6 {ON} 
12 L41 #3 A47 + W70 D1.1 C10 {N} 
13 L50 #2 A54 + W60 D1.1 C2  
14 L43 #13 V   D1.0 C10 {N} 
15 L28 #13 A45 - W65 D0.9 C10 {N} 
16 L35 #13 A46 + W60 D1.0 C10 {N} 

Table 3-1: Example for the description of a plant structure using dtd (digitised tree data) 
format. The columns mean: identifier, length [mm], mother segment (## is the base 
segment), location on the mother branch [mm] (V means the same axis), branching 
direction (+ right, - left), branching angle, diameter [mm], colour and possible attributes. 

The close environment of each tree was mapped for the reconstruction of the scenes with the 

AMAP software tool Landscape. Relevant neighbours were mapped using a polar co-

ordinates system centred on each sampling tree. Distance was measured in centimetres, 

accurate to 0.5 cm, and angles were measured in reference to the north in degrees. Relevant 

neighbours are those trees that could affect the direct environment of the sampling tree, 

including old trees which modify wind and light environment. Figure 3-3 represents a scheme 
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of the sampling plot and of the distribution of some of the sampling trees together with their 

relevant neighbours. The data of the sampling trees were converted into the AMAP linetree 

format using the interface provided by GROGRA in order to make it accessible for the 

Landmaker software. 

Figure 3-7: Example of a mapped structure and its representation with GROGRA. 

      
Figure 3-8: Sampling trees ejk (left) and ejf (right). Tree ejk grows below a pine tree with a dbh 

of 30 cm and a height of ca. 25 m. This tree was measured in situ. Tree ejf grows within a 
rejuvenation group and was measured destructively after sampling. 
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Figure 3-9: Representation of the trees ejk (left) and ejf (right) with GROGRA. 

    

Figure 3-10: Representation of the trees ejk (left) and ejf (right) with AMAP. 

Sap flow was measured for the trees ejk, ejh, eji, ejf and ejg parallel to the measurement of 

meteorological data using a “6-channel-sap-flow-meter” type T693.2 (EMS, Brno) with the 

stem heat balance method from ČERMÁK ET AL. (1973, 1976). Data for tree ejk were collected 

only till July 3rd 2000. In tree eji there were two measurement points, eji low for standard 
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collar measurement and eji high for a single branch on the crown. For the comparison of 

results only eji low was used. Figure 3-11shows the measured sap flow data. 
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Figure 3-11: Measured sap flow for the tree ejk, ejh, ejf, ejg (below) and eji (above). On tree eji 
two separate sap flows were measured, once on the collar (eji low) and once on a branch 
in the upper part of the crown (eji high). 

.2 Data formats 

o reach the desired level of effectiveness it is important first to achieve a general standard 

or data files. The first modules to be integrated each offer a set of data files that are strongly 

pecific and show normally little flexibility. These modules and their corresponding file for-

ats are listed in Table 3-2. 

sing files is a common method for data transfer. But as shown in Table 3-2, already with the 

ew modules presented here the quantity of different files provided is vast. All these file 

ormats are quite different from each other and yet they contain partially common 

nformation. The structure files supplied by GROGRA containing information concerning 

orphological and topological structure and architecture of the plant are very accurate and 

lear, and thus easily transferable. Environmental information, on the other hand, is difficult 
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to represent, as it is often encoded by functions and so-called sensitive growth rules, i.e. 

different programming paradigms are mixed (KURTH, 2002). However, through constant 

development GROGRA already provides a number of conversion interfaces to different 

software systems representing diverse models. 
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 GROGRA AMAP HYDRA MIR/MuSc 

 (KURTH, 1994) (DE REFFYE, 
ET AL. 1995) (FRÜH, 1995) (DAUZAT ET AL., 

1999) 
Structure data *.lsy *.mtg   
(advanced level) *.ssy    
Structure data *.dtd *.lig *.map *.top 
(basic level) *.dtg *.arc *.pbg *.scn 
  *.brc *.sbg *.scu 
  *.sce   
Supplementary  *.inf *.eva *.met 
Data  *.dta *.lum 
Table 3-2: Plant models to be interfaced with each other, together with their respective data file 
formats. The basic structure files describe the main part of the models. Advanced 
structure files, on the other hand, are expansions to the original formats based on higher 
mathematical concepts (formal grammars, graph theory). Supplementary data 
describe the general environment and framework of the simulated scenarios. 

lthough the interconnection of plant models is the principal objective of NEXUS, the 

rogram is not able to create or read L-systems using the formats lsy and ssy of GROGRA. 

he development of such systems is not object of this thesis and thus these formats and the 

rmalisms of L-systems cannot be included here. However, for the coding of plant structures 

e dtd format introduced in section 3.1.3 is essential. 

MAP, on the other side, provides a wide amount of information, both about the plant and its 

nvironment. This information is distributed over different files: geometrical information 

les, topological information files, parameter files, visualisation files. Due to the commercial 

se and distribution of the AMAP software, there is also a large complex of coded files, 

entred around the so called “linetree files”, which are principally not public and thus difficult 

 use or access with other models. The programs AIR and MIR/MuSc are based on these and 

erived file formats. The files *.lig, *.arc respective *.brc describe the architecture of the 

lant and are only available as binary files and thus cannot be edited or modified by users. 

he files *.dta describe the characteristics of the graphical symbols used to represent the plant 

nd can be edited and partially altered. The files *.inf contain information about the symbols 

r internal use. Editing and altering these files is not recommended, because they are attuned 
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to the other non-editable files and changes can cause error while using the software. Through 

the co-operation between CIRAD and the University of Göttingen, the workgroup of W. 

Kurth had limited access to the internal formats and procedures used in AMAP. However, due 

to the security standards of the software to grant commercial efficiency the procedures and 

formats used are not up-to-date. At the moment, the interconnection is only possible with an 

older version of the AMAP system (version 2.2). 

The development at the CIRAD of a new format based on multiscale tree graphs (MTG) leads 

to a reorganisation of the information management. The MTG format is used especially with 

AML, the AMAP Modelling Language (GODIN AND CARAGLIO, 1998; GODIN ET AL., 1999a; 

GODIN ET AL., 1999b; GODIN, 2000) and is still in development, but is becoming more and 

more significant for the software development at CIRAD. The most important characteristic 

of this format is that it can contain in one file different description levels and scales for plant 

structures required for different special models. Hence this format seems optimal for data 

transfer. As mentioned above, an interface between AMAP and LIGNUM (PERTTUNEN ET 

AL., 1996) using the MTG format has been developed (DZIERZON AND KURTH, 2002), and 

GROGRA already possesses an unidirectional interface and is able to produce simple MTG 

structures, however it cannot read or process them. Through using the MTG format, NEXUS 

is supposed to overcome the version problem described above. 

The file format sce is used to describe a scene with Landmaker software. A scene file is 

generated automatically after constructing the scene with Landmaker. The file is saved in 

ASCII format; however it is not recommendable to change it manually. The software group 

MIR/MuSc works on the basis of scene files. However, these programs don’t need all the 

information found in sce-files and thus work with a simplified format called scn. Only 

structural data is retained, while visualisation data (camera position, light sources, etc) are 

discarded. This is made automatically. The working scene taken from the general scene 

described in the scn-file is delimited concretely in the scu-files, which also contain the 

geographical co-ordinates of the scene (latitude and longitude) needed to calculate the 

position of the sun. 

The file format is: 
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Name of scn-file replication (0/1/2) 
minx      miny      minz 
maxx      maxy      maxz 
voxx      voxy      voxz  
deviation from north 
latitude  longitude 
 

For example ejk.scu: 

ejk      0 
-15      -30      -15 
30       15       30 
2        2        2 
0.0 
52.75    10.5 

The name of the scn-file is normally used to generate other files while running MIR/MuSc. 

The option “replication” indicates whether the scene is duplicated to simulate the surrounding 

environment or not. 0 means no duplication, 1 means that each plant of the scene is duplicated 

to create the environment. 2 means that all plants outside of the scene are ignored. Only plants 

that cross the borders are kept. 

Figure 3-12: Replication modes used in scu-files. In option 0, P2 is ignored because it is 
outside the used scene. In option 2, P2 is still ignored, but P1 is duplicated to create the 
surrounding environment. In option 3, P2 is used as part of the surrounding environment. 

The parameters minx, miny, minz, maxx, maxy and maxz are the boundary co-ordinates of the 

scene, voxx, voxy and voxz indicate the number of divisions in each direction used to create 

voxels. The longitude value can be set to 0 because the actual versions of the programs don’t 

use it actually. The option is left open for future possibilities.  

The parameters included in the scn-file correspond to the parameters from the original sce-

files from AMAP. With output detail 1, the plant is considered one single organ. With output 

detail 2, the calculations are made for each organ. 
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The format is: 

number of plants 
 
name of lig-file 1         output detail (1/2) 
pos x         pox y        pos z 
twist         inclination  scale 
 
name of lig-file 2         output detail (1/2) 
pos x         pox y        pos z 
twist         inclination  scale 
... 

For example ejk.scn with only one plant: 

1 
 
ejk.lig       2 
44.3781       0.0      0.7 

The met-files contain the meteorological data used to calculate the radiation balance and the 

sap flow. The file contains: date (Julian), time, air temperature [°C], PAR [W/m²], global 

radiation [W/m²], wind velocity [m/s] and relative air humidity [%]. The files .lum and .top 

are generated automatically and are for internal use only. The programs from the 

ARCHIMED shell (see 2.1.4.1) are being continuously actualised and developed, so that 

minor changes in the formats could occur. 

The files .pbg, .sbg, .eva and .map of HYDRA are described in FRÜH, 1995. NEXUS 

generates automatically pbg-files as part of the interface with HYDRA. 

Finally, the AMAP configuration file .cfg was expanded to create NEXUS configuration files, 

also .cfg, and species files .spc, which control some options for MIR, MuSc, HYDRO, 

HYDRA, GROGRA and NEXUS. The format of these files is: 

# comments 
KEYWORD = VALUE 

The new or expanded keywords of the cfg file are: 

SWITCH_PAR. Enable the calculation of PAR for each plant element.  
 
SHADOW_MODUS. It indicates where the light source is located.  
 1: Source located in the infinite.  
 2: Source located at a defined point.  
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IMAGES. Directory for the resulting image files (.rgbn and .sgi for 
AMAP and .xpm for NEXUS). Default is the root directory.  
 
METEO. Directory for meteorological data files (.met). Default is the 
root directory.  
 
PROGRAMME. Directory containing the growth engines. Here it can also 
contain the path leading to the GROGRA directory. Default is the root 
directory.  
 
SCENE. Directory for scene files (.sce for AMAP, .scu and .scn for 
NEXUS and ARCHIMED). Default is the root directory.  
 
LAPS. Duration of the first time step in seconds. It must be greater 
than zero. The duration of the other time steps depends of the data 
found in the meteorological files.  
 
NR_PIXELS. Standard number of pixels in one scene. Recommended are 
500.000 till 1.000.000 pixels for better resolution. 
 
TIME_CHANGE - Time zone used to calculate the position of the sun. 

For the species files the parameters are: 

AMAX. Maximal CO2 assimilation rate in [µmol CO2 / m²s] 
 
AX_ALPHA and AX_BETA. Parameters for Conductance/Diameter Relation for 
branches: KM = α*Dβ 
 
AX_CAV_ALPHA and AX_WP. Parameters for cavitation function in the axes: 
CON = 1 / (1 + e(α * (Ψ - wp))) 
 
CAPA_LEAF. Water capacity of leaves in [kg / Mpa*m²] 
 
CAPA_WOOD. Water capacity of wood tissue in [kg / Mpa*dm³] 
 
CO2_ATM. CO2 concentration in the atmosphere in [µmol CO2 / mol air] 
 
DECIDUOUS. Type of plant: 1 Deciduous / 0 Coniferous 
 
EMAX_KG. Maximal transpiration rate in [kg H2O / m²*s] 
 
EMAX_MOL. Maximal transpiration rate in [mmol H2O / m²*s] 
 
GH_ALPHA, GH_BETA, GH_X0 and GH_Y0. Parameters in the function for 
humidity dependence of stomatal conductance: f(dH) = y0 + α/(1 + e{-(dH - 
x0}/β)) 
 
GMAX. Maximal stomatal conductance in [mmol / m²*s] 
 
GT_ALPHA, GT_BETA, GT_TMIN and GT_TMAX. Parameters in the function for 
the dependence of stomatal conductance upon leaf temperature t: f(t) = 
α * (t - tmin) * (tmax - t)β 
 
PET_ALPHA and PET_BETA. Parameters for Conductance/Leaf Area Relation 
for petioles: KM = α*LAβ 
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PET_CAV_ALPHA and PET_WP. Parameters for cavitation function in the 
petioles: CON = 1 / (1 + e(α * (Ψ - wp))) 
 
SPECIES. Name of the species 

3.3 Programming techniques 

The modular character of the software requires the use of modern programming methods, 

especially the techniques of object oriented programming (OOP). With these techniques it is 

easier to implement a system of interchangeable modules, each representing a single special 

process to be modelled. SAARENMAA (1992) proposes a general object-oriented approach for 

tree modelling. Saarenmaa asserts that using an object-oriented approach is valuable for 

connecting function and structure. The structure is given by the internal division of elements 

into objects, which at the same time are connected to functions through tasks. Some processes 

can also be defined as objects on their own. Object oriented approaches allow a major degree 

of abstraction. The resulting classes of objects are often more intuitive and related to real-

world concepts than computer concepts. There are two phases in the development of object-

oriented systems (SALMINEN ET AL., 1994): 

- Analysis (OOA). Description of information with real-world objects. 

- Design (OOD). Expansion of the basic objects created with OOA by adding procedural 

and technical objects. 

OOP is based on the concept of classes, objects, instances and inheritance. An object is a 

basic entity containing attributes and eventually methods describing its general behaviour. 

Methods are functions for the manipulation of the data contained in an object, and for the 

interaction with other objects. Ideally, the manipulation of the attributes of an object should 

be only possible by its methods. The description of such structures containing both data and 

methods is called class. Both, attributes and methods of a class are called member elements 

(member variables and member functions). After describing a class, an object can be created 

as an instance of this class. For example: 

class example 
{ 
public: 
   set( float x ) { data = x; } 
   get() { return data; } 
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private: 
   float   data; 
} 
... 
   example object1; 
   object1.data = 1; 
   object.set( 1 ); 
   cout << object.get() << endl; 
... 

This very simple class example (written in C++) defines an object containing an attribute data, 

and two methods, set for input and get for output. With “example object1;” an instance of 

the class example is created. The command “object1.data = 1” produces an error because the 

member variable data can only be handled through the member methods set and get 

described in the class definition. The user needs only to know which methods are accessible 

and how they are used. The implementation within the class remains “invisible” so that 

internal changes in a class can be made without the necessity that the user changes his code. 

The user handles only the objects themselves and creates his own instances. Some classes 

cannot have any instances. These classes are called abstract. They serve to define basic sets of 

attributes and methods which often need to be specified to single tasks. 

Figure 3-13: Example for class hierarchy and inheritance. Organ is the base class for Internode, 
Foliage and Bud. Leaf and Needle are derived from Foliage. A Needle object would have 
a curvature value, a maximal age (by itself), transpiration and photosynthesis rates (from 
Foliage), and dry mass and physiological age (from Organ). 

A class can be generated by deriving it from existing classes. The original class is called base 

class or super class, the new class subclass or derived class. Abstract classes can only be used 

as base classes. A derived class gains the attributes and methods of it base class. This is called 

inheritance. Derived classes expand the gained set of member elements to fit new needs, and 

can on their own be used as base classes. Through the inheritance over many levels of classes 

a hierarchy is created. Classes at the top of a hierarchy contain elements that are common to 
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all their subclasses. Classes at the bottom of the hierarchy contain very specific member 

elements and are thus more specialised. In some cases a class can be derived from more than 

one base class. This is called multiple inheritance. Finally, a special form of functions and 

classes called templates can be defined. A function-template is a function whose arguments 

have not a specific type but a type parameter. The needed type is instanced during the call of 

the function according to the type passed by the argument. This allows to define a function, 

which could work with different types, only once. For example a function min(T a, T b) with 

the type parameter T would work with integer, float or double values. A class template is a 

class with type parameters that serve as type for members of that class. Class templates are 

often used to define container classes like lists and vectors. 

The implementation of general classes for the different universal compartments of the plant 

and its environment is the first step. These form the set of structural classes that can be ex-

panded according to the requirements of future models. The representation of these classes 

can be reached easily using the already mentioned MTG format. Thus the representation and 

comparison of a simply-structured model with the compartments "plant", "soil" and "at-

mosphere" with a more complicated and highly structured model, such as the one provided by 

GROGRA with compartments for each growth unit, becomes possible. SAARENMAA ET AL.  

(1994) and SALMINEN ET AL. (1994) present the framework of an object-oriented tree model 

to describe forest health. BRECKLING (1994) describes the application of object-oriented 

models in plant ecology with the background of modelling single plants (individual based 

modelling). 

On the other hand, a set of process oriented classes will also be developed. Most of the cur-

rently existing models for whole plants or stands function by using a set of smaller, often 

fixed, models for single and specific processes, together forming a sort of model complex. 

The integration of the basic models in a set of process oriented classes makes them easier to 

exchange and to compare. This step of model integration is only possible with a good co-

operation between the workgroups, as it will often mean a reorganisation of the original 

model implementations. At this level, NEXUS acts as a comparison tool for process model 

specifications. The comparison of models with different temporal scales remains a main but 

not yet realised objective. The most important and central objective of NEXUS is the 

development of the model feedback with the growth engines.  
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The decision to use the OOP techniques led to the use of the programming language C++. 

C++ is widely available and provides by means of the Standard Template Libraries (STL) an 

extensive set of programming tools that facilitate the co-operation between the different 

programmers. Most of the already existing models described here have been implemented 

using C/C++. Besides the STL provided by Silicon Graphics, the cross-platform C++ GUI 

application framework Qt from Trolltech was used. Qt is supported on Windows, Unix/X11 

and Macintosh platforms. This is important, because a further aspect of the software 

development is its platform independence, as the final software should be available for both 

UNIX and WINDOWS systems. Programming was made on three platforms: on an SGI IRIX 

terminal, on Windows 95 using Borland C++ 5 and MS Visual C++, and on Linux SUSE 6.2 

using KDevelop.  
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Figure 3-14: Screenshots from WGROGRA (left) and XGROGRA for SGI IRIX systems 
(right). The pictures show the same menu in both versions with modified gray tones. 

n the first stage of the project, a Windows-compatible version of GROGRA, called 

GROGRA, was developed and tested in order to warrant that this growth engine works on 

he most common platforms, as there were already executable versions for DOS, IRIX and X-

INDOWS (UNIX systems). Figure 3-14 shows a screenshot of WGROGRA and its 

ounterpart for UNIX. Due to backward compatibility and maintainability needs, 

GROGRA could not be written using all the possibilities from Windows programming, 

specially file and window management. WGROGRA was written in Borland C++ but 

ithout using OOP, because most of the files and libraries provided by Kurth, the author of 

he original version of GROGRA, are written procedurally in C. However, the availability of 

GROGRA was important for the development of the project and for the collaboration with 

ther workgroups. 
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Next, the incorporation of the AIR software into NEXUS was to be realised. This software 

provides a first interconnection between AMAP and HYDRA and can be run individually or 

from an already running program. This option was designed for starting AIR from AMAP. 

AIR reads the structure files from AMAP and generates an sbg-file (Secondary Base Grid), 

which is used in HYDRA to calculate the water flow. The growth feedback with AMAP was 

not realised at that time. As the HYDRA software originally works only with some species of 

conifers, the AIR software also supported only the same parameters. With the new data from 

oak, both software packages HYDRA and NEXUS had to be adapted to work with deciduous 

plants, too. The adaptation of HYDRA has been done by M. Schulte from the University of 

Göttingen. 

Figure 3-15: Screeshot of QMIR with its visualisation tool. The picture represents tree ejk 
viewed from sector 10 of the "turtle". The resolution of the picture depends od the 
number of pixels selected in the configuration file. Original colors have been changed for 
better reproduction.  
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In co-operation with J. Dauzat and Ch. Nouguier from CIRAD, France, the MIR/MuSc 

software has been adapted for NEXUS, writing new C++ versions according to the principles 

of OOP. Using the Qt libraries, the programs QMIR and QMuSc have been developed. 

Currently, a new version of MIR is being created at the CIRAD, in which the number of 

sectors is not fixed to 46 but variable, so that it can be adapted to different situations (see 

section 2.1.4.1). A free standing plant with few leaves (and thus with low self shadowing) 

needs fewer sectors than a highly structured plant in an environment with frequent irradiation 

changes. Besides these two radiation simulation programs, the water flow program HYDRO 

was tested as alternative to HYDRA. Again, an object-oriented version called QHYDRO has 

been developed. HYDRO and HYDRA form the first two modules for water flow to be 

included in NEXUS. The idea is to combine the numeric stability of HYDRA with the more 

exact calculation of leaf transpiration of HYDRO. Due to some differences in the boundary 

conditions, the setting of time intervals and the spatial discretisation of both programs, some 

difficulties arose in the combination of both programs. 

Figure 3-16: Screenshot of QNEXUS displaying the dialog for starting GROGRA. Every 
command line parameter can be selected in this dialog. With a special option, GROGRA 
runs interconnected with NEXUS via socket. 
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The shell NEXUS itself was also programmed in C++ using both STL (LIPPMAN AND LAJOIE, 

1998) and Qt (LEHNER, 2001). During the design phase, the standard templates and classes 

from RogueWave were proposed for the project. The classes from RogueWave are however 

only commercially available and thus more difficult to obtain and make open source 

programming difficult. For this reason one objective set while writing the software was to 

create a set of portable tools and standard classes to be used by several co-operation partners. 

These tools and classes include mathematical and geometrical functions, file management 

(independent from Qt, STL and RogueWave) and standard templates. These classes are to be 

shared with the workgroup AMAP at the CIRAD. 

The interconnection with the growth engines and with the other models has been realised 

partially through a set of socket based interfaces. The programs GROGRA, MIR, MuSc and 

HYDRO can be called automatically according to project data, or NEXUS can used as a 

launch platform where the user directly selects the options for running the respective 

programs. Also a series of editing tools for the different (editable) files has been created. 

The software has been documented using the program “Doxygen” to generate the API 

documentation, including class hierarchy, inheritance and member description in form of html 

files, which will be posted online after the software if finished. “Doxygen” is a documentation 

system based on LATEX, which can extract information from the code structure to generate 

on-line documentation (html) and off-line reference manuals in LATEX, RTF, PDF, PS or 

UNIX man pages format (VAN HEESCH, 2001). 

To make it easier for other programmers to read and understand the code, there are a few 

guidelines to follow when writing C++ code. 

Identifier names: 

- The name of an identifier should not be an abbreviation, unless it is the normally used 

name, e.g. PAR (Photosynthetically Active Radiation) or NIR (Near Infra-Red). 

Identifiers like nvin (non valid identifier name) should be avoided. 

- Global variables begin with “the” (for example, theApplication). 
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- Constants begin with lowercase c (for example, cMaxWindow). 

- Global constants are written all in uppercase (for example, SCREENLINES). Globally defined 

variables are used instead of macros for allowing a better type control. 

- Class data members begin normally with _ (for example, _symbol). 

- Function parameters end with _ (for example, filename_). Ideally, a passed object name_ 

initialises a member object _name. This allows a better control of passed values. 

- Static data members begin and end with _ (for example, _total_). 

- Non-member functions begin with an uppercase letter (for example, TextStyle() ). 

- Member functions begin with a lowercase letter (for example, getName() ). 

- Names of classes begin with project identifier (for example, nxClass). Typical identifiers 

are Q for Qt classes, RW for Rogue Wave classes and K for KDE classes. KDE is another 

GUI based class library based on Qt. The identifier nx was selected for NEXUS.  

CLASS DECLARATIONS 

Classes are declared in the following order: 

public member functions 

protected member functions 

private member functions 

protected data members 

private data members. 

No data members should be declared public. For example: 

 
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
/*! 
  class description 
*/ 
class nxApplication { 
public: 
    //! function description : Constructor 
    nxApplication(); 
 
    //! function description : Destructor 
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    ~nxApplication(); 
 
    //! function description 
    void run(); 
 
protected: 
    //! function description 
    void eventLoop(); 
 
private: 
    EventRecord _lastMouseEvent;    //! variable description 
} 

The comments used in form /*! ... */ and //! are used to create data that can be read by 

Doxygen to create the documentation (VAN HEESCH, 2001). 

Control structures: The control structures are written as follows:  

if (expression) { 
 
    statements; 
 
} else { 
 
    statements; 
 
} 
 
for (expression; expression; expression) { 
 
    statements; 
 
} 
 
do { 
 
    statements; 
 
} while (expression); 
 
while (expression) { 
 
    statements; 
 
} 
 
switch (expression) { 
 
case constant: 
    statements; 
    break; 
default: 
    statements; 
    break; 
 
} 
 
// 
// block comments should look 
// like this - without mixing C and C++ styles 
// 
 
statement;           // short C++ comments 

 

 



  

4 THE SHELL PROGRAM NEXUS 

NEXUS was conceived as a platform independent shell for plant model interconnection. The 

idea is to provide a tool that handles different models as interchangeable modules. In general, 

any process and architecture model that is specified generically can be used as a module. 

Functional-structural models that handle only specific processes can also be integrated as 

modules. For other more complex models, NEXUS should act as an interface tool for 

accessing the provided models. 

The major difficulty in achieving these goals is the problem of accessing background data and 

“insider” information to the models. Process models as presented in section 2.1 are often well 

defined, so that they may be included easily. In this case, the major difficulty rests in the 

parameterisation. 

Structure models, on the other side, are often very rigid and inflexible. For that reason a 

generic structure model was chosen. Similar to some of the functional-structural models 

presented in section 2.3 and to the MTG format (GODIN ET AL., 1999a, 1999b) the structures 

in NEXUS are represented by nodes and internodes as basic unit. This was necessary to 

handle the different spatial scales found in different models. The structure information used in 

NEXUS is not used for external structures. NEXUS reads the structure data generated with 

other programs and creates new files for other models. The present version can read structure 

data generated with AMAP or GROGRA. As output, NEXUS generates pbg-files needed by 

HYDRA. The model can then read extended pbg-files generated with HYDRA to calculate 

new values in the next time step. The internal data structure contains the information for 

linking the data given in different formats. Figure 4-1 shows the differences between the 

representation of the structures with GROGRA, AMAP and for the input of HYDRA. 
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tial project, a set of four programs has been written: NEXUS, HYDRO, MIR 

ast three programs were developed originally by Jean Dauzat at the CIRAD, 

, it was necessary to make some changes to the existing programs to grant a 

ity with other programs. The parameterisation of these programs was made 

ca (RAPIDEL, 1995) and was included within the code, so that every new 

leads to a great amount of rewriting and fitting the programs anew. 

 programs were written procedurally. For reasons mentioned above, object 

 of the programs were necessary. There are two sets of programs. The first 

versions of the programs with very simple interfaces. These programs are 

hines without x-server support and will not be maintained in the future. 

as programmed using the graphic support of Qt for XWindows applications. 

s were written following the same scheme, which provides a similar 

e as the one used by KDevelop. Each program can be started individually 

s a set of command line parameters for facilitating its use. And all programs 

ng the interface included in NEXUS. Figure 4-2 shows the general graphical 

UI). The GUI contains standard menu and tool bars for file management, 

 for specific characteristics of each application. Each program contains a 

which allows a better control of information flow. In this project window the 
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used files are shown following the classification similar to that of AMAP: image files, 

radiation files, linetree files containing the architecture and topological information of the 

trees (lig, arc and dta files), meteorological data, scene files (sce, scn and scu files) and result 

tables. The format of these files has been explained in section 3.2. On the right of the project 

window is an editor window. By double clicking on an item in the project window, the 

respective editor (text, table or dialog) is opened in this window. The only exception is the 

graphical view tool which works as an own application. Some items in the project cannot be 

edited, because it is not reasonable to do so, e.g. linetree files. The last window situated at the 

bottom of the application is an output window. Any temporal results, runtime messages and 

error warnings are written into this window. This window is not editable. 

Figure 4-2:
2) Ed

The most imp

configuration 

 

 

 Generic graphical user interface (GUI) in the NEXUS project. 1) Project window. 
itor window. 3) Output window. 4) Menu and tool bars. 

ortant menu items in NEXUS are: 

The view menu. This menu provides 

some options for the optical 

appearance of the GUI and gives 

access to the configuration and 

species files. The content of the 

and species files appears as a list in the editor window. By double clicking an 
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item a small input dialog appears. After changing any values the file can be saved. In the 

actual version, the name of these files cannot be changed by the user. 

The windows menu. After opening an item into the editor window, existing windows remain 

open and can be selected using this menu. 

The Growth Engines menu. With this menu the user can select the 

A

f

F

F

p

T

[

growth engine to be used. With the item “Start Growth Engine” a menu 

appears and parameters for running the growth engine can be selected. 

The actual version supports only GROGRA and AMAP. However, 

MAP cannot be started using a socket. A socket is a data transfer channel that can be used 

or the run-time exchange of information between two or more programs. The channel is a 

IFO (first in-first out) stream. The data transfer can be unidirectional or multidirectional. In 

igure 3-16 the GROGRA calling dialog is shown. For details about the command line 

arameters of GROGRA see KURTH, 1999. 

The hydrology menu. In this menu the user can select between HYDRO and 
HYDRA as the main hydrology sub-model. A third possibility is combining 

both models to get the more exact transpiration and assimilation values from 

HYDRO and the water flow model from HYDRA. 

he command line form for HYDRO is qhydro [-h] [-s <name>] [-p <name>] [-m <name>] 

-msc <name>] [-psi <float>] [-r <float>]. With: 

-h, --help           print a small help text 
-s, --scu <name>      set the name of the .scu file 
-p, --plant <name>   set the generic plant name 
-msc <name>          set the name of the msc file 
-psi <float>         set the soil water potential 
-r, --root <float>   set the hydraulic resistance of roots 
 

The micrometeorology menu. In this menu the user can select and start 
both light sub-models MIR and MuSc. These models were designed as part 

of a model chain (see 2.1.4.1) and it is recommended to run MIR before 

running MuSc, otherwise the results can be unpredictable. Again, after 
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selecting an item an input dialog appears, where the user can directly select the command line 

parameters. 

The command line form for MIR is qmir [-h] [-s <name>] [-p <name>] [-t <0-46>] [-l 

<int>] [-o <0-4>]. With: 

-h, --help   print a small help text 
-s, --scu <name>  set the name of the .scu file 
-p, --XPM <name>  set the name of the .xpm file for graphic results 
-t, --turtle <0-46> set the turtle sector to be calculated. 46 means all 
    sectors are calculated 
-l, --limits  set the limiting option to create small scenes 
-o, --output <0-4> set the output modus 

These parameters can be also selected after starting MIR. 

Figure 4-3: Parameter dialog of QMIR. The parameters can be selected directly in the 
command line. This dialog is also used in NEXUS to create the command line of MIR. 

The command line form for MuSc is qmusc [-p <name>] [-l <int>] [-s <int>]. With: 

-h, --help   print a small help text 
-p, --prb <name>  set the name of the generic prb file name 
-l, --leaves <float> scattering coefficient of leaves 
-s, --soil <float> reflexion coefficient of the soil 
 

The tool menu. This menu contains different items for each application. 

The general items are a graphical view application, a table editor, and a 

text editor. With the graphical view application the user can load the 

output graphics, make minor modifications like changing colours, setting 
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a monochromatic view, changing size etc., save and convert the graphics to other formats. 

Formats available are: bpm, jpeg, pbm, pgm, png, ppm, xbm and xpm. The standard format is 

xpm. This application is based on a standard graphics tool provided by Qt using OpenGL, 

from DEC, IBM, Intel, Microsoft and SGI (BARTH ET AL., 1996). The scene converter is a 

small application for converting sce files into scn files and vice versa. 

Figure 4-4: Picture generated by QMIR and viewed with the tool ViewPix. QMIR calculates 
the pixels that are hit by a light ray coming from an specific direction (ray tracing 
method). The output can follow different options. Here each plant has a different colour. 

Figure 4-5: AMAP scene used to generate the picture in Figure 4–4. 
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4.2 Classes 

In the framework of object oriented programming, some generic classes were created. These 

classes are available as open source and will be used in future projects. Other classes are more 

specific and are not easy to transfer to other projects. These include the classes used for 

describing the architecture and the behaviour of the different organs. 

Bifstream, derived from the STL class ifstream and bofstream derived from the STL class 

ofstream. These classes handle input and output of binary streams taking into account the 

endian code of the used machine. The endian code describes how the machine handles the 

high and low bytes for the binary representation of variables. The endian code must be known 

before instancing a stream object. These classes are provided for sharing files created in 

machines with different endian code. 

nxFile is a more effective file handling class, as the user don’t need to know about the endian 

code; it is determined automatically. This class is similar to the class QFile from Qt. In the Qt 

versions of the programs QFile was used instead of nxFile. 

nxDate is a class for managing date in the Gregorian and the Julian calendars. The data input 

supports many formats and the output is also variable, e.g. dd/mm/yyyy or verbose version. A 

similar class, QDate is provided with Qt. This class has slightly different methods for handling 

the conversion Julian to Gregorian time and vice versa. In the Qt version QData has been used 

to maintain the same basis. Other classes are nxTime and nxDateTime for handling time in 

hours, minutes, seconds and milliseconds, and for day time respectively. Again, Qt provides 

the classes QTime and QDateTime, which were used in the Qt versions. The differences between 

the nx (NEXUS) versions and Q (Qt) versions are not really significant. The nx versions are 

used with the test versions of the software. 

The class nxGeographics handles geographical co-ordinates and altitude. nxEphemeride 

combines nxGeographics with nxDateTime (or QdateTime) for calculating sun positions and 

times of sunrise and sunset. The class nxSun is related to nxEphemeride. 
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The class nxPixel handles pixel co-ordinates and a series of attributes like colour. The 

nxImage class is a container of nxPixel. These classes are used to generate graphical results. 

The class nxPoint handles a point with x, y and z co-ordinates. The class nxVector is derived 

from nxPoint. nxPolygon is a list of nxPoint objects. 

The class nxDocument handles files that are editable. The class nxCfg is derived from 

nxDocument and handles files with the format: 

# comments 
KEYWORD = VALUE 
 

The classes nxConfig and nxSpecies are derived from nxCfg and handle the configuration and 

species files respectively. 

The class nxImageViewer contains the graphical view application described above. 

The class nxProject handles a generic project, and the class QPrjView handles the project 

window of the generic GUI. The class nxTable handles tabular data in the editor and the class 

nxTextEditor handles editable test data.. 

The class nxSceneConverter contains the scene converting tool described above. 

The class nxScene handles a group of plants as generated with AMAP. A nxScene can also 

contain only one plant. 

The class nxTurtle describes a turtle object as described by DEN DULK (1989). The actual 

version is fixed to 46 sectors. A future version will handle a variable number of sectors. 

The class nxRad handles the radiation balance of a scene. It contains the values for global, 

direct, diffuse and photosynthetically active radiation. The class nxTurtleRad is derived from 

nxRad and works with nxTurtle to calculate the radiation balance from each turtle sector. The 

class nxMusc handles the radiation from the multi-scattering sub-model.  
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The class nxLine handles the information from the linetree files and reconstructs the tree 

architecture. It serves as a control class for the organ containers nxBranchList, nxSegmentList, 

nxJunctionList and nxLeafList. 

The class nxPlant handles a single plant with all its elements. The class nxOrgan defines the 

basic characteristics of each organic element. 

The classes nxLeaf, nxSegment and nxJoint are derived from nxOrgan. The class nxBranch 

describes a growth unit. The class nxPipe describes a sequence of nxBranch objects. 

The class nxError is an error handling class. It delivers the error codes if an error can be 

identified. 

Besides these classes, many mathematical classes and function templates were created that 

can substitute those provided by Qt or STL so that it is possible to create programs that are 

independent from them. These classes are mainly used in the text version of the programs 

mentioned. 

The exact description of the classes and their members and methods will be available in form 

of on-line manuals. These will be posted initially at the server of the GWDG under 

http://www.gwdg.de/~ganzola/nexus. 

Most classes have a number of undefined parameters in form of container classes of variable 

size. These are class templates (see 3.3) which are initialised with a base number of elements 

but that can be automatically expanded if more elements are used, or reduced if the number of 

elements decreases. With these “free” attributes, the classes can handle models with different 

parameters. The mean objective of the NEXUS project was to provide a possibility to 

interchange such sub-models. However, due to the problems with the parameterisation that 

represents an own problem, only the models provided by the original programs were tested. 

The idea is to create a collection of sub-models in form of modules that can be changed by 

simple selection in the program’s menu. 

 

http://www.gwdg.de/~ganzola/nexus
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In relation to the models used originally the following changes were made: First, all 

parameters whose values were fixed within the code were substituted with variables. 

Constants were also defined separately in a special class called nxGlobal. All the constants are 

initialised with standard values, but it is possible to change their values for special cases. This 

can be achieved using parameter files like the species file described in section 3.2. Parameters 

that are normally variable are initialised with 0 and must be set by the user. Second, the 

function call for sub-models is kept general. The functions called provide the appropiate 

models according to the settings in the configuration files of the choices at run time. 

NEXUS uses the event handling capacity of Qt to control the information flow between the 

programs. In this way, NEXUS can control the performance of HYDRA and GROGRA, 

which are programmed procedurally. GROGRA has already an interface for the socket 

connection, thus enabling a bi-directional information flow between, e.g., the radiation model 

(QMIR/QMuSc) and the growth engine (GROGRA). To use this, it is necessary to develop 

special L-systems that rely on this data flow. Although simple L-systems were tested, more 

complex models supporting radiation balance and water flow have not yet been realised. 

The interconnection with the LIGNUM software (PERTTUNEN ET AL., 1998) and with AML 

(GODIN, 2000) is being realised in a parallel project by Helge Dzierzon at the University of 

Göttingen. The interconnection with HYDRA depends on the parameterisation and adaptation 

of that model to Quercus spc. and has not yet been completely achieved till now. The 

adaptation of HYDRA is part of a parallel DFG-funded project carried out by Dr. Michael 

Schulte at the University of Göttingen. 

 



  

5 SIMULATIONS 

In order to run the simulation with the programs MIR/MuSc and HYDRO, the collected 

architectural tree data were transcribed into the AMAP file format using GROGRA. The 

original dtd-files and their representation with GROGRA are documented in Appendix 1. 

Once the tree structures were translated to AMAP, the single scenes were reconstructed from 

the measured data and graphical scenes were created using the tool Landmaker from AMAP 

2.2 on an SGI IRIX workstation. The following figures show the created scenes. 

 
Figure 5-1: Scene for ejc. 
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Figure 5-2: Sce

 

Figure 5-3: Sce

 

 

ne for ejd. 
ne for ejf. 
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Figure 5-4: Scene for ejg. 

 

Figure 5-5: Scene for ejh. 
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Figure 5-6: Scene for ejk. 

Using the data provided by J. Dauzat, the initial validation of the new versions of MIR, MuSc 

and HYDRO was made. Due to some changes in the numerical handling of some values and 

functions the results obtained show a small variation in comparison with the original results. 

It also depends on the handling of the AMAP symbols. The original leaf symbols used by 

Dauzat and Rapidel were not available and different but similar symbols were used. Figure 

5-7 shows the evolution of calculated transpiration values. 

Figure 5-7: Evolution of calculated transpiration values of a coffee plant according to the 
meteorological data from Costa Rica provided by Dauzat (see 3.1.2). 
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The original model still shows a minor bias (RAPIDEL, 1995) which not was corrected in this 

project. The model tends to underestimate leaf temperature at high PFD values. The 

temperatures were corrected by fitting the boundary layer resistance coefficients through a 

multiplication by 2 . The water flow is calculated correctly with some minor discrepancies. It 

is expected that the values calculated in combination with HYDRA will be more accurate. 

HYDRO tends to slightly underestimate the water potential gradients. HYDRA on the other 

side manages the hydraulic gradients more exactly due to its numerical stability but the 

absolute values of the hydraulic potentials are not yet optimally handled (SCHULTE, personal 

communication). 

Figure 5-8: Comparison of measured and calculated leaf temperatures. The black symbols 
represent the original data, the white symbols represent the modified data after the 
multiplication of the boundary layer resistance (BLR) by 2 (After RAPIDEL, 1995). 

 As described above, the main problem resulting from the adaptation of the models to new 

plant species is the parameterisation of the used functions. The first simulations with the oak 

trees were made using the meteorological data from Costa Rica and the same parameters. 

Figure 5-8 shows the results of such a simulation made with the tree ejk. The parameters used 

in these simulations are: gmax = 450 mmol m-² s-1; PFD1/2 = 100 µE m-² s-1; el = 17; e2 = 15; 

Tmin = 15o°C; Topt = 24 °C; Tmax = 41 °C; Ψ = -1.3 MPa and Ψmax = -2.3 MPa. These 

parameters are used for the multiplicative stomatal sub-model used (JARVIS, 1976; compare 

also section 2.1.2). The obtained values for the oak were much lower than the values for the 
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coffee plant, probably because of the lower number of assimilation organs. For other trees the 

values seemed to be too high (SCHULTE, personal communication). As the oak trees were run 

with the meteorological data from Germany, significant errors occurred. The most obvious 

error was caused by the temperature regression used by Dauzat and Rapidel. Because 54% of 

measured temperatures are 15°C or less, the values provided were negative (or 0 for 15 °C), 

and thus the whole equation for the stomatal conductance produced negative values. This was 

corrected by setting Tmin to 0 °C, and leaving Topt and Tmax as given. These values were not 

measured or fitted, they were only set to avoid the negative values. 

Figure 5-9: Results of the first simulation of the coffee plant and tree ejk using meteorological 
data from Costa Rica. The diagram shows the assimilation for April 27, 1994. 

Most of the parameter fitting was made by Michael Schulte. The HYDRA software was 

parameterised for some tree species: Pinus sylvestris, Abies alba, Cedrus atlantica, Cedrus 

deodora, Thuja occidentalis, Pseudotsuga menziesii, Juglans regia, Coffea arabica, Fagus 

silvatica and Quercus rubra. Sufficient data for Quercus petraea and Quercus robur were not 

yet available. Furthermore, The modifications of HYDRA for broad-leaved trees are not yet 

finished. In coniferous trees, all the needles in a segment are handled as one unit. For leaves 

another solution was necessary. The parameters resulting from this first fitting are: 

gmax = 420 mmol m-² s-1 
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PFD1/2 = 25.181 µE m-² s-1 

Tmin = 8.49o°C 

Topt = 24 °C 

Tmax = 37 °C 

A part of this fitting procedure includes determining values for petioles and leaves to improve 

the calculation of water flow in these organs.  

Figure 5-10 shows the relation of sap flow to some meteorological data. The meteorological 

data from Unterlüß were then used to calculate new water flow and assimilation values. The 

wind velocity was not measured in Unterlüß. The values for wind velocity from Costa Rica 

were used to substitute the missing data from Unterlüß. 

 

 

Figure 5-10: Sap flow of all sampling trees in relation to meteorological data: Global radiation, 
relative air humidity, air temperature and air vapour pressure deficit. The lower flow rates 
correspond to the smaller trees, ejk, ejk and ejh. The upper part of the scatter-plot 
correspond to the larger trees ejf and eji. The flow rate depends upon the respiration 
surface, and thus upon the number of leaves, and overall conductance.  
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One problem with the wind velocity is that the sampling plot has a very complex structure. 

The wind model used in HYDRO leads to very different results depending of the “extra” trees 

included in a scene. In most of the scenes only small trees were considered to be relevant. The 

effect of wind on photosynthesis can vary. On the one side, high wind velocities induce 

changes of leaf surface temperature, on the other hand it reduces the thickness of the 

boundary layer. Which effect is predominant depends on the species. Due to the changes 

mentioned above to regulate leaf surface temperature, the real effect of wind cannot be 

exactly estimated. 

Figure 5-11: Measured and calculated sap flows for the trees ejk and ejf. Calculated values tend 
to underestimate the measured values by up to 20% divergence. 

The water flow values calculated tend to underestimate the measured values. The 

discrepancies reach up to 20% below the real values. However, the general shape of the 

evolution curve is met well. Besides the difficulties of the parameterisation, another cause for 

the discrepancies can be the mentioned inhomogeneity of the sampling plot which is very 

difficult to reproduce accurately.   

While the sap flow nearly matches the measured values, the assimilation values calculated 

seem to be too low, especially compared with the values obtained before. This can be caused 

by the lower radiation input in Unterlüß, but also on some bias in the parameterisation. 
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Figure 5-12: Assimilation of trees ejk and ejf. 

Although exact values cannot be calculated at the current state of parameterisation, the 

qualitative comparison of the trees with each other can be made. More important is that the 

qualitative reaction of the trees to different growth environments can be shown. The 

assimilation values from solitary trees are higher than those of the same trees located amongst 

the rejuvenation. 

 
Figure 5-13: The assimilation of the same tree changes drastically between solitary and 

competition growth. 

Through the integration of the models MIR, MuSc and HYDRO in NEXUS, a high degree of 

automation has been reached, which permits to effectuate the model run in shorter time. The 
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user only needs to make some minor modifications, particularly in editing the scenes. NEXUS 

provides a small tool to automatically generate a scene without terrain, background or other 

special effects from  AMAP. 

As with the programs mentioned above, the interconnection with GROGRA required some 

reprogramming of the original software. With help from J.F. Barci from CIRAD, France, a set 

of sockets written in C was added to GROGRA. Kurth rewrote a sensitive L-system 

developed for spruce (Picea abies; see KURTH, 1999), so that it can accept input from outside. 

The listing of the L-system is shown in Appendix 2. Figure 5-14 shows three stages of the 

growth process controlled by this L-system in interaction with NEXUS. 
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e 5-14: Spruce trees generated with the L-system epi2cdi2.ssy, written by Kurth, after 3 
years (left), 5 years (middle) and 7 years (right). The L-system reads data from a table 
which is generated by NEXUS. Flow of data from radiation or hydraulic calculations is 
not yet realised. 

erconnection with GROGRA works on the basis of a bi-directional data transfer 

ed internally by NEXUS. After creating a socket (see 3.3), NEXUS starts GROGRA 

the connection values through the command line. GROGRA then connects itself to 

et. At the beginning of each time step GROGRA waits for a signal from NEXUS to 

 the growth simulation, and at the end of the time step it sends a signal back to 

. NEXUS can call other programs to generate the data to be used by GROGRA. In the 

, NEXUS creates a simple table of values that are read by GROGRA. These values 

 compared with a threshold value within the L-system and different decisions are 
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taken as result of this comparison. The values can represent assimilate concentration, 

hormone concentration, light interception, temperature, etc. In the example, the left tree has a 

light advantage over the right tree; its shoots are longer, thicker and more numerous than the 

shoots of the other tree. 

Figure 5-15: Scheme of the interconnection NEXUS-GROGRA with a socket for data transfer. 
GROGRA waits for a signal from NEXUS to start the growth simulation using the 
generated values, and sends a signal back when the simulation is finished. NEXUS 
calculates new values using other models like MIR, HYDRO or HYDRA and signalises 
GROGRA to continue with the growth simulation. 

The interconnection with HYDRA is still in work. NEXUS can generate and read the pbg 

files for HYDRA. However, the simultaneous use of HYDRA and HYDRO to create a more 

exact hydraulic tool has not yet been implemented. 

 

 





  

6 DISCUSSION 

The development of complex models for plant growth becomes more important, as the needs 

of forestry and agriculture grow. Environment changes and the development of modern 

culture and management methods make it necessary to reconsider old ideas, schemes and 

models. Sustainable management and ecological forestry build the principles of modern 

forestry. However, the models used in the praxis till now are no more suitable to explain the 

changes occurring in our forests and fields. World-wide researchers develop new and accurate 

models for plant growth or for some other relevant physiological processes. 

While in forestry stand oriented models have been principally used as support tools in the 

management process, individual-oriented models have been developed in biology, agriculture 

and also in forestry. The development of process and structure models set the basis for 

modern modelling techniques. With the emergence of modern technologies, high-capacity 

computers and more accurate measurement tools and methods, also new questions have 

emerged. The process of modelling itself has developed to a science of its own. With the 

development of structural-functional models new possibilities to increase the knowledge and 

understanding of the most basic processes responsible for growth have been provided. 

Unfortunately, most of the modelling and research work in this field is still a domain of few 

specialists. The complexity of models is a cause for the prominent individualism 

characteristic for most models. In most cases only a few researchers have access to a given 

model. This way the same model is developed at the same time by different people, possibly 

without knowing of each other and surely without the possibility of learning mutually from 

errors and insights. 
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With a possibility of sharing knowledge and combining it, the development of more powerful 

models would be possible. The research process itself would be less ambivalent. There exist 

many models describing important processes, and others providing a framework for them by 

describing physical structures. It is not only important to create new and better models, but 

also to learn if and how they could work together. This thesis is an attempt to do that: 

Combining and interconnecting process and structure models and even functional-structural 

models. 

The programs and models presented in this thesis, particularly GROGRA, AMAP and 

LIGNUM are very complex programs that provide a good starting point to begin with the 

interconnection of procedural and structural models. GROGRA and AMAP provide the 

framework necessary to build other models, the Growth Engine. The growth engines are not 

models by themselves but a modelling tool. 

The development of single models and their integration occurs often at different scales, both 

in time and in space. So there arises a question that is often posed. Is it more important to 

know what happens in one leaf during a few minutes or to know what happens in a forest 

stand during many years? There is no general answer to this question as it always depends on 

the point of view. But the integration of models can help to answer this question: both things 

are important. We intend to know and understand the details to be able to handle better in the 

whole. In this thesis a series of models were presented that are suitable for the 

interconnection. Most of these models have been compared often, but each was run in a 

specific framework, so that the results are not always compatible or usable. The 

interconnection of models can help us to compare them, because they will now work in a 

known common environment. 

The information transfer is one of the principal problems that must be solved. In this thesis 

this problem was handled by using common files formats that should become standard for the 

integration. The idea of the standard format is based on two very generic file formats: MTG 

from the AMAP Programming Language AML and a structure description format from 

GROGRA, dtd. 
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The development of a generic data interface relies on the acceptance of the proposed file 

formats and on the utility of the interface. Both formats presented here have assets and 

drawbacks. The dtd format is more simple but also more limited in the amount of information 

it can contain. However, due to its simplicity, this format is perfectly suited for the 

information transfer with many models.  Furthermore, GROGRA already provides a wide 

range of interfaces for other applications, which facilitates the integration process. The MTG 

format is more complex and it cannot be easily handled by most researchers and programs, 

but it allows to include more information referring to different spatial scales. Also the 

increasing importance of this format within the AMAP modelling team makes it essential  for 

future development. 

Beyond the acceptance of the formats it is important that the respective researchers are willing 

and/or able to undertake the modifications needed for the interfaces. This stage of the 

interconnection is the most critical phase. The interconnection of models developed at 

different sites and by different workgroups requires a great amount of co-ordination and 

logistics. The modules presented in this thesis demonstrate how difficult it can be. For the 

development of the Windows version of GROGRA, the original author, Prof. Dr. Kurth, was 

always present and ready to answer any questions about the program. Furthermore, he was 

always prepared to make any changes and expand the original software and to help solve any 

complications. 

For the other two programs developed at the Institute for Forest Biometry and Applied 

Computer Science of the University of Göttingen the situation was more complicated. The 

program AIR, which is the predecessor of NEXUS, was developed by Dirk Lanwert. The 

software HYDRA was developed by Dr. Thomas Früh. Both were co-workers of the Institute 

that left by the time this project started. The possibilities for communication and feedback 

were, and still are very constricted. This has made the interconnection with HYDRA, which is 

being completed by Dr. Michael Schulte, more difficult than originally expected. 

The last three modules that were incorporated in the project were MIR, MuSc and HYDRO, 

which were developed by Dr. Jean Dauzat at the CIRAD in Montpellier, France. He was 

willing to provide any information about the modules to facilitate the creation of the interface. 

However, due to the pre-requisites of an object oriented approach, the software had to be 
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modified. For different reasons Dr. Dauzat could not make such modifications and he agreed 

to provide the code so that the programs could be modified. During a stage of three months at 

the CIRAD, Dr. Dauzat answered any question about the program, as long as it was possible. 

The collaboration with other programmers of the work team AMAP made it possible to access 

vital information for understanding the software AMAP and its functionality. It was however 

often difficult to keep continuous contact between Göttingen and Montpellier so that some 

questions remained unanswered. 

The functionality of the original models presented here has already been tested by the 

respective authors and other researchers. RAPIDEL (1995) contributed to the validation of 

MIR, MuSc and HYDRO. He compared the model output with other standard models by 

calculating the output generated by those models separately. He concludes that it is necessary 

to integrate the models with the growth simulation programs from AMAP. In this context, a 

modular model shell would have facilitated the model comparison. 

The main objective of this thesis was not to re-validate the models taken, but to demonstrate 

that this kind of model can (with some effort) be integrated in this project. The 

parameterisation of the models for oak will be finished by Dr. Schulte in the framework of his 

project, so that the data from HYDRO can be compared and expanded with the data from 

HYDRA. However, the basic results obtained here confirm the results from Dauzat and 

Rapidel for Coffea arabica, and provide an expandable basis for the modelling of oak 

hydrology and growth. 

The development of the NEXUS software is not yet finalised as it will continue beyond the 

scope of this thesis. The actual version provides some basic tools and the possibility to 

combine a few programs. A basic collection of sub-models has been created, but the models 

have not yet been tested within other major models. This includes different formulations for 

the multiplicative approach of JARVIS (1976) and two wind models. 

The software also has some remaining bugs that should be removed later. Some errors are due 

to the numerics in the programs included. Other bugs were caused by the difference in 

windows management and event handling on different platforms. 
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An important part of the future development of the software is the compatibility with the 

latest version of AMAP, so that it can work with its Growth Engine. But this depends on the 

willingness of the managers of the AMAP software to allow insight in the code. This would 

permit to use NEXUS also with the NT version of AMAP. But this cannot be warranted by 

the author. 

A complete software documentation for users and programmers will be posted on-line in 

small steps (see section 4). Most of the classes and procedures created will be posted as Open 

Source with exception of the procedures that handle the actual interface with AMAP. This is 

protected and Copyright of the CIRAD. 

 

 





  

7 ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Mit den zunehmenden Anforderungen von Forst- und Landwirtschaft nimmt auch die 

Entwicklung neuer, komplexer Modelle für Pflanzenwachstum an Bedeutung zu. Sowohl 

Klimaveränderungen als auch die Entwicklung moderner Anbau- und Einrichtungsmethoden 

machen es notwendig, alte Ideen, Denkschemata und Modelle nachzuprüfen. Nachhaltige und 

ökologische Waldwirtschaft bilden die Grundlagen der modernen Forstwirtschaft. Die 

Modelle, die bis heute in der Praxis benutzt werden, sind nicht mehr in der Lage, 

Veränderungen in unseren Wäldern und Feldern zu erklären. Dies trifft besonders auf 

Ertragstafeln und andere forstliche Hilfsmittel zu. Weltweit  entwickeln Forscher neue und 

genauere Modelle für Pflanzenstrukturen, -wachstum und andere wichtige physiologische 

Prozesse. Pflanzenmodelle werden im Allgemeinem aufgeteilt in: 

- Prozeßmodelle. Diese Modelle beschenken sich auf die Beschreibung physikalischer, 

chemischer oder physiologische Prozesse, die mit dem Pflanzenwachstum gekoppelt sind. 

Beispiele solcher sind Photosynthese, Nährstoff- und Wasseraufnahme, atmosphärischer 

Transport, Deposition, etc. 

- Strukturmodelle. Diese Modelle beschreiben die Struktur und Architektur von Pflanzen 

und Beständen, sowie die morphologischen Grundprinzipien des Wachstums. 

- Struktur-Funktions-Modelle. Diese Art von Modellen wurde in den letzten Jahren immer 

stärker entwickelt. Es handelt sich um komplexe Modelle, die Prozesse und Strukturen 

miteinander koppeln. Während in vielen einfacheren Modellen die Struktur nur den 

räumlichen Rahmen  für einen Prozeß darstellt, sind Strukturen in Struktur-Funktions-
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Modellen dynamisch mit den in ihnen ablaufenden Prozessen gekoppelt. Das heißt, die 

Strukturen ändern sich in Abhängigkeit von den Prozessen. 

Während in der Forstwirtschaft Bestandesmodelle allgemein als Hilfsmittel der 

Forsteinrichtung bis jetzt benutzt werden, sind Einzelpflanzen-Modelle in der Biologie und 

Landwirtschaft, aber auch zuweilen in der Forstwirtschaft entwickelt worden. Die 

Entwicklung der Prozeß- und Strukturmodelle bildete die Grundlage für neue Modellansätze. 

Mit dem Aufkommen moderner Technologien, Hochleistungscomputer und genauerer 

Meßverfahren und Methoden sind auch neue Fragestellungen aufgetaucht. Der Prozeß der 

Modellierung hat sich selbst zu einer Wissenschaft entwickelt. Mit der Entwicklung von 

Struktur-Funktions-Modellen sind neue Möglichkeiten gegeben, das Wissen und Verstehen 

der grundlegendsten Prozesse, die für das Wachstum verantwortlich sind, zu erweitern. 

Leider ist die Modellierungs- und Forschungsarbeit auf diesem Gebiet oft auf wenige 

Spezialisten beschränkt. Die Komplexität vieler Modelle ist eine der Hauptursachen für den 

markanten Individualismus, der für die meisten Modelle charakteristisch ist. In den meisten 

Fällen haben nur einige Wissenschaftler Zugriff auf ein gegebenes Modell. So kann das 

gleiche Modell  gleichzeitig von verschiedenen Leuten entwickelt werden, ohne daß sie 

voneinander wissen, und ohne die Möglichkeit, von den Fehlern und Erkenntnissen der 

anderen zu lernen. 

Mit der Möglichkeit, Wissen auszutauschen und zu teilen, würde die Entwicklung  

leistungsfähigerer Modelle möglich sein. Die Forschung würde eindeutigere Ergebnisse 

liefern. Es ist nicht nur wichtig, neue und bessere Modelle zu erstellen, sondern auch zu 

erkennen, ob und wie sie zusammen arbeiten könnten. Diese Dissertation ist ein Versuch, dies 

zu tun: Prozeß- und Strukturmodelle, und sogar Struktur-Funktions-Modelle miteinander zu 

koppeln und zu kombinieren. 

Um die Kopplung zu realisieren, wurde ein Programm geschrieben, das den Daten- und 

Informationsaustausch zwischen verschiedenen Modellen regelt oder gar ermöglicht. Dieses 

Programm wurde NEXUS genannt. Das Programm wurde in der Programmiersprache C++ 

unter Anwendung moderner Programmiermethoden geschrieben, insbesondere von Methoden 

der objektorientierten Programmierung (OOP). 
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Objektorientiert bedeutet, daß man Gegenstände, Ideen und Begriffe in abstrakten Strukturen 

repräsentiert. Diese Strukturen werden Objekte genannt und enthalten alle relevanten 

Informationen, die das Objekt selbst beschreiben (Attribute), sowie Funktionen, die das 

Verhalten des Objektes festlegen (Methoden). Diese Objekte können ebenfalls weitere 

Objekte enthalten. So kann man ein Objekt „Pflanze“ definieren, das aus den Objekten 

„Stamm“, „Wurzel“ und „Krone“ besteht. Man kann auch Prozesse als Objekte definieren, 

also z.B. die Objekte „Wasserfluß“, „Transpiration“, „Lichtaufnahme“ und „Photosynthese“. 

In der objektorientierten Programmierung nennt man die Definition eines Objektes Klasse. 

Mit Hilfe der Klassen können dann mehrere Objekte vom selben Typ erzeugt werden, 

sogenannte Instanzen. Also muß man nur einmal die Klasse „Blatt“ definieren, während jedes 

einzelne Blatt nur eine Instanz dieser Klasse ist. 

Der Vorteil der OOP ist die Möglichkeit, Modelle in Module aufzuteilen, die miteinander 

austauschbar sind. So kann man z.B. in einem Modell für C-Allokation verschiedene 

Assimilationsmodelle einsetzen und miteinander vergleichen, oder ein Assimilationsmodell 

wird in verschiedene Allokationsmodelle eingesetzt. 

Für die erste Version des Programms wurden verschiedene Module gewählt, die nun 

miteinander interagieren können. Diese Module behandeln die Strahlungsbilanz, den 

Wasserhaushalt und das Wachstum. Für die Strahlungsbilanz wurden die Programme MIR 

(Mapping Incoming Radiation) und MuSc (Multiple Scattering) gewählt. Beide Programme 

wurden in ihrer ursprünglichen Form von Dr. J. Dauzat am CIRAD (Centre de coopération 

internationale en recherche agronomique pour le développement), Frankreich, entwickelt. 

MIR berechnet die direkte Strahlung, die auf jeden Punkt der Pflanze aus verschiedenen 

Richtungen eintreffen kann. Dafür wird die Raytracing-Methode in Verbindung mit dem 

Lichthemisphären-Modell von Den Dulk benutzt. Das Modell MuSc berechnet die diffuse 

Strahlung, die durch Reflexion und Refraktion in den verschiedenen Schichten eines 

Bestandes entsteht. Für den Wasserfluß im Xylem wurden die Programme HYDRO und 

HYDRA gewählt. HYDRO wurde ebenfalls von Dr. Dauzat entwickelt. Es berechnet für 

jedes Blatt anhand meteorologischer Daten Transpiration, Assimilation und Wasserpotentiale. 

Die Wasserpotentiale werden dazu benutzt, durch ein iteratives Verfahren den Wasserfluß zu 

berechnen. Das Programm HYDRA wurde von Dr. T. Früh am Institut für Forstliche 

Biometrie und Informatik der Universität Göttingen entwickelt. Das Modell benutzt ein 
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genaueres und numerisch stabileres Verfahren als HYDRO, um den Wasserfluß zu 

simulieren. Die Transpiration jedoch wird als konstant für alle Assimilationsorgane gesetzt, 

so daß das Mikroklima nur sehr vergröbert berücksichtigt wird. Als Wachstumsmodule 

wurden die zwei Programme GROGRA und AMAP gewählt. GROGRA (GROwth 

GRAmmar interpreter) wurde von Prof. Dr. Kurth am Institut für Forstliche Biometrie und 

Informatik der Universität Göttingen entwickelt. Es simuliert das Wachstum durch 

sogenannte L-Systeme (Lindenmayer-Systeme) in festen Zeitschritten. Als 

Standardschrittweite können Jahre benutzt werden, aber kleinere und größere Abstände sind 

ebenfalls möglich. AMAP („Atelier de Modélisation de l’Architecture des Plantes“ bzw. 

„botAnique et bioinforMatique de l'Architecture des Plantes“) wurde am CIRAD von der 

Arbeitsgruppe von Philippe de Reffye entwickelt. AMAP ist eine Gruppe mächtiger 

Programme zur Simulation und grafischen Darstellung von Pflanzen und Beständen. Die 

Simulation des Wachstums wird mit Hilfe der Beschreibung von morphogenetischen 

Gradienten und unter Verwendung des Begriffs des physiologischen Alters durchgeführt. In 

Gegensatz zu den anderen Modulen wird AMAP kommerziell benutzt und ist daher nicht 

unbeschränkt zugänglich. 

Alle diese Programme wurden in der Programmiersprache C geschrieben, ohne OOP zu 

benutzen. Um die Kopplung der Modelle zu erleichtern, wurden die Module MIR, MuSc und 

HYDRO reimplementiert und in C++ unter Anwendung von OOP neu geschrieben. 

GROGRA wurde von Prof. Dr. Kurth modifiziert, um den Datenaustausch zu vereinfachen. 

HYDRA wird in Rahmen eines parallel laufenden Projekts von Dr. M. Schulte ebenfalls 

modifiziert. 

Als Teil der Arbeit wurde eine Bibliothek von Standardprozeduren und –klassen geschrieben, 

die anderen Wissenschaftlern zur Verfügung gestellt werden sollen, um die Entwicklung 

weiterer Module zur erleichtern.  

Der Informationsaustausch zwischen den Modulen findet durch den Austausch von Dateien 

statt. NEXUS ist in der Lage, verschiedene Formate zu lesen und zu schreiben. Für die 

Darstellung der Pflanzenstruktur wird ein Standardformat angestrebt, um eben den Austausch 

von Daten zu vereinfachen. Zur Zeit kommen folgende Formate in Frage: 
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- Das dtd-Format (descriptive tree data format) von GROGRA. Mit diesem Format lassen 

sich Baumstrukturen sehr einfach codieren. Außerdem können Zusatzinformationen in 

Form von Attributen weitergegeben werden. 

- Das MTG-Format (Multiscale Tree Graph), entwickelt für die AMAP-

Modellierungssprache AML. Dieses Format ist dem obengenannten ähnlich, aber mit dem 

Unterschied, daß Informationen in verschiedenen räumlichen Maßstäben dargestellt 

werden können. 

 NEXUS ist in der Lage, die verschiedenen Module unter Angabe relevanter Parameter 

aufzurufen, deren Verhalten zur Laufzeit begrenzt zu steuern, die Ergebnisse zu empfangen 

und an andere Module weiterzuleiten. Die Kontrolle zur Laufzeit wird mit Hilfe sogenannter 

„Sockets“ erreicht. Sockets, wie sie hier verwendet werden, sind einfache bidirektionale 

Datenströme, die zur Weiterleitung von Signalen zwischen zwei oder mehr Programmen 

dienen. Dies wird in erster Linie dazu benutzt, die Wachstumsmodelle bei jedem Zeitschritt 

(Wachstumsperiode) so lange anzuhalten, bis die anderen Module Ergebnisse geliefert haben. 

Es ist möglich, daß verschiedene Module verschiedene Schrittweiten haben, z.B. Jahre für das 

Wachstum und Tage für die Berechnung der Assimilation. NEXUS hilft dabei, diese 

miteinander abzustimmen. 

Für die Validierung wurden Daten aus Costa Rica und aus Unterlüß, Deutschland, verwendet. 

Die Daten aus Costa Rica wurden von Dr. Dauzat zur Verfügung gestellt, um die neuen 

Versionen der Programme MIR, MuSc und HYDRO zu testen. Es wurden meteorologische 

Daten (Globalstrahlung, PAR, Lufttemperatur, relative Luftfeuchtigkeit und 

Windgeschwindigkeit über dem Bestand) für einen sonnigen und einen bedeckten Tag im 

Sommer 1994, sowie Struktur- und Architekturdaten für eine Kaffeepflanze (Coffea arabica) 

verwendet. In Unterlüß, in der Lüneburger Heide, wurden meteorologische Daten für zehn 

aufeinanderfolgende Tage im Sommer 2000 gemessen. Außerdem wurde an sieben Eichen 

(Quercus spc.) Saftfluß gemessen, und die Bäume wurden anschließend kartiert und im dtd-

Format codiert. 

Unter Verwendung der AMAP-Software wurden virtuelle Szenen hergestellt, in denen die 

kartierten Bäume und ihre Nachbarn dargestellt werden. Die Szenen wurden benutzt, um die 
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Strahlungsbilanz der einzelnen Bäume unter Berücksichtigung ihrer Umwelt zu simulieren. 

Die Szenen werden von MIR/MuSc benötigt, um mit der Position der verschiedenen Pflanzen 

die Beschattung und die Lichtreflexion und –refraktion zu berechnen. Mit diesen Daten 

berechnet HYDRO die Transpiration und die Assimilation, und anschließend den Wasserfluß. 

NEXUS liefert die Basisdaten, die HYDRA benötigt, um ebenfalls den Wasserfluß zu 

berechnen. 

Das Verhalten von Transpirations- und Assimilationsraten und des Wasserflusses wurde 

verglichen für Bäume verschiedener Größe und für dieselben Bäume unter verschiedenen 

Wuchsbedingungen: 

- freistehend gegen Konkurrenz 

- sonnige Tage gegen bedeckte Tage 

- meteorologische Daten aus Costa Rica gegen Daten aus Deutschland. 

Da die Parametrisierung der Modelle für die Baumart Eiche noch nicht abgeschlossen ist, 

können noch keine quantitativen Aussagen über die Modelle gemacht werden. Trotzdem zeigt 

die Anwendung der Modelle bei unterschiedlichen Wuchs- und Umweltbedingungen  

qualitative Unterschiede, die vergleichbar mit denen aus der Literatur sind, indem eine 

Verringerung der Assimilations- und Transpirationsraten und des Wasserflusses bei 

geringerem Lichtgenuß und geringerer Temperatur stattfindet. Die simulierten Zeitreihen des 

Baumwasserflusses stimmen in ihrem qualitativen Verlauf gut mit den gemessenen Zeitreihen 

überein. 

Um die bidirektionale Kopplung mit GROGRA zu testen, wurde ein L-System für die 

Baumart Fichte (Picea abies (Karst.) L.) von Prof. Dr. Kurth so modifiziert, daß es auf die 

Signale von NEXUS reagiert. NEXUS generiert Werte in tabellarischer Form, die von 

GROGRA gelesen werden und mit Schwellenwerten im L-System verglichen werden. Bei 

Überschreiten dieser Schwellenwerte ändert sich das Verzweigungsverhalten des simulierten 
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Baumes. Damit läßt sich eine Rückkopplungsschleife zwischen Bestandes-Mikroklima und 

Wachstum im Modell repräsentieren.  

NEXUS bildet somit einen Grundstein für die Modellkopplung. Die Anpassung von 

existierenden Modellen an neue Baumarten bleibt eine aufwendige Prozedur, die jedoch durch 

die Anbindung an andere Modelle zukünftig mehr Früchte tragen kann. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Original dtd structure files for the sample trees and their graphical representation with 

GROGRA. 

ejc: 

\leafobject eblat
\leafarea 1337, 
\leaflength 65.9,
\phyllotaxy spira
\min_intn 10, 
E0  L150 ##
1.1  L48 #E
1.2  L42 #1
1.3  L55 #1
1.4  L28 #1
1.5  L38 #1
1.6  L89 #1
1.7  L34 #1
1.8  L56 #1
1.9  L55 #1
1.10  L163 #1
t.lsy veg 2, 

 
l, 

    D14.2 
0 A150 R1 W60 D9.4 
.1 V R1 W15 D8.6 
.2 V   D8.0 
.3 V   D2.6  <Broken tip> 
.2 A32 - W75 D2.6 
.5 V   D2.6 
.6 V R3 W30 D2.0  B5 
.6 A76 - W10 D1.5  B4 
.6 A82 + W50 D1.5  B8 
.3 A37 R8 W40 D3.5  <Broken tip> 
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1.11  L95 #1.10 A128 R6 W30 D2.2  B5 
1.12  L114 #1.10 A138 R1 W40 D2.6  B9 
1.13  L80 #1.10 A114 + W60 D2.0 
1.14  L188 #1.3 A52 R5 W15 D7.2 
1.15  L292 #1.14 V   D6.8 
1.16  L120 #1.15 V R8 W10 D4.2  B10 
1.17  L22 #1.14 A177 - W60 D1.4  B3 
1.18  L127 #1.15 A227 - W60 D2.3  B8 
1.19  L183 #1.15 A262 R5 W60 D3.3  B10 
1.20  L153 #1.15 A273 R8 W60 D2.8  B6 
1.21  L180 #1.15 A283 - W60 D3.2  B9 
1.22  L58 #1.15 A288 R1 W60 D2.2  B5 
1.23  L192 #1.15 A282 + W50 D3.4  B10 
1.24  L152 #1.15 A244 R1 W60 D2.6  B8 
1.24a L116 #1.15 A198 + W45 D2.4  B8 
1.25  L122 #1.15 A183 R1 W40 D2.5 
1.26  L38 #1.25 A122 - W50 D1.4  B4 
1.27  L38 #1.25 A122 R5 W60 D1.4  B2 
1.28  L52 #1.25 A112 + W30 D1.6  B6 
1.29  L84 #1.3 A26 + W60 D2.3 
1.30  L46 #1.29 V   D1.9  B6 
1.31  L60 #1.2 A38 + W75 D3.9 
1.32  L162 #1.31 V R7 W15 D3.9  <Broken tip> 
1.33  L93 #1.32 A126 - W70 D1.9  B7 
1.34  L38 #1.32 A162 - W45 D2.9 
1.35  L115 #1.34 A38 R6 W30 D1.9  B5 
1.36  L74 #1.34 A38 R8 W30 D1.5  B5 
1.37  L140 #1.34 A38 + W30 D2.5  B7 
1.38  L174 #1.32 A140 + W30 D2.9  B10 
1.39  L80 #1.32 A109 R1 W90 D1.6  B6 
1.40  L17 #1.2 A22 R2 W60 D1.1 
1.41  L30 #1.1 A46 + W60 D1.8  <Broken tip> 
1.42  L20 #1.41 A28 + W30 D1.8 
1.43  L56 #1.42 V - W30 D1.8 
1.44  L36 #1.43 V   D1.7  B5 
2.1  L9 #E0 V   D11.4 
2.2  L123 #2.1 V   D8.9 
2.3  L62 #2.2 V R3 W15 D8.5 
2.4  L40 #2.3 V   D7.5 
2.5  L72 #2.4 V   D6.6  <Broken tip> 
2.6  L22 #2.2 A108 R4 W60 D1.8  <Broken tip> 
2.7  L12 #2.6 A19 R1 W60 D1.7 
2.8  L22 #2.7 V + W10 D1.7 
2.9  L39 #2.8 V - W10 D1.7 
2.10  L90 #2.5 A67 R5 W30 D6.3 
2.11  L125 #2.10 V R5 W50 D6.3 
2.12  L26 #2.11 V R7 W70 D6.0 
2.13  L60 #2.12 V   D5.8 
2.14  L95 #2.13 V R1 W10 D4.4 
2.15  L27 #2.14 V R1 W10 D4.3 
2.16  L75 #2.15 V R5 W10 D4.0 
2.17  L123 #2.16 V R7 W30 D3.9 
2.18  L114 #2.17 V   D2.8  B9 
2.19  L13 #2.11 A120 R4 W120 D3.0 
2.20  L29 #2.19 V   D3.0 
2.21  L23 #2.20 A29 + W5 D2.2 
2.22  L16 #2.21 V   D2.2 
2.23  L27 #2.22 V   D2.0 
2.24  L45 #2.23 V   D1.9  <Broken tip> 
2.25  L15 #2.24 A24 + W45 D1.0  B4 
2.26  L10 #2.24 A16 - W45 D0.8  B2 
2.27  L49 #2.20 A29 - W40 D2.0 
2.28  L29 #2.27 V   D2.0 
2.29  L22 #2.28 A22 + W70 D1.4 
2.30  L4 #2.29 V   D1.4  B3 
2.31  L22 #2.28 A12 R5 W60 D1.3 
2.32  L26 #2.11 A125 R6 W20 D2.2 
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2.33  L33 #2.32 V   D2.2 
2.34  L48 #2.33 A23 R5 W30 D1.9 
2.35  L18 #2.34 V   D1.8 
2.36  L10 #2.35 V   D1.3 
2.37  L20 #2.36 V   D1.2 
2.38  L57 #2.33 A31 - W70 D1.8 
2.39  L10 #2.38 V   D1.0 
2.40  L17 #2.13 A47 - w42 D2.8 
2.41  L25 #2.40 V   D2.5  <Broken tip> 
2.42  L35 #2.41 A17 R4 W30 D2.3 
2.43  L88 #2.42 V   D2.2 
2.44  L31 #2.43 V   D2.0  B4 
2.45  L11 #2.43 A68 R6 W80 D1.0  B2 
2.46  L10 #2.43 A30 R7 W80 D1.0  B1 
2.47  L10 #2.41 A18 R8 W60 D1.0  <Broken tip> 
2.48  L18 #2.41 A12 R7 W90 D1.8 
2.49  L45 #2.48 V   D1.8 
2.50  L23 #2.49 V   D1.7  B6 
2.51  L115 #2.13 A55 R3 W40 D2.3  <Broken tip> 
2.52  L15 #2.51 A110 R8 W40 D1.0  <Broken tip> 
2.53  L20 #2.15 A7 R4 W60 D2.0 
2.54  L70 #2.53 V   D1.9 
2.55  L34 #2.54 V   D1.7  B6 
2.56  L11 #2.16 A43 + W60 D1.2 
2.57  L25 #2.56 V   D1.0  B2 
2.58  L12 #2.17 A57 R1 W90 D1.1  B2 
2.59  L49 #2.17 A73 R4 W80 D1.5  B6 
2.60  L53 #2.17 A98 R2 W90 D1.7  B2 
2.61  L68 #2.16 A55 - W60 D2.0 
2.62  L43 #2.61 V   D1.6  B5 
2.63  L21 #2.15 A17 R6 W80 D2.2 
2.64  L59 #2.63 V R2 W10 D2.0 
2.65  L51 #2.64 V   D2.0  B7 
2.66  L4 #2.64 A40 - w42 D1.0  B1 
2.67  L70 #2.13 A56 R7 W55 D2.8  <Broken tip> 
2.68  L8 #2.67 A18 R2 W60 D1.5 
2.69  L17 #2.68 V   D1.5 
2.70  L29 #2.69 V   D1.5 
2.71  L12 #2.70 V   D1.4  B3 
2.72  L38 #2.67 A67 R7 W30 D2.2 
2.73  L30 #2.72 V   D1.9 
2.74  L38 #2.73 V   D1.7 
2.75  L24 #2.74 V   D1.3  B4 
2.76  L27 #2.73 A23 R2 W80 D1.4 
2.77  L24 #2.76 V   D1.4  B4 
2.78  L10 #2.67 A38 R6 W50 D1.3 
2.79  L15 #2.78 V   D1.3 
2.80  L15 #2.79 V   D1.3 
2.81  L19 #2.80 V   D1.3  B4 
2.82  L28 #2.13 A26 R8 W110 D2.6 
2.83  L18 #2.82 V R5 W30 D2.6 
2.84  L34 #2.83 V   D2.6 
2.85  L12 #2.84 A10 R8 W90 D1.3 
2.86  L13 #2.85 V   D1.3  B5 
2.87  L46 #2.84 A15 R3 W60 D1.5  <Broken tip> 
2.88  L15 #2.87 A35 R1 W60 D1.3  B4 
2.89  L8 #2.87 A21 R5 W30 D0.8  B2 
2.90  L18 #2.84 A20 R6 W60 D1.9 
2.91  L9 #2.90 V   D1.0  B1 
2.92  L4 #2.90 a14 R1 W45 D1.0  B2 
2.93  L8 #2.10 A88 R2 W90 D1.6 
2.94  L13 #2.93 V   D1.6  <Broken tip> 
2.95  L86 #2.10 A88 R1 W90 D2.0  <Broken tip> 
2.96  L7 #2.95 A81 + W30 D1.8 
2.97  L18 #2.96 V   D1.8  <Broken tip> 
2.98  L12 #2.10 A88 R8 W120 D2.0 
2.99  L22 #2.98 V   D1.8 
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2.100 L34 #2.99 V   D1.8 
2.101 L21 #2.100 V R1 W40 D1.7  B5 
2.102 L70 #2.4 A35 R1 W60 D4.6 
2.103 L54 #2.102 V   D3.6 
2.104 L124 #2.103 V   D3.0 
2.105 L95 #2.104 V   D2.8  B10 
2.106 L19 #2.102 A66 R5 W80 D1.6 
2.107 L39 #2.106 V   D1.6 
2.108 L22 #2.107 V   D1.6  B6 
2.109 L28 #2.102 A67 R7 W60 D2.3 
2.110 L65 #2.109 V   D2.1 
2.111 L35 #2.110 V   D1.8  B6 
2.112 L25 #2.110 A58 - w32 D1.4  B4 
2.113 L23 #2.103 A29 R5 W60 D1.8 
2.114 L43 #2.113 V   D1.6  B5 
2.115 L14 #2.104 A90 R4 W70 D1.1  B2 
2.116 L22 #2.104 A114 R5 W70 D1.4  B4 
2.117 L23 #2.104 A121 R2 W90 D1.4  B4 
2.118 L15 #2.102 A65 R1 W80 D1.6 
2.119 L28 #2.118 V   D1.6 
2.120 L38 #2.119 V   D1.5  B5 
2.121 L48 #2.4 A8 R1 W90 D3.9  <Broken tip> 
2.122 L17 #2.121 A27 R5 W70 D2.8 
2.123 L25 #2.122 V   D2.8  <Broken tip> 
2.124 L46 #2.123 A21 R6 W30 D2.6 
2.125 L80 #2.124 V   D2.3 
2.126 L46 #2.125 V   D1.9  B7 
2.127 L13 #2.125 A45 + W60 D1.1  B4 
2.128 L38 #2.123 A23 R1 W60 D1.5  <Broken tip> 
2.129 L22 #2.123 A17 R3 W40 D1.7 
2.130 L28 #2.129 V   D1.6 
2.131 L8 #2.130 A28 + W60 D1.5  B2 
2.132 L17 #2.130 A28 R6 W60 D1.6  B4 
2.133 L12 #2.130 A28 R1 W60 D1.5  B3 
2.134 L17 #2.121 A29 R1 W60 D1.8 
2.135 L22 #2.134 V   D1.7  <Broken tip> 
2.136a L7 #2.135 A17 R5 W70 D1.5 
2.136 L17 #2.136a V   D1.3 
2.137 L22 #2.136 V   D1.1  B5 
2.138 L15 #2.121 A22 R3 W90 D2.7 
2.139 L22 #2.138 V   D2.5 
2.140 L39 #2.139 V   D2.5  <Broken tip> 
2.141 L52 #2.140 A4 R5 W45 D1.6 
2.142 L32 #2.141 V   D1.6  B7 
2.143 L66 #2.140 A2 R1 W45 D1.8 
2.144 L66 #2.143 V   D1.8  B5 
2.145 L29 #2.2 A115 - W10 D3.5 
2.146 L35 #2.145 V R1 W30 D3.4 
2.146a L9 #2.146 V + W60 D3.4 
2.147 L22 #2.146a V   D2.9 
2.148 L15 #2.147 V   D3.1 
2.149 L15 #2.148 V R7 W45 D1.7 
2.150 L7 #2.149 V   D1.7  <Broken tip> 
2.151 L9 #2.146 A34  W0 D2.1 
2.152 L25 #2.151 V   D2.1  <Broken tip> 
2.153 L10 #2.152 A22 - W60 D1.9  <Broken tip> 
2.154 L45 #2.153 A8 + W60 D1.8  <Broken tip> 
2.155 L10 #2.154 A43 + W60 D1.7  <Broken tip> 
2.156 L25 #2.148 A15 R5 W45 D1.4  <Broken tip> 
2.157 L26 #2.148 A15 R1 W45 D2.7 
2.158 L78 #2.157 V R5 W10 D2.5 
2.159 L104 #2.158 V   D2.5  B8 
2.160 L35 #2.158 A50 R5 W90 D1.2  B5 
2.161 L28 #2.145 A8 + W90 D1.7 
2.162 L33 #2.161 V   D1.6  <Broken tip> 
2.163 L15 #2.161 A12 R5 W60 D1.1 
2.164 L10 #2.162 A28 R5 W60 D0.9 
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2.165 L33 #2.161 A22 R1 W60 D1.3 
2.166 L13 #2.161 A5 + W30 D0.9 
 

ejd: 

\leafobject eblatt.lsy veg 2, 
\leafarea 1337, 
\leaflength 65.9, 
\phyllotaxy spiral, 
\min_intn 10, 
E0  L125 ##    D12.0 
E1  L40 #E0 V R2 W10 D11.7 
E2  L85 #E1 V   D11.7 
E3  L19 #E2 V   D11.2  <Broken tip> 
1.1  L63 #E2 A10 R6 W40 D3.5 
1.2  L73 #1.1 V   D3.5 
1.3  L88 #1.2 V R5 W15 D3.0 
1.4  L43 #1.3 V R1 W15 D2.0 
1.5  L42 #1.4 V R1 W15 D1.9  B5 
1.6  L27 #1.2 A59 - W55 D1.5 
1.7  L31 #1.6 V   D1.5 
1.7a  L5 #1.7 A10 + w42 D0.5  B1 
1.8  L65 #1.3 A85 - W50 D1.9 
1.9  L43 #1.8 A22 - W25 D1.4  B5 
1.10  L38 #1.4 A15 + W45 D1.4  B5 
1.11  L38 #1.3 A87 _ W60 D1.6 
1.12  L24 #1.11 A7 R2 W45 D1.0  B4 
1.13  L37 #1.2 A68 + W70 D1.5 
1.14  L12 #1.13 V   D1.5 
1.15  L7 #1.13 A25 - W45 D0.7  B2 
2.1  L18 #E2 A25 R3 W30 D1.3  <Broken tip> 
3.1  L52 #E3 A4 R5 W30 D7.5 
3.2  L37 #3.1 V R1 W20 D5.0 
3.3  L93 #3.2 V   D4.6 
3.4  L112 #3.3 V R3 W10 D3.6 
3.5  L98 #3.4 V   D3.3  B10 
3.6  L40 #3.3 A78 R1 W70 D1.5 
3.7  L8 #3.6 V   D1.5  B3 
3.8  L93 #3.3 A90 - W45 D2.5 
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3.9  L60 #3.8 V   D2.4  B9 
3.10  L38 #3.4 A95 R8 W60 D1.6  B6 
3.11  L68 #3.4 A82 R4 W60 D2.0  B7 
3.12  L71 #3.3 A87 + W50 D1.9 
3.13  L39 #3.12 V   D1.9  B7 
3.14  L23 #3.3 A64 R5 W60 D1.4 
3.15  L21 #3.14 V   D1.3  B4 
3.16  L43 #3.1 A46 + W60 D5.0 
3.17  L78 #3.16 V R1 W15 D5.0 
3.18  L127 #3.17 V R4 W10 D3.8 
3.19  L149 #3.18 V   D3.8  B11 
3.20  L70 #3.17 A71 R8 W70 D2.4 
3.21  L42 #3.20 V   D2.1  B8 
3.22  L85 #3.17 A76 - W50 D2.8 
3.23  L62 #3.22 V   D2.2  B10 
3.24  L90 #3.17 A74 + W45 D2.5 
3.25  L49 #3.24 V   D2.1  B8 
4.1  L58 #E3 A10 R8 W55 D7.2 
4.2  L45 #4.1 V R2 W50 D5.4 
4.3  L38 #4.2 V   D1.3  <Broken tip> 
4.4  L40 #4.1 A50 R6 W30 d3.5 
4.5  L25 #4.4 V R5 W20 D2.5 
4.6  L75 #4.5 V R1 W25 D2.3 
4.7  L60 #4.6 V   D2.1  B10 
4.8  L30 #4.4 A40 - W40 D2.0 
4.9  L32 #4.8 V   D2.0 
4.10  L40 #4.9 V   D2.0  B6 
4.11  L38 #4.4 A40 + W40 D1.3 
4.12  L14 #4.11 V   D1.2 
4.13  L4 #4.12 V   D1.1  B1 
4.14  L34 #4.2 A42 R4 W45 D1.8 
4.15  L60 #4.14 V   D1.7 
4.16  L20 #4.15 V   D1.5  B7 
4.17  L75 #4.2 A45 R5 W30 D5.0 
4.18  L129 #4.17 V   D3.6 
4.19  L97 #4.18 V R1 W10 D3.2  B11 
4.20  L93 #4.17 A73 - W40 D3.2 
4.21  L76 #4.20 V   D3.0  B10 
4.22  L28 #4.18 A76 R8 W60 D1.4  B6 
4.23  L44 #4.18 A124 R5 W90 D1.9  B2 
4.24  L43 #4.18 A94 + W60 D1.6  B4 
4.25  L117 #4.17 A68 + W45 D2.6  <Broken tip> 
4.26  L18 #4.25 A70 - W40 D1.0  B1 
4.27  L60 #4.25 A105 - W30 D1.7  B6 
4.28  L16 #4.25 A108 + W40 D1.0  B3 
4.29  L12 #4.25 A82 + W45 D0.8  B2 
4.30  L38 #4.2 A45 R1 W60 D1.4 
4.31  L6 #4.30 V   D1.4 
4.32  L20 #4.31 A13 + W45 D0.8  B1 
4.33  L13 #4.2 A39 R8 W60 D1.3 
4.34  L14 #4.33 V   D1.3 
4.35  L8 #4.34 V   D1.3  B2 
4.36  L70 #4.1 A2 R1 W95 D4.0 
4.37  L5 #4.36 V   D1.5  <Broken tip> 
4.38  L45 #4.36 A70 R5 W40 D4.0 
4.39  L28 #4.38 V   D1.2 
4.40  L50 #4.38 A40 R8 W60 D2.0 
4.41  L48 #4.40 V   D1.8 
4.41a L15 #4.41 V   D1.7  B6 
4.42  L18 #4.40 A46 R2 W60 D0.9 
4.42a L5 #4.42 V   D0.9  B1 
4.43  L50 #4.38 A45 + W45 D3.0 
4.44  L80 #4.43 V   D2.6 
4.45  L49 #4.44 V   D2.2  B8 
4.46  L50 #4.38 A45 - W20 D2.2 
4.47  L83 #4.46 V   D2.0  <broken tip> 
4.48  L28 #4.47 A71 - W60 D1.2  B5 
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4.49  L33 #4.47 A80 R1 W60 D1.4  B4 
4.50  L45 #4.47 A79 + W45 D1.6  B5 
 

ejf: 

\leafobject ebl
\leafarea 1337,
\leaflength 65.
\phyllotaxy spi
\min_intn 10, 
1   L110 ##    
2   L315 #1   V
3   L136 #2   V
4   L206 #3   V
5   L262 #4   V
6   L90  #5   V
7   L222 #6   V
8   L33  #7   V
9   L24  #2   A
10  L21  #9   V
11  L86  #2   a
12  L65  #11  V
13  L20  #12  V
14  L101 #11  A
15  L28  #14  A
16  L11  #15  V
17  L2   #16  V
18  L5   #13  A
19  L3   #18  V
20  L6   #13  A
21  L3   #20  V
22  L76  #11  A

 

att.lsy veg 2, 
 
9, 
ral, 

    R5 W20  D20.3  <evtl. weitere JT-Grenze in d. Mitte> 
    R1 W20  D16.4  <evtl. weitere JT-Grenze bei 200> 
            D11 
            D8.8   <Narben im subapikalen Bereich> 
    R6 W25  D7.6   <Aenderung d.Wuchsrichtung durch Konk.> 
            D5.5 
            D4.3 
            D2.4  B6 
235  - w62  D1.3  C1 <tot> 
                  C1 <tot> 
312 R1 W65  D3.4 
            D2.3 
            D2.1 
84   - w52  D2.3 
100  - w32  D2.1 
 
                  B1 
16   - w52 
                  B4 
14   + w52 
                  B3 
70   + w42  D1.7 
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23  L14  #22  V            D1.6 
24  L2   #23  V                  B2 
25  L73  #3   A135 R7 W55  D5.2 
26  L201 #25  V            D4.4 
27  L95  #26  V            D3.2 
28  L58  #27  V            D3.0 
29  L98  #28  V            D2.3  B8 
30  L45  #26  A106  - w62  D1.7 
31  L13  #30  V 
32  L21  #31  V                  B5 
33  L49  #26  A196  - w52  D1.9 
34  L22  #33  V 
35  L2   #34  V                  B1 
36  L15  #34  A10   + w42        B4 
37  L28  #27  A81   - w52  D1.5 
38  L40  #37  V            D1.5  B7 
39  L20  #28  A34   - w62  D1.1  B3 
40  L14  #28  A52   - w52        B3 
41  L19  #28  A44   + w52  D1.2  B2 
42  L14  #28  A25   + w62  D1.3  B3 
43  L57  #26  A201  + w42  D2.0 
44  L30  #43  V            D1.9 
45  L32  #44  V            D1.9  B5 
46  L35  #26  A186  + w52  D1.7 
47  L6   #46  V 
48  L6   #47  V                  B3 
49  L13  #26  A136  + w52  D1.4 
50  L8   #49  V            d1.2 
51  L14  #50  V            D1.1  B4 
52  L27  #26  A80   + w62  D1.3 
53  L3   #52  V 
54  L9   #53  V                  B3 
55  L80  #25  A50   + w52  D2.1 
56  L33  #55  V            D1.9 
57  L5   #56  V                  C1 <tot> 
58  L4   #56  A19   - w42 
59  L6   #58  V                  B3 
60  L80  #4   A57  R2 W40  D2.6 
61  L39  #60  V            D2.0 
62  L10  #61  V            D2.0 
63  L10  #62  V            D2.0  B5 
64  L29  #60  A74   - w52  D1.7 
65  L9   #64  V            d1.7 
66  L5   #65  V            D2.1  B5 
67  L17  #60  A79   + w62  D1.4 
68  L7   #67  V 
69  L5   #68  V                  B4 
70  L169 #4   A80  R7 W50  D4.2   <Broken tip> 
71  L78  #70  A162  - w32  D2.9 
72  L65  #71  V            D2.8 
73  L85  #72  V            D1.9  B7 
74  L72  #72  A62   - w52  D1.7  B6 
75  L27  #72  A62   + w42  D1.4  B4 
76  L16  #72  A50   + w52  D1.2  B4 
77  L26  #72  A29   + w52  D1.3  B5 
78  L43  #70  A169  + w32  D2.2 
79  L30  #78  V            D2.1 
80  L30  #79  V            D2.3  B6 
81  L29  #70  A168  + w42  D2.1 
82  L35  #81  V            D2.0 
83  L43  #82  V            D1.9  B7 
84  L47  #70  A165  + w72  D1.9   <Broken tip> 
85  L6   #84  A37   + w32  d1.9 
86  L12  #85  V            D1.9  B5 
87  L33  #70  A103  + w52  D1.5   <Broken tip> 
88  L4   #87  A30   - w22 
89  L6   #88  V                  B3 
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90  L63  #5   A87  R2 W45  D2.4 
91  L10  #90  V            d2.0 
92  L19  #91  V            D1.6  B4 
93  L17  #90  A36   - w52  D1.5 
94  L10  #93  V                  B4 
95  L22  #90  A56   - w42  D1.4 
96  L15  #95  V                  B5 
97  L6   #91  A7    - w42  D1.1  B2 
98  L50  #5   A221 R3 w52  D2.3 
99  L21  #98  V            D2.2 
100 L9   #99  V                  B2 <nicht voll ausgetrieben> 
101 L61  #5   A255 R1 w52  D2.0 
102 L24  #101 V            D1.5  B6 
103 L10  #101 A50   + w52  D1.7  B4 
104 L112 #5   A261 R8 W55  D3.6 
105 L60  #104 A95   - w52  D1.9 
106 L30  #105 V            D1.5  B6 
107 L75  #104 A108  - w52  D2.7 
108 L98  #107 V            D2.1  B9 
109 L23  #107 A61   - w52  D1.4  B4 
110 L10  #107 a74   + w62        B1 
111 L52  #104 A108  + w52  D2.3 
112 L65  #111 V     - w12  D1.9  B7 
113 L20  #111 A49   + w42        B4 
114 L137 #6   A45  R7 w52  D2.9 
115 L82  #114 V            D2.0  B8 
116 L43  #114 A118  - w52        B6 
117 L35  #115 A0    - w32        B5 C10 <sylleptisch> 
118 L44  #114 A92   + w42        B7 
119 L103 #6   A65  R1 w42  D2.7 
120 L17  #119 V                  B5 
121 L21  #119 A37   - w52        B4 
122 L22  #119 A72   - w42        B5 
123 L40  #119 A56   + w42  D1.5  B5 
124 L24  #119 A22   + w52        B5 
125 L55  #7   A43   - w52  D1.7  B6 
126 L25  #7   A86  R1 w62  D1.3   B5 
127 L55  #7   A204  - w52  D1.7   B6 
128 L104 #7   A221 R8 W35  D2.3   B7 <erreicht max. Hoehe: 1450> 
129 L10  #7   A221  + w62         B1 
130 L50  #7   A142  + w52  D1.8   B7 
131 L38  #7   A120  + w52  D1.8   B3 
132 L82  #7   A64  R4 w52  D2.0   B7 
133 L25  #7   A23   + w42  D1.3   B4 
134 L47  #6   A22  R3 w52  D2.0 
135 L10  #134 V                   B3 
136 L9   #134 A47   - w42         B3 
137 L117 #5   A261 R4 W55  D4.4 
138 L182 #137 V            D4.3 
139 L60  #138 A48   - w52  D1.7   B6 
140 L16  #138 A95   - w52         B4 
141 L11  #138 A165  - w52         B2 
142 L20  #138 a180  + w32  D2.4   B5 
143 L44  #138 A155  + w42         B6 
144 L77  #138 A134  + w52  D2.0   B7 
145 L112 #138 A70   + w52  D2.0   B7 
146 L19  #138 A28   + w52         B2 
147 L29  #137 A115  + w62  D1.9 
148 L16  #147 V                   B5 
149 L110 #5   A250 R6 W50  D2.6 
150 L4   #149 A90   - w42 
151 L18  #150 V                   B6 
152 L46  #149 A106  + w42  D2.0 
153 L45  #152 V            D1.8   B6 
154 L23  #149 A80   + w42  D1.8 
155 L32  #154 V            D1.8   B6 
156 L81  #5   A101 R7 w42  D2.0 
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157 L26  #156 V            D1.8 
158 L23  #157 V            D1.9   B5 
159 L90  #3   A122 R4 W45  D3.1 
160 L104 #159 A56  R1 W45  D2.6 
161 L27  #160 V            d2.4 
162 L15  #161 V            d2.2 
163 L29  #162 V            D2.1   B6 
164 L8   #160 A95   + w52  d1.5 
165 L6   #164 V            d1.4 
166 L10  #165 V            D1.4   B4 
167 L6   #160 A61   + w52  d1.6 
168 L6   #167 V            d1.6 
169 L14  #168 V            D1.6   B5 
170 L12  #159 A76   + w42  D1.5 
171 L12  #170 V            D1.4 
172 L3   #171 V 
173 L5   #172 V                   B3 
174 L55  #2   a312 R6 w42  D1.5  C1 <tot> 
175 L22  #174 V                  C1 <tot> 
176 L14  #174 a42                C1 <tot> 
177 L158 #2   A260 R3 W50  D7.6 
178 L225 #177 V    R1 W25  D6.5  <Narbe an der Basis> 
179 L110 #178 V            D5.0 
180 L168 #179 V            D3.8 
181 L62  #177 A60   - w42  D1.8 
182 L21  #181 V            D1.5 
183 L22  #182 V                  C1 <tot> 
184 L89  #177 A100  - w42  D2.3 
185 L39  #184 V            D2.0 
186 L31  #185 V            D1.9 
187 L9   #186 V                   B5 
188 L33  #178 A64   - w62  D1.7 
189 L12  #188 V            D1.7 
190 L24  #189 V            D1.5   B7 
191 L51  #178 A210  - w52  D1.9 
192 L24  #191 V            D1.9 
193 L18  #192 V            D1.9   B4 
194 L82  #178 a223  - w42  D2.3  <Spitze abgebrochen> 
195 L48  #194 A68   - w42  D1.8 
196 L15  #195 V            D1.4   B5 
197 L29  #194 A76   + w42        C1 <tot> 
198 L47  #179 A99   - w52  D2.0 
199 L35  #198 A40   - w32  D1.4   B5 
200 L10  #198 A33   + w52  D1.2   B3 
201 L70  #180 A31   - w52  D1.5   B6 
202 L45  #180 A97   - w62  D1.6   B5 
203 L76  #180 A160  - w52  D2.0   B7 
204 L45  #180 A166  + w32  D2.1   B5 
205 L117 #180 A124  + w52  D2.1   B8 
206 L90  #179 A109  + w42  D2.4 
207 L110 #206 V            D2.1   B8 
208 L30  #206 A70   + w52  D1.2   B3 
209 L40  #179 A51   + w52  D1.7 
210 L30  #209 V            D1.5   B5 
211 L75  #178 A220  + w42  D2.5 
212 L22  #211 A65   - w62  D1.4 
213 L60  #211 A54   + w32  D2.3 
214 L90  #213 V            D1.9   B8 
215 L25  #213 A58   + w52  D1.4   B3 
216 L80  #178 A188  + w52  D2.7 
217 L80  #216 V            D2.8 
218 L91  #217 V            D1.9   B7 
219 L58  #217 A58   - w62  D1.7   B6 
220 L21  #217 A74   - w42  D1.2   B4 
221 L100 #217 A67   + w52  D1.6   B5 
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ejg: 

\
\
\
\
0
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

 

leafobject eblatt.lsy veg 2, 
leaflength 65.9, 
phyllotaxy spiral, 
min_intn 10, 
    l60   ##                  D24.0   <D-Messung unterh. Sensor> 
a   l60   #0   V              d22     <D oberh. Sensor war 16.5> 
    L40   #0a  V              D20.8 
    L131  #1   V              D18.1 
    L102  #2   V    R5 W10    D17.5 
    L41   #3   V    R1 W10    D16.0 
    L53   #4   V    R2 W10    D17.2 
    L107  #5   V              D14.4 
    L252  #6   V    R7 W10    D12.7 
    L232  #7   V    R1 W20    D8.5 
    L253  #8   V    R5 W10    D5.9 
0   L83   #9   V    R7 W10    D3.8 
1   L12   #10  V              D2.1                     C8 
2   L51   #2        R3 W60    D3.8 
3   L48   #12  V              D2.1 
3a  L20   #13  V              D2.1 
4   L21   #13a V              D1.5 
5   L05   #14  V              D2.1 
6   L10   #15  V              D2.1    B4  N0.46  P0.03 
7   L21   #12       R3 W70    D1.1 
8   L11   #17  V              D1.0 
9   L05   #18  V              D1.1 
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20   L10   #13  A28  R2 W50    D1.1 
21   L02   #20  V              D1.1    B2  N0.06  P0.01 
22   L64   #3   A30  R7 W60    D3.4 
23   L72   #22  V              D2.8 
24   L67   #23  V              D2.2 
25   L05   #24  V    R8 W60    D2.4 
26   L03   #25  V              D2.8    B5  N0.20  P0.01 
27   L17   #22  A49  R7 W60    D1.4 
28   L20   #27  V              D1.2 
29   L02   #28  V              D1.2    B2  N0.06  P0.01 
30   L08   #28       R8 W30    D1.0    B3  N0.11  P0.01 
31   L47   #23       R4 W45    D1.5 
32   L12   #31  V              D1.5 
33   L18   #32  V              D1.8    B6  N0.37  P0.03 
34   L22   #24  A41  R6 W55    D1.4 
35   L15   #34  V              D1.3    B5  N0.19  P0.02 
36   L08   #34       R3 W55    D0.5    B2  N0.04  P0.01 
37   L06   #24       R2 W20    D1.8    B2  N0.12  P0.01 
38   L10   #24  A55  R1 W50    D1.2 
39   L28   #24  A32  R3 W55    D1.5 
40   L22   #39  V              D1.3    B5  N0.34  P0.03 
41   L12   #24  A12  R2 W70    D1.4 
42   L04   #41  V              D1.0    B2  N0.06  P0.01 
43   L80   #3   A81  R4 W60    D3.3 
44   L42   #43  V    R7 W40    D3.0 
45   L99   #44  V    R1 W10    D2.5 
46   L20   #45  V    R1 W50    D1.7 
47   L10   #46  V              D1.5    B7  N0.49  P0.04 
48   L47   #43  A39  R1 W60    D1.4 
49   L09   #48  V              D1.3    B6  N0.30  P0.01 
50   L25   #45  A85  R4 W45    D2.0 
51   L11   #50  V              D1.8    B5  N0.47  P0.04 
52   L24   #45       R5 W10    D1.8 
53   L03   #52  A20  R8 W60    D1.1    B4  N0.16  P0.01 
54   L34   #45  A72  R4 W45    D1.6 
55   L24   #54  V    R1 W40    D1.6    B6  N0.55  P0.06 
56   L40   #3        R8 W60    D5.3 
57   L126  #56  V    R3 W30    D4.3 
58   L163  #57  V              D4.3 
59   L43   #58  V    R2 W45    D2.1 
60   L86   #56  A15  R5 W40    D2.1 
61   L68   #60  V              D2.0 
62   L23   #61  V    R5 W10    D1.5 
63   L15   #62  V              D1.8    B6  N0.39  P0.02 
64   L17   #61  A56  R7 W55    D1.1 
65   L05   #64  V              D1.3    B2  N0.10  P0.01 
66   L05   #61  A62  R2 W60    D1.8 
67   L04   #66  V              D1.3    B2  N0.04  P0.01 
68   L06   #61  A34  R8 W60    D1.5 
69   L07   #68  V              D1.0    B4  N0.10  P0.01 
70   L32   #57  A32  R7 W45    D1.2 
71   L03   #70  V              D1.5    B1  N0.01  P0.01 
72   L82   #57  A84  R4 W50    D1.8 
73   L12   #72  V              D1.2 
74   L06   #73  V              D1.0 
75   L09   #72       R4 W85    D1.1 
76   L11   #75  V              D1.1    B4  N0.18  P0.02 
77   L05   #72       R1 W45    D1.2 
78   L01   #77  V              D1.1    B2  N0.03  P0.01 
78a  L41   #57  A106 R7 W45    D1.2 
78b  L15   #78a V              D1.3    B3  N0.06  P0.01 
78c  L10   #78a A30  R7 W45    D1.3 
78d  L10   #78c V              D1.2    B4  N0.04  P0.01 
79   L45   #58  A28  R6 W45    D1.8 
80   L15   #79  V              D1.5    B5  N0.27  P0.02 
81   L45   #58  A95  R8 W45    D1.3    B2  N0.03  P0.05 
82   L54   #58  A127 R7 W50    D2.1 
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83   L71   #82  V              D1.5    B7  N0.74  P0.25  {Blattoberfl. 115} 
84   L12   #82  A35  R2 W20    D1.2    B6  N0.12  P0.01 
85   L45   #82  A42  R5 W20    D1.3    B4  N0.37  P0.06 
86   L15   #59  A34  R3 W40    D1.2    B5  N0.34  P0.04 
87   L13   #59  A36  R8 W40    D1.2    B4  N0.13  P0.02 
88   L12   #59  A29  R1 W30    D1.1    B5  N0.14  P0.01 
89   L35   #59  A25  R4 W45    D1.1    B4  N0.36  P0.04 
90   L08   #58  A52  R1 W45    D1.8 
91   L05   #90  V              D1.0    B4  N0.12  P0.01 
92   L122  #57       R2 W30    D2.1 
93   L20   #92  V              D1.6 
94   L10   #93  V              D1.6 
95   L02   #94  V              D1.4    B1  N0.03  P0.01 
96   L10   #92  A88  R8 W60    D1.0 
97   L01   #96  V              D1.0 
98   L15   #94       R8 W70    D1.4    B5  N0.37  P0.01 
99   L10   #93       R8 W60    D2.1 
100  L02   #99  V              D1.5    B5  N0.15  P0.03 
101  L15   #92  A78  R4 W55    D1.2 
102  L03   #101 V              D1.1    B3  N0.11  P0.01 
103  L39   #57  A98  R1 W35    D1.5 
104  L11   #103 V              D2.0    B4  N0.14  P0.01 
105  L05   #103 A26  R3 W45    D1.3 
106  L05   #105 V              D1.2 
107  L17   #57  A41  R3 W70    D1.5 
108  L10   #107 V              D1.2    B4  N0.14  P0.01 
109  L76   #56  A25  R8 W25    D2.0 
110  L28   #109 V              D1.4 
111  L03   #110 V              D1.4 
112  L11   #109 A50  R3 W40    D1.1 
113  L19   #5   A13  R1 W30    D3.8 
114  L87   #113 V              D2.9 
115  L114  #114 V    R7 W30    D2.2 
116  L47   #113 A18  R6 W60    D1.1 
117  L13   #116 A45  R7 W60    D1.3 
118  L02   #117 V              D1.0    B1  N0.01  P0.03 
119  L53   #114 A44  R4 W45    D1.3    B5  N0.11  P0.02 
120  L06   #119 A41  R5 W20    D1.2 
121  L06   #120 V              D1.1    B4  N0.17  P0.01 
122  L89   #114 A89  R6 W55    D2.1 
123  L10   #122 V              D1.8 
124  L10   #123 V    R7 W50    D1.5    B3  N0.27  P0.03 
125  L15   #122 A36  R6 W55    D0.8    B2  N0.02  P0.02 
126  L11   #122 A51  R2 W30    D1.8    B4  N0.07  P0.01 
127  L10   #115 A68  R2 W45    D1.2 
127a L01   #127 V              D1.3    B3  N0.12  P0.01 
128  L10   #115 A10  R2 W20    D1.5    B3  N0.19  P0.01 
129  L10   #115 A78  R7 W45    D2.0 
130  L02   #129 V              D1.8    B3  N0.14  P0.02 
131  L10   #115 A55  R3 W45    D1.2 
132  L02   #131 V              D1.2    B2  N0.03  P0.01 
133  L96   #114      R1 W60    D1.3 
134  L03   #133 A94  R3 W40    D1.2    B3  N0.11  P0.01 
135  L63   #114 A63  R1 W60    D1.2 
136  L09   #135 V              D1.2 
137  L08   #136 V              D1.2    B3   N0.19  P0.01 
138  L25   #114 A21  R2 W60    D1.2 
139  L08   #138 V              D1.1 
140  L07   #139 V    R1 W60    D0.8    B3  N0.07  P0.01 
141  L108  #5   A41  R3 W40    D5.8 
142  L192  #141 V    R3 W5     D4.8 
143  L151  #142 V    R3 W35    D3.7 
144  L55   #143 V    R8 W40    D2.1 
145  L31   #141 A53  R7 W75    D1.2 
146  L10   #145 V              D1.2 
147  L05   #146 V    R7 W45    D0.9    B3  N0.07  P0.01 
148  L77   #141      R8 W65    D1.3 
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149  L05   #148 A64  R7 W30    D1.1    B1  N0.02  P0.01 
150  L04   #148 A73  R8 W30    D2.0 
151  L03   #150 V              D1.6    B5  N0.28  P0.02 
152  L05   #148 A69  R2 W30    D1.1    B4  N0.09  P0.01 
153  L147  #142 A177 R7 W30    D3.0 
154  L22   #153 A22  R7 W40    D1.0 
155  L06   #154 V              D1.0    B2  N0.03  P0.01 
156  L08   #153 A78  R8 W65    D1.3 
157  L08   #156 V              D1.6    B4  N0.49  P0.03 
158  L17   #153 A114 R6 W30    D1.5 
159  L03   #158 A03  R5 W20    D0.8    B1  N0.02  P0.01 
160  L04   #153 A172 R7 W70    D2.3 
161  L38   #153 A101 R2 W30    D2.0 
162  L23   #161 A20  R5 W30    D1.5    B4  N0.33  P0.05 
163  L45   #153 A60  R6 W30    D1.5 
164  L12   #153 V              D1.3    B4  N0.28  P0.02 
165  L21   #143 A74  R1 W70    D1.3 
166  L08   #165 V              D1.3    B5  N0.27  P0.03 
167  L43   #143 A121 R4 W50    D1.3 
168  L08   #167 A30  R3 W30    D1.5    B4  N0.21  P0.01 
169  L65   #143      R3 W60    D2.1 
170  L18   #169 A34  R6 W30    D1.1    B4  N0.19  P0.01 
171  L36   #169 A40  R3 W30    D1.2    B4  N0.36  P0.03 
172  L18   #169 A25  R6 W60    D1.2    B5  N0.18  P0.02 
173  L43   #144 A17  R6 W40    D1.8    B7  N0.82  P0.13 
174  L20   #144 A28  R4 W40    D1.3    B4  N0.35  P0.04 
175  L82   #143      R6 W35    D2.1 
176  L17   #175 A16  R3 W50    D1.1    B4  N0.08  P0.02 
177  L06   #175 A38  R1 W25    D1.4    B5  N0.06  P0.01 
178  L46   #175 A48  R5 W25    D1.4    B4  N0.40  P0.08 
179  L37   #175 A20  R7 W60    D1.1    B5  N0.28  P0.04 
180  L19   #143 A133 R1 W50    D1.5 
180a L09   #180 V    R2 W60    D1.0    B4  N0.11  P0.01 
181  L39   #143 A101 R6 W60    D1.3 
182  L08   #181 V              D1.5    B3  N0.08  P0.01 
183  L01   #182 A17  R7 W40    D1.3    B1  N0.01  P0.01 
184  L148  #142 A114 R3 W30    D2.0 
185  L15   #184 V              D1.6 
186  L113  #141      R3 W35    D1.8 
187  L06   #186 A110 R8 W70    D1.3 
188  L04   #187 V              D1.2    B1  N0.05  P0.01 
189  L12   #186 A103 R3 W50    D1.5 
190  L13   #189 V              D1.2    B5  N0.30  P0.01 
191  L15   #186 A78  R7 W60    D0.9    B4  N0.15  P0.01 
192  L107  #6   A86  R7 W60    D2.1 
193  L08   #192 V    R7 W15    D2.1 
194  L05   #193 V              D1.8    B2  N0.15  P0.01 
195  L11   #192 A81  R8 W50    D1.4 
196  L03   #195 V    R7 W60    D0.5    B3  N0.04  P0.01 
197  L11   #192      R4 W30    D1.0 
198  L15   #197 V    R1 W10    D1.5    B4  N0.44  P0.04 
198a L06   #192 A58  R2 W55    D1.0 
198b L10   #198a V             D1.0    B6  N0.14  P0.01 
199  L199  #6        R3 W35    D2.8 
200  L10   #199 A109 R1 W60    D1.7 
201  L11   #200 V    R3 W30    D1.1    B4  N0.20  P0.01 
202  L15   #199      R8 W45    D1.8    B3  N0.09  P0.01 
203  L20   #199      R4 W45    D1.4 
204  L12   #203 V              D1.2    B4  N0.18  P0.02 
205  L07   #203      R7 W45    D1.4    B3  N0.35  P0.02 
206  L53   #7   A35  R1 W65    D1.5 
207  L12   #206 A50  R3 W45    D1.3 
208  L06   #207 V              D1.3    B3  N0.13  P0.01 
209  L07   #206 A39  R1 W40    D1.1    B3  N0.04  P0.01 
210  L152  #7   A133 R3 W40    D2.8 
211  L15   #210 A145 R8 W50    D1.7 
212  L07   #211 V              D1.7    B5  N0.42  P0.01 
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213  L48   #210 A130 R4 W35    D2.1 
214  L22   #213 A21  R3 W25    D1.5    B5  N0.28  P0.03 
215  L06   #213 A42  R1 W30    D1.8    B4  N0.12  P0.01 
216  L21   #210 A62  R7 W45    D1.7 
217  L02   #216 V              D1.3    B1  N0.02  P0.01 
218  L51   #7                  D8.3 
219  L161  #218 V    R4 W40    D7.1 
220  L114  #219 V    R6 W10    D5.1 
221  L161  #220 V    R3 W30    D3.2    B9  N1.66  P0.89 
222  L167  #218      R8 W35    D4.2 
223  L126  #222 V              D2.2 
224  L83   #222 A75  R2 W70    D1.6 
225  L13   #224 A75  R3 W30    D0.8    B5  N0.10  P0.01 
226  L55   #224 A55  R1 W50    D0.8    B5  N0.12  P0.01 
227  L67   #222 A140 R2 W50    D2.1 
228  L11   #227 A22  R8 W50    D0.8    B4  N0.10  P0.01 
229  L14   #227 A46  R6 W35    D1.1    B4  N0.12  P0.01 
230  L09   #227 A58  R2 W30    D1.2    B4  N0.24  P0.01 
231  L03   #227 A32  R3 W40    D0.8    B1  N0.02  P0.01 
232  L145  #222      R8 W60    D2.5 
233  L42   #232 A37  R2 W30    D1.2    B7  N0.36  P0.07 
234  L22   #232 A106 R6 W30    D1.4    B6  N0.51  P0.08 
235  L50   #232 A90  R3 W30    D1.3    B6  N0.41  P0.03 
236  L26   #232 A20  R7 W30    D1.0    B4  N0.11  P0.01 
237  L21   #223 A70  R3 W30    D1.0    B3  N0.16  P0.01 
238  L25   #223 A111 R8 W35    D1.5    B6  N0.50  P0.05 
239  L17   #223 A87  R7 W35    D1.8    B5  N0.35  P0.04 
240  L05   #223 A45  R2 W10    D0.5    B1  N0.01  P0.01 
241  L131  #222 A155 R4 W40    D2.7 
242  L11   #241 V              D2.0    B2  N0.19  P0.02 
243  L40   #241 A85  R7 W50    D1.5    B7  N0.54  P0.09 
244  L20   #241 A113 R2 W40    D1.0    B5  N0.19  P0.01 
245  L10   #241      R3 W45    D2.5    B3  N0.29  P0.05 
246  L83   #219 A60  R1 W55    D1.8 
247  L26   #246 V              D1.3    B8  N0.76  P0.08 
248  L113  #219 A95  R8 W60    D2.9 
249  L85   #248 V              D2.0    B11 N1.70  P0.39 
250  L18   #248 A71  R8 W45    D1.2    B6  N0.16  P0.01 
251  L42   #248 A58  R2 W45    D1.2    B6  N0.29  P0.04 
252  L20   #220 A20  R7 W80    D0.9    B3  N0.09  P0.02 
253  L21   #220 A27  R1 W60    D1.0    B6  N0.11  P0.02 
254  L131  #220 A76  R7 W35    D3.2    B7  N1.01  P0.80 
255  L19   #220 A104 R8 W50    D1.2    B3  N0.14  P0.01 
256  L65   #220      R1 W15    D2.0    B7  N0.64  P0.16 
257  L122  #219      R2 W30    D4.1 
258  L166  #257 V    R1 W20    D3.1    B8  N1.61  P1.06 
259  L31   #257 A23  R8 W60    D1.3    B6  N0.22  P0.05 
260  L103  #257 A94  R6 W30    D1.9    B6  N0.56  P0.23 
261  L117  #219 A85  R3 W40    D3.5 
262  L52   #261 V              D1.8    B9  N0.86  P0.14 
263  L20   #261 A47  R8 W55    D1.1    B5  N0.15  P0.02 
264  L43   #261      R7 W45    D1.2    B4  N0.25  P0.02 
265  L08   #261      R3 W45    D1.0    B2  N0.13  P0.01 
266  L35   #8   A34  R6 W60    D1.1    B2  N0.05  P0.03 
267  L45   #8   A77  R4 W90    D1.1 
267a L07   #267 V              D1.0    B3  N0.10  P0.01 
268  L52   #8   A125 R3 W70    D1.6 
269  L18   #268 V              D1.2    B4  N0.27  P0.02 
270  L04   #268 A40  R8 W70    D0.6    B1  N0.01  P0.01 
271  L25   #268 A43  R4 W40    D1.0    B5  N0.20  P0.03 
272  L12   #268 A23  R2 W80    D0.8    B4  N0.07  P0.01 
273  L157  #8   A215 R1 W50    D3.0 
274  L61   #273 V    R1 W10    D1.8    B8  N0.96  P0.18 
275  L37   #273 A81  R7 W50    D1.2    B6  N0.31  P0.06 
276  L66   #273      R6 W25    D1.9    B6  N0.40  P0.13 
277  L65   #273      R4 W25    D1.9    B7  N0.62  P0.16 
278  L10   #273 A71  R2 W60    D0.5    B1  N0.02  P0.01 
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279  L52   #8        R8 W50    D1.4    B8  N0.31  P0.08 
280  L161  #8        R7 W30    D4.7 
281  L95   #280 V    R8 W15    D3.5 
282  L81   #280      R4 W35    D3.2 
283  L125  #282 V    R1 W5     D2.7    B9  N0.83  P0.30 
284  L57   #282 A58  R4 W45    D1.7    B7  N0.72  P0.16 
285  L05   #282      R3 W35    D1.1    B3  N0.06  P0.01 
286  L20   #282 A44  R8 W45    D1.0    B3  N0.16  P0.02 
287  L85   #281 A72  R6 W45    D2.4    B9  N1.02  P0.28 
288  L83   #281      R3 W50    D1.7    B6  N0.76  P0.20 
289  L60   #281      R1 W30    D1.8    B9  N1.36  P0.60 
290  L95   #281 A90  R8 W50    D1.8    B7  N1.15  P0.27 
291  L65   #281 A65  R2 W45    D1.5    B8  N0.54  P0.09 
292  L35   #281 A10  R1 W45    D1.0    B5  N0.18  P0.07 
293  L77   #9        R3 W40    D4.0 
294  L68   #293 V              D2.4    B1  N0.17  P0.12 
294a L37   #293 A33  R1 W30    D1.2    B6  N0.40  P0.08 
294b L102  #293 A45  R6 W30    D3.0    B6  N0.73  P0.53 
295  L34   #10  A05  R5 W50    D1.8    B7  N0.46  P0.07 
296  L83   #10  A32  R1 W30    D2.0    B5  N0.39  P0.08 
297  L87   #10  A51  R3 W35    D2.0    B2  N0.04  P0.01 
298  L10   #10  A73  R3 W30    D1.2    B6  N0.97  P0.48   {Blattoberfl. 119.3} 
 

ejh: 

\leafob
\leafar
\leafle
\phyllo
\min_in
1    L1

 

ject eblatt.lsy veg 2, 
ea 1337, 
ngth 65.9, 
taxy spiral, 
tn 10, 
55 ##                 D13.4  <Basis: ca. 17.2 oder 18.5> 
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1a   L61  #1   V             D11.7 
1b   L91  #1a  V             D10.0 
2    L63  #1b  V             D10.3 
3    L62  #2   V     + W20   D9.3   <Ersatztrieb; obere Grenze fraglich> 
4    L25  #3   V             D8.6 
4a   L14  #4   A25           D2.9 
5    L86  #4   V     + w22   D8.1 
6    L39  #5   V             D8.6 
7    L27  #6   V             D8.3 
8    L90  #7   V    R8 W35   D6.2 
9    L256 #8   V    R1 W15   D5.1 
10   L64  #9   V    R5 W40   D2.0 
11   L45  #10  V             D1.6   B8 
12   l32  #2   a22   - w72         C1 <tot> 
13   L66  #2   A54  R6 W45   D3.5 
14   L40  #13  V             D3.1 
15   L81  #14  V             D2.5 
16   L20  #15  V             D2.6 
17   L28  #16  V             D2.4 
18   L35  #17  V             D1.7  C1 <tot> 
19   l14  #13  a62   - w52 
20   l18  #14  a32   - w42 
21   l4   #16  A20   - w52 
21a  l11  #21  V                    B4 
22   L42  #14  A29   + w42   D2.0 
23   L15  #22  V             D1.8 
24   L18  #23  V             D1.8 
25   L8   #24  V             D1.7 
26   L5   #24  A14 
27   L9   #26  V                    B4 
28   l5   #14  A2    + w72          B2 c11 <proventiv?> 
29   L60  #3   A44  R7 w52   D2.6 
30   L23  #29  V             D2.0 
31   L40  #30  V             D1.8 
32   L7   #31  V             d1.2 
33   L4   #32  V             D1.1   B4 
34   L5   #29  A44   - w72   D1.6 
35   L28  #34  V             D1.3 
36   L2   #35  V                    B2 
37   L24  #31  A32   - w52   D1.3 
38   L7   #37  V                    B5 
39   L48  #4a  A14  R7 w42   D2.4 
40   L20  #39  V             D2.5 
41   L46  #40  V             D2.2 
41a  l3   #41  V                   C1 <tot> 
42   L25  #41  A30   - w52   d1.1 
42a  L6   #42  V             D1.0   B3 
43   l11  #41  a44   - w72         C1 <tot> 
44   L4   #41  a44   + w72 
45   L3   #44  V                    B4 
46   L24  #4a  A14           D1.3  C1 <tot> 
47   L7   #5   a45  R6 w62   D1.3 
48   L4   #47  V             d1.1 
49   L7   #48  V             D0.9   B3 
50   L69  #6   A26  R6 w62   D2.3 
51   L54  #50  V             D2.0 
52   L35  #51  V             D1.8   B8 
53   L36  #6   A36  R7 w62   D1.5 
54   L26  #53  V             D1.4 
55   L11  #54  A14   - w42   D1.0   B3 
56   L44  #6   A38  R7 w52   D1.5 
57   L15  #56  V             D1.5 
58   L15  #57  V             D1.3   B6 
59   L38  #8   A64  R4 w42   D1.2   B5 C11 <proventiv> 
60   L81  #9   A189 R4 W55   D2.0 
61   L49  #60  V             D1.7   B7 
62   L1   #60  A66   - w42          B1 
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63   L13  #60  A73   + w52   D1.1   B4 
64   L107 #9   A230 R6 w52   D2.5 
65   L68  #64  V             D1.9   B9 
66   L49  #64  A96   - w52   D1.3   B6 
67   L18  #64  A66   + w52   D1.0   B6 
68   L2   #64  A48   + w72          B1 
69   L64  #9   A249 R1 w52   D1.9 
70   L15  #69  V             D1.7   B6 
71   L31  #69  A34   + w42   D1.3   B7 
72   L117 #9   A242 R3 w42   D2.8   <Sp. tot> 
73   L29  #72  A45   - w52   D1.2   B5 
74   L18  #72  A78   - w62   D1.2   B6 
75   L30  #72  A108  - w52   D1.4   B5 
76   L60  #72  A115  - w42   D1.6   B7 
77   L48  #72  A115  + w42   D1.6   B6 
78   L19  #72  A108  + w52   D1.1   B5 
79   L38  #72  A63   + w52   D1.3   B5 
80   L75  #9   A210 R2 W65   D1.7   <Sp. tot> 
81   L33  #80  A20   - w42   D1.2   B5 
82   L1   #80  A48   - w42          B2 
83   L45  #9   A150 R1 W70   D1.6   <Sp. tot> 
84   l7   #83  A26   - w42   D1.3   B3 <sylleptisch?> 
85   l7   #83  A16   + w42   D1.0   B2 <sylleptisch?> 
86   L15  #9   A115 R3 W75   D1.4 
87   L20  #86  V             D1.1   B4 
88   L25  #8   A51  R7 w102  D1.0   B5 C11 
89   L13  #7   A27           D1.5  C1 <tot> 
90   L10  #89  V                   C1 <tot, verkruemmt> 
91   L109 #7   A11  R4 W35   D4.0 
92   L107 #91  V             D3.1 
93   L48  #92  V             D1.6  C1 <tot> 
94   L39  #91  A85   - w62   D1.4 
95   L14  #94  V             D1.3   B6 
96   L17  #91  A108  - w72   D1.2 
97   L11  #96  V             D1.2   B6 
98   L59  #92  A84   - w52   D1.9 
99   L50  #98  V             D1.8   B8 
100  L47  #98  A27   + w52   D1.3   B5 
101  L41  #92  A107  - w42   D1.8   <Sp. tot> 
102  L28  #101 A25   - w42   D1.4   B6 
103  L28  #101 A30   + w42   D1.4   B5 
104  L38  #92  A55   + w42   D1.6 
105  L34  #104 V             D1.6   B6 
106  L30  #91  A103  + w52   D1.2 
107  L9   #106 V     - w22   D1.2   B3 
108  L79  #91  A72  R4 w42   D1.7 
109  L18  #108 V             D1.6   B5 
110  L22  #108 A62   - w62   D1.1   B5 
111  L79  #6   A38  R4 W50   D1.7 
112  L30  #111 V             D1.6 
113  L8   #112 V             D1.4   B5 
114  L43  #6   A32  R2 w72   D1.6 
115  L4   #114 V             D2.0 
116  L8   #115 V             D1.0   B2 
117  L1   #115 A4    - w52          B1 
118  L20  #5   a50   + w72         C1 <tot> 
119  L25  #118 a10   + w52         C1 <tot> 
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eji: 

\leafobjec
\leaflengt
\phyllotax
\min_intn 
1    L36  
2    L192 
3    L172 
4    L64  
5    L65  
6    L32  
7    L156 
8    L95  
9    L241 
10   L295 
11   L262 
12   L66  
13   L85  
14   L109 
15   L123 
16   L100 
17   L81  
18   L52  
19   L76  
20   L90  

 

t eblatt.lsy veg 2, 
h 65.9, 
y spiral, 
10, 
 ##                     D22.0 
 #1  V     R5 W10       D19.0 
 #2  V     R1 W10       D14.7 
 #3  V     R3 W10       D15.0 
 #4  V     R3 W5        D11.5 
 #5  V     R7 W15       D11.1 
 #6  V     R2 W15       D10.0 
 #7  V     R6 W30       D9.5 
 #8  V     R2 W15       D8.0 
 #9  V     R1 W10       D6.2 
 #10 V     R4 W15       D5.0 
 #11 V     R2 W45       D2.4      B5  N0.70  P0.37 
 #2        R2 W55       D6.0 
 #13 V     R6 W45       D5.0 
 #14 V     R8 W35       D4.2 
 #15 V     R7 W30       D2.7 
 #13       R2 W55       D4.1 
 #17 V     R6 W20       D4.1 
 #18 V     R7 W45       D3.1 
 #18 A45   R4 W50       D1.8 
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21   L52   #19 A58   R5 W30       D1.8 
22   L36   #21 A05   R6 W30       D1.8 
23   L26   #22 V                  D2.0      B6  N0.66  P0.08 
24   L27   #19 A71   R2 W65       D1.8 
25   L15   #24 V                  D1.2      B4  N0.21  P0.02 
26   L13   #24       R1 W45       D1.2      B3  N0.14  P0.01 
27   L09   #19 A35   R7 W35       D1.7 
28   L16   #27 V                  D1.7 
29   L17   #28 V     R2 W45       D1.4      B5  N0.23  P0.01 
30   L31   #18       R1 W80       D2.1 
31   L15   #30 V     R1 W30       D2.2 
32   L18   #31 V                  D2.1      B5  N0.39  P0.04 
33   L26   #18       R3 W30       D1.8 
34   L11   #33 V     R3 W80       D1.8 
35   L09   #34 V                  D1.0 
36   L07   #35 V                  D1.3      B2  N0.20  P0.02 
37   L26   #15 A86   R2 W70       D1.7 
38   L18   #37 V                  D1.5 
39   L15   #37       R6 W60       D1.1 
40   L35   #16 A78   R4 W30       D2.1 
41   L31   #40 V     R1 W20       D2.3 
42   L30   #41 V     R1 W10       D2.1      B5  N0.68  P0.06 
43   L10   #16 A60   R8 W40       D1.8 
44   L05   #43 V     R2 W20       D1.8 
45   L05   #44 V                  D1.4      B4  N0.23  P0.03 
46   L111  #15       R3 W30       D2.1 
47   L47   #46 V     R2 W35       D2.1 
48   L45   #46       R6 W35       D1.8 
49   L10   #48 V     R3 W45       D1.4 
50   L12   #49 V                  D1.1      B5  N0.23  P0.01 
51   L25   #48 A40   R7 W45       D1.8 
52   L15   #51 V                  D1.9      B4  N0.68  P0.03 
53   L08   #47 A35   R6 W45       D1.4      B2  N0.03  P0.01 
54   L25   #47 A41   R3 W45       D1.8 
55   L21   #54 V                  D1.6      B5  N0.46  P0.04 
56   L05   #47 A20   R1 W45       D1.1 
57   L05   #56 V                  D1.1      B2  N0.09  P0.01 
58   L08   #46 A93   R3 W45       D1.7 
59   L05   #58 V                  D1.7 
60   L04   #59 V                  D1.4      B1  N0.01  P0.02 
61   L35   #15 A117  R1 W85       D1.8 
62   L15   #61 V     R1 W25       D1.8 
63   L16   #62 V     R1 W5        D1.8 
64   L17   #63 V     R5 W5        D1.8      B6  N0.65  P0.04 
65   L85   #15 A51   R3 W60       D1.7 
66   L51   #65 A80   R6 W5        D1.5 
67   L30   #13 A43   R2 W75       D1.8 
68   L12   #67 V     R1 W45       D1.8 
69   L11   #68 V                  D1.8 
70   L07   #69 V                  D1.4 
71   L08   #70 V                  D1.2 
72   L37   #3  A63   R2 W55       D3.4 
73   L74   #72 V                  D3.2 
74   L16   #73 A28   R6 W45       D1.8 
75   L13   #74 V     R2 W35       D1.4 
76   L72   #73 A72   R7 W30       D2.7 
77   L35   #76 V                  D2.7 
78   L22   #77 V                  D2.1 
79   L18   #78 V     R2 W20       D1.8      B5  N0.75  P0.04 
80   L12   #77 A11   R7 W60       D1.1 
81   L10   #80 V     R1 W30       D1.1      B4  N0.14  P0.01 
82   L27   #77 A24   R6 W50       D1.7 
83   L20   #82 V                  D1.5      B5  N0.54  P0.03 
84   L46   #73 A40   R3 W40       D1.7 
85   L86   #3  A91   R7 W35       D7.4 
86   L177  #85 V     R8 W15       D6.8 
87   L35   #86 V     R5 W10       D4.5 
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88   L135  #87 V                  D3.7 
89   L31   #88 V     R6 W30       D3.1 
90   L52   #89 V     R1 W30       D3.8 
91   L65   #90 V     R2 W30       D2.8 
92   L10   #91 V                  D2.6 
93   L54   #92 V     R4 W40       D1.8      B7  N0.97  P0.15 
94   L112  #86 A135  R3 W30       D5.7 
95   L55   #94 V                  D5.3 
96   L132  #95 V     R7 W20       D4.6 
97   L85   #96 V                  D3.8 
98   L85   #97 V                  D3.8 
99   L41   #98 V     R2 W10       D1.3      B4  N0.54  P0.13 
100  L92   #94       R6 W40       D2.3 
101  L48   #100 V    R7 W15       D2.2 
102  L13   #101 V                 D2.3 
103  L17   #102 V                 D1.3      B5  N0.42  P0.05 
104  L30   #100      R3 W20       D2.5 
105  L06   #104 V                 D2.0 
106  L12   #105 V    R2 W40       D1.3      B4  N0.34  P0.02 
107  L03   #102 A10  R8 W40       D0.9      B4  N0.19  P0.02 
108  L47   #96       R4 W35       D1.4 
109  L21   #108 A37  R7 W30       D1.0 
110  L61   #97  A35  R7 W15       D2.0 
111  L26   #110 A54  R7 W20       D1.2      B5  N0.40  P0.06 
112  L86   #98       R7 W50       D1.7      B9  N1.05  P0.27 
113  L52   #98       R3 W55       D1.8      B7  N0.97  P0.16 
114  L21   #97       R8 W35       D2.7 
115  L32   #114 V                 D1.3      B7  N0.79  P0.09 
116  L24   #97  A09  R3 W60       D1.3 
117  L03   #116 V                 D1.8      B2  N0.13  P0.01 
118  L21   #96  A59  R2 W55       D2.4 
119  L20   #118 V                 D1.8 
120  L11   #119 V    R6 W45       D1.2      B5  N0.23  P0.03 
121  L121  #95  A25  R3 W15       D3.0 
122  L40   #121 V    R8 W55       D2.1 
123  L14   #122 V    R6 W30       D2.0 
124  L04   #123 V                 D0.8      B2  N0.05  P0.04 
125  L16   #122 A34  R2 W40       D1.5 
126  L10   #125 V                 D1.1      B5  N0.37  P0.01 
127  L11   #122 A20  R3 W40       D1.1  
128  L05   #127 V                 D1.1      B4  N0.09  P0.01 
129  L81   #121      R3 W55       D1.8 
130  L34   #121 A74  R4 W50       D1.2 
131  L15   #130 V                 D1.0 
132  L52   #94       R1 W60       D1.5 
133  L18   #132 V    R1 W20       D1.5 
133a L05   #133 V                 D1.5 
134  L08   #133a V                D1.0      B3  N0.06  P0.01 
135  L08   #133a     R3 W30       D1.0      B3  N0.14  P0.01 
136  L72   #88  A90  R8 W40       D2.7 
137  L20   #136 V    R2 W45       D2.3 
138  L06   #137 V    R2 W5        D2.2 
139  L21   #138 V    R7 W40       D1.7      B5  N0.58  P0.07 
140  L10   #137 A18  R5 W45       D1.5 
141  L06   #140 V                 D1.3      B5  N0.28  P0.01 
142  L46   #90  A44  R6 W35       D1.3 
143  L07   #142 V    R1 W5        D1.1      B3  N0.26  P0.10 
144  L12   #91  A37  R8 W30       D0.9      B1  N0.10  P0.01 
145  L31   #92       R2 W55       D1.7      B5  N0.64  P0.10 
146  L50   #92       R6 W45       D1.4      B5  N0.51  P0.10 
147  L11   #91  A21  R1 W45       D1.4      B2  N0.08  P0.01 
148  L39   #88  A38  R3 W35       D2.0 
149  L32   #148 V    R3 W25       D2.0 
150  L15   #149 V    R6 W20       D1.7 
151  L20   #150 V                 D1.7      B6  N0.48  P0.05 
152  L08   #149      R1 W60       D1.8 
153  L16   #152 V                 D1.4      B5  N0.27  P0.02 
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154  L37   #3        R3 W60       D1.8 
155  L21   #154 A23  R2 W30       D1.3 
156  L17   #155 V                 D1.3 
157  L14   #4   A28  R6 W45       D2.1 
158  L53   #157 V                 D2.0 
159  L87   #158 V    R8 W90       D1.9 
160  L56   #4        R3 W55       D7.4 
161  L15   #160 V    R7 W10       D6.8 
162  L126  #161 V    R7 W10       D6.4 
163  L203  #162 V    R2 W5        D5.7 
164  L155  #163 V    R1 W10       D4.7 
165  L216  #164 V    R1 W40       D4.1      B13 N2.99  P1.48 
166  L96   #162 A54  R8 W60       D2.2 
167  L45   #166 V    R1 W10       D2.1 
168  L35   #167 V    R1 W5        D2.0      B7  N1.11  P0.17 
169  L18   #167 A30  R2 W45       D1.3      B4  N0.16  P0.02 
170  L62   #163 A135 R2 W55       D2.1     
171  L45   #170 V    R4 W30       D1.8      B6  N0.83  P0.13 
172  L68   #163 A177 R8 W60       D2.8 
173  L48   #172 V    R5 W30       D2.1      B1  N0.03  P0.01 
174  L10   #171 A43  R2 W30       D1.0      B7  N1.09  P0.17 
175  L41   #164 A65  R3 W45       D1.7      B6  N0.48  P0.09 
176  L47   #164 A142 R7 W65       D2.1      B7  N0.64  P0.13 
177  L139  #164      R4 W60       D2.4      B8  N1.19  P0.13 
178  L153  #163 A152 R4 W30       D3.8 
179  L75   #178 V    R1 W30       D2.3      B5  N0.85  P0.20 
180  L28   #178 A122 R8 W65       D1.6      B5  N0.47  P0.07 
181  L81   #178 A138 R7 W45       D2.0      B7  N0.79  P0.21 
182  L58   #178 A149 R3 W45       D1.8      B6  N0.92  P0.16 
183  L45   #162 A69  R2 W60       D2.2 
184  L20   #183 V    R5 W15       D1.8 
185  L38   #184 V                 D1.8      B7  N0.87  P0.09 
186  L39   #162 A40  R3 W70       D1.7 
187  L21   #186 V    R5 W5        D1.4 
188  L23   #187 V    R1 W15       D1.4      B5  N0.35  P0.06 
189  L56   #160 A27  R3 W45       D3.1 
190  L53   #189 V    R3 W20       D3.2 
191  L81   #190 V    R7 W20       D3.0 
192  L98   #191 V    R1 W20       D2.4      B8  N1.72  P0.43 
193  L03   #191 A79  R8 W30       D0.3 
194  L24   #191 A70  R3 W45       D1.5      B4  N0.25  P0.03 
195  L90   #6        R7 W35       D2.3 
196  L42   #195 V    R6 W5        D2.2 
197  L34   #196 A37  R6 W10       D1.8 
198  L34   #196 A14  R6 W10       D1.7      B6  N0.62  P0.02 
199  L06   #195      R2 W40       D1.9                         C8 
200  L86   #7   A135 R3 W45       D2.8 
201  L35   #200 V    R4 W40       D1.8 
202  L27   #200      R7 W35       D1.9 
203  L15   #202 V    R5 W40       D2.1 
204  L10   #203 V    R1 W20       D1.7      B5  N0.74  P0.09 
205  L17   #201 A05  R7 W60       D1.1 
206  L07   #205 V                 D1.0      B3  N0.16  P0.01 
207  L07   #205 A15  R1 W30       D1.1                         C8 
208  L81   #8   A53  R4 W70       D2.5 
209  L63   #208 V                 D2.0 
210  L61   #209 V    R1 W20       D1.8      B6  N1.36  P0.12 
211  L12   #208 A53  R1 W50       D1.4      B1  N0.03  P0.03 
212  L11   #209 A33  R8 W80       D1.0      B2  N0.05  P0.01 
213  L14   #209      R3 W45       D0.9      B2  N0.09  P0.02 
214  L20   #208 A26  R6 W80       D0.9 
215  L126  #8   A74  R7 W45       D4.5 
216  L118  #215 V    R7 W15       D4.9 
217  L70   #216 A25  R6 W30       D1.8      B6  N0.80  P0.16 
218  L26   #216 A107 R2 W50       D2.2      B6  N0.97  P0.06 
219  L26   #216 A42  R2 W50       D1.8      B5  N0.52  P0.05 
220  L11   #115 A27  R7 W55       D1.4 
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221  L21   #220 V    R1 W20       D1.3 
222  L71   #8   A53  R2 W80       D2.7 
223  L32   #222 V    R3 W45       D1.4      B5  N0.57  P0.07 
224  L35   #222 A45  R7 W45       D2.0      B4  N0.33  P0.03 
225  L53   #224 V    R3 W35       D1.9      B5  N0.81  P0.12 
226  L14   #224      R1 W65       D1.3      B5  N0.31  P0.02 
227  L39   #224      R7 W60       D1.4      B4  N0.44  P0.07 
228  L126  #9   A122 R5 W45       D2.3 
229  L25   #228 V    R1 W55       D1.3      B4  N0.44  P0.04 
230  L105  #9   A162 R3 W60       D3.0 
231  L81   #230 V    R2 W15       D2.8      B7  N2.15  P0.45 
232  L131  #9   A176 R7 W55       D2.5 
233  L07   #232 A52  R3 W45       D2.4      B2  N0.06  P0.01 
234  L22   #232 A98  R2 W45       D1.8      B6  N0.60  P0.05 
235  L11   #232 A70  R7 W45       D1.0      B4  N0.40  P0.05 
236  L56   #9   A192 R2 W60       D1.8 
237  L13   #236 V    R4 W30       D1.2      B4  N0.25  P0.02 
238  L94   #9   A206 R8 W50       D2.0 
239  L12   #238 A85  R7 W50       D1.8      B5  N0.64  P0.06 
240  L18   #238 A78  R3 W45       D1.5      B4  N0.23  P0.01 
241  L12   #238 A31  R2 W50       D1.3      B5  N0.20  P0.05 
242  L143  #9   A207 R6 W45       D3.8 
243  L115  #242 V    R1 W15       D2.7      B9  N2.55  P0.63 
244  L24   #242 A85  R7 W45       D1.4      B3  N0.27  P0.05 
245  L50   #242 A104 R2 W40       D1.7      B7  N0.65  P0.11 
246  L25   #11  A08  R2 W60       D1.5      B3  N0.20  P0.02 
247  L17   #11  A20  R6 W40       D1.4      B1  N0.13  P0.03 
248  L44   #11  A39  R4 W50       D1.5      B4  N0.38  P0.09 
249  L14   #11  A59  R8 W45       D1.5      B3  N0.29  P0.03 
250  L54   #11  A113 R3 W40       D2.1      B8  N1.12  P0.19 
251  L49   #11  A144 R7 W55       D1.8      B5  N0.67  P0.18 
252  L87   #11  A168 R4 W50       D1.9      B7  N1.03  P0.27 
253  L25   #11  A190 R1 W45       D2.1      B5  N0.90  P0.10 
254  L81   #11  A221 R5 W35       D2.1      B6  N0.88  P0.20 
255  L41   #11  A258 R7 W45       D2.1      B5  N0.70  P0.22 
256  L112  #11       R3 W45       D2.2      B5  N0.62  P0.60 
 
 
ejk: 
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\leafobject eblatt.lsy veg 2, 
\leafarea 1337, 
\leaflength 65.9, 
\phyllotaxy spiral, 
\min_intn 10, 
1  L50  ##                D9.2 <Basis: ca. 17.6, Narbe an d. Spitze> 
1a L25  #1                D7.8 
1b L110 #1a               D6.7 
2  L34  #1b     S320 W50  D5.1 
3  L104 #2  V             D3.6 
4  L58  #3  V             D3.5 
5  L110 #4  V        W110 D2.3 B9 
6  L85  #2  A26    - W50  D2.1 <Broken tip> 
7  L23  #6  a84   R5 W30  D1.9 
8  L37  #7  V             D1.4 B6 
9  L18  #7  A21    + W70  D1.2 B5 
10 L12  #6  A70   R1 W45  D1.9 
11 L10  #10 V             D1.4 B4 
12 L66  #4  A44   R5 W50  D1.5 B6 
13 L81  #4        R1 W55  D1.7 B9 
14 L70  #4  A51    + W85  D1.6 B8 
15 L60  #2  A17    + W55  D1.8 
16 L15  #15 V      - w22  D1.6 
17 L10  #16 V             D1.7 B5 
18 L14  #15 A38    - w42  D1.1 
19 L13  #18 V             D1.1 B5 
20 L28  #1b     S140 W55  D4.8 
21 L128 #20 V             D3.9 
22 L50  #21 V     R8 W35  D3.2 
23 L93  #22 V     R4 W25  D2.1 B8 
24 L30  #21 A78    - W70  D1.5 
25 L26  #24 V      - w12  D1.5 B7 
26 L35  #22 A44   R6 W75  D1.4 B6 
27 L51  #22 a49   R8 W80  D1.7 B8 
28 L49  #22 A47    + W70  D1.7 B6 
29 L28  #21 a127   + W75  D1.4   <tot> 
30 L24  #21 A119  R5 W50  D1.4 
31 L20  #30 V             D1.3 B5 
 

 



 

APPENDIX 2 

The listing of the file epi2cdi2.ssy used to demonstrate the connection GROGRA – NEXUS. 

\const dme 42, 
\const m0 7.27, 
\const m1 1.52, 
\const slg 0.02, 
\const slg01 0.022, 
\const wki 54, 
\const wkf 7.7, 
\const ts1 12, 
\const tm1 7, 
\const t0 8, 
\const vf 0.01, 
\var epsva normal 0 0.01, 
\var epsvs normal 0 0.004, 
\var epsl normal 0 0.05, 
\var epsf normal 1.5 2, 
\var epsf0 normal 1.5 0.7, 
\var epsw normal 0 10, 
\var epsh normal 0 5, 
\var bef table 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.44 0.5 0.58 0.66 0.76 0.88 0.97 1.0, 
\var su uniform 0.85 0.97, 
\var ro uniform 0 360, 
\var n2 normal 0 4, 
\var n3 normal 0 30, 
\var n4 normal 0 10, 
\var ns distribution 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.6 0.1 0, 
\var sw distribution 0.5 0 0.5 0, 
\var sw2 distribution 0.5 0 0.5 0, 
\var f11 function 11 5, 
\var cc carbon, /* used for input from radiation model */ 
\const ths -1.0, 
\const distt 200,  
\var dh register 0, 
\const dincr 0, 
\var diam diameter, 
\const daf 1.,  /* damping factor (tuning) for intensity of branching (mult.) */ 
\const naf 1.,  /* tuning parameter for needle surface (multiplikative) */ 
\const caf 1.,  /* tuning parameter for all diameters  (multiplicative) */ 
\var i index, 
\askrandomseed, 
* # bas(0) D0 V0 RU90 [ RU-90 P14 kt(0) ] f(distt) [ RU-90 P5 kt(0) ], 
bas(t) # J0=(94+19*t+epsh) bas(t+1), 
J0=(x) # , 
(cc < ths) kt(t) # ,  /* sensitive rule 1 */ 
kt(t) # L(dh) n(0, dh) ds(dh, 0, 1) 
  V s(0, 200, 0, 1, 0, t, 0) RH(ro) 
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  &(ns) < [ @(su) RH(i*360/ns_+n4) w(0, n2) $ 
  k((0.683*dh-0.000351*dh*dh)/bef, 1, 0.9, 0, 0, t) ] > RH(ro) 
  &(if(t<2,0,daf*dh/dme)) < [ @(0.3+(i+1)/(2*daf*dh/dme+2)) 
  RH(i*dme*360/(daf*dh)+n3) w(0, n2+5) $ 
  k((0.61*dh-0.0005*dh*dh)/bef, 1, 0.7, 0, 0, t) ] > kt(t+1), 
w(t, y) # w(t+1, y), 
((cc < ths) || (v < 2))  k(v, o, p, t, u, s) # ,  /* sensitive rule 2 */ 
k(v, o, p, t, u, s) # n(0, bef*v) ds(v, o, p) 
  L(max(3, bef*exp(epsl)*v))  
  s(0, 90, o, p, t, s, 0) ?(if(o==1,0.2,1)*(0.8-0.04*v)), 
k(v, o, p, t, u, s) # n(0, bef*v) ds(v, o, p) 
  L(max(3, bef*exp(epsl)*v)) s(0, 90, o, p, t, s, 0) g(0, vf) 
  &(max(if(o=1,1,0),min(12,(-2.44)+0.052*daf*bef*v))) 
  < [ @(1/(1.08425+0.2469*i)) 
  E(1) < c(i, v, o, 1/(1.08425+0.2469*i), t, u, s) > ] >  
  k(exp(if(o=1,0.3,1)*epsva)* 
  if(o=1,if(u<10,1.0,0.9)*v,0.4*v^1.15), o, p, t+1, u+1, s), 
Pl2 # , 
Pl5 # , 
(j=0) c(j, v, o, p, t, u, s) # [ f(epsf0) RU((sw-1)*(wki+epsw))  
  k(exp(epsvs)*0.74*if(o=1,if(u<10,1.0,0.9)*v,0.4*v^1.15), o+1, p, t+1, 0, s) ] 
  [ f(-epsf) RU((1-sw_)*(wki+epsw))  
  k(exp(epsvs)*0.74*if(o=1,if(u<10,1.0,0.9)*v,0.4*v^1.15), o+1, p, t+1, 0, s) ], 
(j>0) c(j, v, o, p, t, u, s) # [ f(epsf*(sw-1)) RH(90+(sw2-1)*90)  
  RU(wki+wkf*log(j+1)+epsw)  
  k(exp(epsvs)*(0.172+0.549*p)*if(o=1,if(u<10,1.0,0.9)*v,0.4*v^1.15), o+1, p, t+1, 
0, s) ] ?0.7, 
(j>0) c(j, v, o, p, t, u, s) # [ f(epsf*(sw-1)) RU(wki+wkf*log(j+1)+epsw) 
  k(exp(epsvs)*(0.172+0.549*p)*if(o=1,if(u<10,1.0,0.9)*v,0.4*v^1.15), o+1, p, t+1, 
0, s) ]  
  [ f(epsf*(1-sw_)) RU(-wki-wkf*log(j+1)+epsw) 
  k(exp(epsvs)*(0.172+0.549*p)*if(o=1,if(u<10,1.0,0.9)*v,0.4*v^1.15), o+1, p, t+1, 
0, s) ] ?0.3, 
(t > m)  s(t, m, o, p, j, s, d) # %, 
(o == 0) s(t, m, o, p, j, s, d) # s(t+1, 200, o, p, j, s, d+caf*(1.15+0.0126*dh)), 
(o == 1 && p > 0.85) s(t, m, o, p, j, s, d) # s(t+1, 
                               if(s<3, 5, if(p>0.85, ts1, tm1)), 
                               o, p, j, s,  
                               if(t<=12, max(d, sqrt(sumd(sqr(diam)))+caf*dincr), 
d)), 
(o == 1 && p <= 0.85) s(t, m, o, p, j, s, d) # s(t+1,  
                               if(s<3, 5, if(p>0.85, ts1, tm1)),  
                               o, p, j, s,  
                               if(t<=4, max(d, 
sqrt(sumd(sqr(diam)))+0.7*caf*dincr), d)), 
(o == 2) s(t, m, o, p, j, s, d) # s(t+1, t0,  o, p, j, s,  
                               if(t<=6, max(d, 
sqrt(sumd(sqr(diam)))+0.7*caf*dincr), d)), 
(o > 2)  s(t, m, o, p, j, s, d) # s(t+1, t0,  o, p, j, s,  
                               if(t<=2, max(d, 
sqrt(sumd(sqr(diam)))+0.5*caf*dincr), d)), 
n(t, v)  # n(t+1, v), 
g(t, s) # g(t+1, s), 
w(t, y) ## RU(atg(0.19*(t-3))/3+60+y), 
(t <= 11) n(t, v) ## N((naf*m0*v^m1)*if(t<=3, 1, (11-t)/8)), 
(t > 11)  n(t, v) ## N0, 
ds(v, o, p) ## D(if(o<=1, slg01, slg) * caf * v), 
g(t, s) ## V(s*(t*t-2*t+1)), 
(o == 1 && p > 0.85)  s(t, m, o, p, k, s, d) ## Dl+(d) 
  V(f11(k,t,2.5/(k+t+10)^2,6/(k+t+10)^2,0.3-0.015*sqrt(k+t))) RV F, 
(o == 1 && p <= 0.85) s(t, m, o, p, k, s, d) ## Dl+(d) 
  V(f11(k,t,0.01,0.01,0.25)) RV F, 
s(t, m, o, p, k, s, d) ## Dl+(d) RV F
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